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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Problem 
i. Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this dissertation is to set forth in an ob-
jective and critical manner some of the major theological concepts 
of the Churches of Christ in America and to show what the impli-
cations of these are both for a philosophy of Christian education 
and for a program of Christian education. 
Churches of Christ have developed since the beginning of the 
nineteenth century into a body numbering about sixteen thousand five 
hundred separate congregations with a total membership of one million 
six hundred thousand.l They are completely autonomous in church 
government, having no organization larger than the local church. 
There is no official board, publishing house, or spokesman for Churches 
of Christ. From their beginning they have been in the ranks of the 
more conservative religious groups. In recent years, however, there 
has been a trend toward a more liberal approach to methodology in 
their teaching programs. One of the problems in this 
1. Yearbook of American Churches, edited by Benson Y. Landis (New York: 
Office of Publications and Distribution, Sept. 1955), p. 36. 
2 
study is to determine whether or not there can be a reconciliation 
between a conservative theology and a liberal philosophy and meth-
odology in education. 
ii. Previous Research Related to the Problem 
The problem of this dissertation has not been treated by any-
one in the knowledge of the present writer. Some studies have been 
made which relate in a general way to certain aspects of this study. 
D. Ray Lindley, in 1946, wrote a doctoral dissertation at Yale 
University on "The Structure and Function of the Church in the · 
Thought of Alexander Campbell". In 1954, a book by William Garrett 
West entitled Barton Warren Stone: Early American Advocate of Christian 
Unity was published by the Disciples of Christ Historical Society, 
Nashville, Tennessee. These two men, Campbell and Stone, were out-
standing leaders of the Restoration Movement and are subjects of 
brief sections in this study. Their writings are referred to fre-
quently in this dissertation. 
M. Norvel Young wrote a doctoral thesis at George Peabody 
College in 1943 on "A History of Colleges Established and Controlled 
by Members of the Churches of Christ". 1 This study relates closely 
to one section of Chapter III of this work where four of these early 
1. This thesis was revised and published under the same title by 
the Old Paths Book Club, Kansas City, in 1949. This book club has 
reproduced much of the literature of the Restoration Movement. 
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schools and their influence upon the Restoration Movement are discussed. 
2. Definitions 
i. The Restoration Movement 
The term "Restoration Movement" is used frequently in this 
study. It is a term much used by Churches of Christ and refers to 
that movement in the early part of the nineteenth century which gave 
rise to the Churches of Christ in America. 
Walter Scott, one· of the leaders of this movement and one of 
the four men treated in this study, is the author of a book entitled 
The Gospel Restored. 1 The original concept of the movement is ex-
pressed in the opening words of the preface to this book: 
The professors of our holy religion having unhappily 
strayed from the Scriptures and true Christianity, 
there seemed to be no remedy in anything but a re-
turn to original ground. This suggested itself' to 
many, in different places, almost simultaneously, 
about the beginning of the present century, and numerous 
churches were formed about that time, both in Europe and 
America, resembling, more or less, the churches planted 
by the Apostles, or the ch~ch of Jerusalem instituted 
by the Lord Jesus himself. 
F .G. Allen, an eminent preacher of the Churches of Christ has said 
of this movement: 
About the beginning of the second quarter of the 
nineteenth century there seemed to be, in the special 
providence of God, a turning of many minds, wholly 
1. Walter Scott, The Gospel Restored (Cincinnati: O.H. Donogh, 1836). 
2. Ibid., p. v. 
disassociated and unknown to one another, to the 
Word of God as the only authority in religion. 
There seemed to be almost a simultaneous longing 
in many hearts to throw off the yoke of human 
bondage in religion, and form their faith and 
practice simply and purely by the Holy Scriptures • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
It was their purpose to go back to the beginning 
and, taking the church as it is revealed to us in 
all its characteristics in the New Testament, re-
store it to the world precisely as it was at first. 
Their work, then, was really a work of restoration.l 
~tanley Stuber says of the Disciples of Christ, which were 
until the latter part of the nineteenth century one with Churches 
of Christ, that "ti?-is denomination believes in restoration rather 
than reformation. It was the desire of this body, in the first 
place, to restore primitive Christianity, with all its beliefs and 
practices."2 In a recent publication of some original restoration 
writings, the editor says in the preface: "In this volume, Great 
4 
Pioneer Papers , we have stated for us in the language of the pioneers 
the meaning of the Restoration Movement."3 In this two page preface 
the term "Restoration Movement" is used ten times. 
C.A. Norred, another prominent preacher of the Churches of 
Christ, says concerning Barton w. Stone, Thomas and Alexander Campbell, 
1. F . G. Allen, The Old Path Pulpit (Nashville: Gospel Advocate 
Company, 1940), pp. 19-20. 
2. Stanley I. Stuber, How We Got Our Denominations (New York: 
Association Press, 1949), p. 200. 
3. Great Pioneer Papers, edited by John Allen Hudson (Los Angeles: 
Old Paths Book Club, n.d.) pp. 5-6. (Note: the headquarters of this 
book club have been located at various times at Los Angeles, Kansas 
City, and Rosemead, Calif.). 
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and Walter Scott, that their dominant desire at first was to reform 
the existing religious groups. By 1827, they began to perceive quite 
clearly that their actual task was that of restoring the ancient order 
of things. ·~rom this time on, the work was not so much mere refor-
mation. Their increasing hope was the restoration of the simple 
New Testament order."1 A book by G.C. Brewer, copyrighted in 1949, 
entitled "Foundation Facts and Primary Principles !' , has a secondary 
title ''Being the Restoration Story Related and Re-examined". 2 An-
other book, Church Polity, first published in 1894 and reprinted 
recently, has this statement by the editor in the preface: " ...•. 
nothing quite so pungent, cogent, and plain has been gathered into 
one volume anywhere in the literature of the Restoration Movement. "3 
These quotations seem sufficient to show that the term "Restoration 
Movement" has been quite commonly used by Churches of Christ from 
their beginning until the present time. 
1. J . Pilant Sanders, et al, Preaching in the Twentieth Century 
(Los Angeles: Old Paths Book Club, 1945), p. 101. 
2. G. c. Brewer, Foundation Facts and Primary Principles (Kansas 
City, Old Paths Book Club, 1949). 
3. w. L. Hayden, Church Polity (Chicago: S. J. Clarke, 1894), 
Reproduced and issued by Old Paths Book Club, Kansas City. 
ii . Christian Education 
The term "Christian Education" is used in this study in pre-
ference to religious education . Although the two terms are frequently 
used synonymously in much of the literature of today, religious edu-
cation is thought to be a more general term which has come to be 
associated particularly with the historic religious education movement . 
Christian education has its orientation in the Christ i an religion . Its 
most distinctive characteristic is held to be the centering of the en-
tire educative process around Christianity . This is not necessarily 
true of that which might adequately be described by use of the term 
religious education . Any moral or spiritual teaching based upon the 
teachings of Judaism or one of the non-Christian religions might 
properly be termed religious education. One of the things that makes 
Christian education different from religious education is that Christian 
education takes place under the influence of a Christian teacher. The 
subject matter may not differ greatly except for the historical facts 
of Christianity . The difference lies in the point of view and the 
interpretation of the subject matter . The way facts are interpreted 
is the result of a point of view and not the nature of the facts them-
selves . 
The object of Christian education is not merely to propagate 
Christianity, but also to enable persons to develop into reality 
their highest potential character and worth through embracing Christianity . 
Christian education is thus concerned with all the experiences through 
which individuals and groups grow and undergo desirable changes . It 
has to do with all of life and must focus attention upon actual 
situations that are faced by Christians . Christian education goes 
deeper into life than the external aspects of training in Biblical 
knowledge . To be effective it must develop insights, encourage re-
flection, arrive at sound judgements, and insure right choices. The 
teaching of the Bible, information about the Bible or the contents 
of the Bible, is one important aspect of Christian education; but 
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if the only aim is to know the contents of the Bible and not to make 
its message personal, this is far short of Christian education as we 
propose to use the term in this thesis. Christian education is con-
cerned with the process ·of "becoming a person in Christ", and the 
Bible is an indispensa ble aid and resource in the process, but it 
must not be assumed that when a person comes to know the contents of 
the Bible he automatically becomes a person in Christ. The Bible is 
a norm, a standard for the values to be taught in Christian education. 
The term "Christian education" will be used in this study to re-
late to the educative process with orientation in the Christian religion. 
This involves the centering of the entire process around Christianity, 
the interpretation of experience and subject matter from the Christian's 
point of view. 
3. Procedure and Limitations 
The first step of this study is a consideration of the his-
torical background out of which Churches of Christ arose. Although 
Churches of Christ in America did not develop until the early nine-
teenth century, their roots go back into the eighteenth century. The 
8 
most important relevant features of eighteenth century American church 
history are noted. 
The next step is to show how the thought of four leaders con-
verged to give rise to a movement designed to restore the principles 
of New Testament Christianity and how Churches of Christ developed 
from this movement . This section is limited to the contributions of 
four men, not because they -vrere the only leaders whose influence was 
felt, but because they wielded a greater influence than others of their 
day, and especially because they left so much in writing which has 
been preserved and reproduced. By reading their mm writings, it is 
not difficult to know what they believed and what their objectives 
were. 
Schools also played an important role in the development of 
Churches of Christ. Four of the early schools are studied briefly 
and their contributions to the movement are noted. 
Chapters II and III are necessary in order to arrive at the 
theological views of the Churches of Christ. Because of the nature 
of the Churches of Christ, there is no statement of faith set out 
by any of' t heir vtri ters . 
The next step is a consideration of the major theological be-
liefs of Churches of Christ. It should be stated at this point that 
one cannot speak authoritatively f'or Churches of Christ since each 
congregation is an autonomous group and there is no central governing 
body of any kind which determines policy and doctrine . While there 
is no central agency for making such decisions" there seems to be a 
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uniformity of belief and practice among the more than sixteen thousand 
five hundred separate congregations which make up this body. This 
can be partly explained from the fact that Churches of Christ have a 
common body of curriculum materials used in their church schools; a 
number of religious journals published independently by members of 
Churches of Christ share a common point of view; and schools operated 
by members of Churches of Christ have a common objective. Much of 
the material in this study will substantiate this point of view. 
Writings of the Restoration leaders themselves have been used 
largely to authenticate the theological beliefs discussed. The fact 
that their works have a wide circulation at the present timel would 
seem to indicate that there has been little change from the position 
of these men to the. present time. 
The next step in this study is to give an outline of a phi-
losophy of Christian education consistent with these theological be-
liefs held by Churches of Christ. This deals only with the most 
salient aspects of such a philosophy and does not propose to treat 
the subject exhaustively. 
After a philosophy of Christian education has been developed, 
the next task is to show some of the implications of such a philosophy 
1 . Two book clubs have set themselves to the task of reproducing 
the works of these men. The Old Paths Book Club, Rosemead, California 
and the Gospel Advocate Book Club, Nashville, Tennessee. 
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for a program of Christian education in the local church . 
The methodology of this study is library research and study. 
Source materials were found in . the Restoration literature, periodicals 
and books written by members of Churches of Christ. Some relevant 
materials written by others than Churches of Christ members were used, 
especially in Chapter V where a philosophy of Christian education is 
developed. 
CHAPI'ER II 
RELIGIOUS CONDITIONS IN AMERICA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
WHICH INFilJENCED THE RISE OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST 
1. At the Beginning of the Eighteenth Century 
During the last quarter of the seventeenth century the po-
litical status of the New England colonies was uncertain and this 
situation occupied the attention of the Puritan leaders at the ex-
pense of moral and religious affairs. The religious impulse and in-
tense fervor which had characterized the establishment and develop-
ment of the colonies gave way to a period of indifference by the end 
of the seventeenth century. The second and third generation Puritan 
was much less religious than had been his father and grandfather. 1 
One issue of great moment, which arose toward the end of the 
seventeenth century and caused considerable agitation to the New 
England churches for many years and contributed to the decline of 
religious vitality, was what was known as the Half-Way Covenant. 2 
This issue had to do with church membership. The Congregationalists 
of early New England had held that only adult persons who had had a 
definite Christian experience should be admitted to full church member-
ship; but they also maintained that children shared in the covenant 
taken by parents and were therefore members of the church. 
1. William Warren Sweet, The Story of Religion in American (New 
York: Harper and Brothers, 1939), p. 96. 
2. Ibid., p. 86. 
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As this second generation populace, who were members of the church 
without an experience, increased, they, in turn, demanded that their 
children be received for baptism. There arose a division among the 
ministers over this issue. Some maintained that only children of 
believing parents could be baptized, while a more liberal group 
contended that children of any parent who "owned the covenant "1 
might be baptized, but might not receive the Lord's Supper nor be 
allowed to vote in church affai rs.2 The outcome of this controversy 
was the adoption of the Half-Way Covenant which permitted unconverted 
persons to become church members. As a result there came to be a 
large number of persons in every church whose relation to the church 
was merely formal. "The effect of the Half-Way Covenant was to 
create two rolls of membership: one regenerate and in full communion; 
the other unregenerate and merely 'owning the covenant!' In the case 
of the second, vital religious experience was not a necessary qualifi-
cation for church membership. "3 
Another indication of the devitalized state of religion during 
this period is seen from the following statement taken from an election 
sermon preached by Samuel Whitman in Connecticut in 1714: "It is too 
1. This term was used to designate those who gave only mental assent 
to the validity of church membership, but who were not active in their 
relationship to the church. 
2. Sweet, op. cit., p. 87. 
3. George M. Stephenson, The Puritan Heritage (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1952), p. 51. 
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evident to be denied that religion is on the wane among us ...... Is 
not religion degenerating into an empty form?" 1 
2. The Great Awakening 
In 1734, a Great Awakening started among the people of 
Northhampton, Massachusetts under the ministry of Jonathan Edwards. 
Edwards preached a series of sermons on justification by faith. In 
these sermons, he decried every attempt of man to base his security 
on his own power . Either salvation was from God or it was not possible.2 
As his sermons progressed men and women began to cry out and groan 
during the service. Their consciences were stricken with their un-
worthiness. The result of this series of sermons was an absorbing 
interest in personal religion by young and old in the Northhampton 
community. According to Edwards' own words there were more than three 
hundred persons who professed religion within six months.3 
News of the Great Awakening soon spread to other communities. 
There had been an earlier awakening or revival in New Jersey which 
was not connected with that of Edwards•. Theodore J. Frelinghuysen, 
a German Pietist of the Dutch Reformed Church who had come to America 
in 1720, began to speak against formality and the dead orthodoxy 
l. Ibid., p. 51. 
2. Jerald c. Brauer, Protestantism in American (Philadelphia: The 
Westminster Press, 1953), p. 49. 
3. Vergilus Ferm, (ed.), Puritan Sage: Collected Writings of Jonathan 
Edwards (New York: Library Publishers, 1953), p. 174. 
which he found among the churches of America. He condemned the ex-
ternal, formal piety of his listeners and demanded an inward con-
version of heart that would produce a good life. 1 
From Northhampton the revival spread down the river and along 
the coast, and from t here to the middle and southern colonies. In 
Virginia, it had greatest progress among the Baptists. From the 
Baptists it spread to the Methodists.2 The Awakening took hold of 
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the Presbyterians as well. Rev. William Tennent, Sr., a Presbyterian, 
es ~ablished a school for preachers in a log cabin at Neshaminy, 
Pennsylvania. This "Log College" produced a number of young men who 
helped to carry forward the Great Awakening.3 
The following account of a revival at Plymouth, Massachusetts, 
during the high tide of the Awakening, gives some idea of the extent 
of its influence over the lives of people, both old and young: 
After this, for some months together, you could 
scarcely see anybody at the taverns, unless they 
were strangers, travelers, or some come there upon 
necessary business. The children forsook their 
play in the streets, and persons of all denominations 
except a few, gave themselves to reading the Word of 
God, and other books of devotion, to meditation, prayer, 
conference, and other religious exercises, and re -
frained from their customary vices. And many that 
lived at a distance, being acquainted with the town 
in its former state, coming hither, beheld us now 
with admiratiof, saying, surely the fear of the Lord is 
in this place. 
1 . Brauer, op. cit., p. 50. 
2. Lars P. Qualben, A Histor~ of the Christian Church (New York: 
Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1936 , p. 432. 
3. Brauer, op. cit., p. 54 . 
4. Stephenson, op. cit., p . 54. 
It is estimated that between forty and fifty thousand became 
church members in New England alone. Sweet says that during the 
years 1740 to 1742 from twenty-five to fifty thousand of New 
England ''s three hundred thousand were converted. 1 
This Great Awakening was the American counterpart of the con-
temporary Wesley-vlhitefield revival in England. George vlhitefield 
was the co-ordinating element~ not only between England and America~ 
but also betvreen the· colonies. He made seven trips between England 
and the colonies. 2 It was during his second visit in 1740-41 that 
the high tide of the awakening was reached. His incomparable elo-
quence drew thousands of people to his meetings and many were con-
verted.3 So persuasive was Whitefield that even Benjamin Franklin 
emptied his pockets in answer to an appeal for money to establish an 
orphanage in Georgia. 4 All of Whitefield's energy was thrown into 
the or phanage appeal and the revival. vlherever he went crowds 
gathered from far and near. Farmers left their vrork and merchants 
closed their stores. Once a court was postponed so that the people 
could hear him. 5 
"Hhite:field, like the angel symbolized in the 
1. Sweet, op . cit., p. 193. 
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2. Vergilus Ferm, (ed.), The American Church of the Protestant Heritage 
(New York: Philosophical Library, 1953), p. 75· 
3. Qualben, op . cit., p. 432. 
4. Brauer, op. cit., p. 51. 
5· Ibid. 
Apocalypse as flying through the heavens, having 
the everlasting Gospel to preach to the nations , 
traversed colony after colony in his repeated 
visits to the New World , anf was made an instrument 
of blessing to multitudes .'' 
George Whitefield died while on a preaching tour to America in 1770 
and was buried under the pulpit of the Presbyterian Church in 
2 Newburyport, Massachusetts. 
i . Excesses of the Revival Method 
The great appeal of the awakening was that of fear . This 
motive was particularly prominent in Jonathan Edwards' sermon, 
"Sinners in .the Hands of an Angry God", preached at Enfield, 
Connecticut in July, 1741. During the sermon, there was a great 
outburst of emotion in the form of groans, outcries, convulsions, 
and faintings.3 Another example of this appeal to fear is seen 
from the following excerpt taken from a sermon preached to children 
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by Gilbert Tennent, in 1757 . The sermon was entitled "Early Religion 
Recommended . " 
0 Consider that you may never live till you 
grow big, for the most , by far , die when they 
are little; and this may be your case i n a few 
days , in a few hours; haven't you seen coffins 
as short as yourselves carried to the grave? 
1 . Robert Baird, 1 Religion in America (New York: Harper and Brothers, 
1845), p. 101. 
2 . Brauer, op. cit., p . 51 . 
3. Qualben, op . cit., p. 433 . 
And would it not be terrible for you to die un-
converted, and to burn in hell f orever? Your 
being young and little won ' t keep you from t hat 
bad place, and from the bad mani unless you be 
good yourselves before you die . 
Edwards justified such sermons as this . "Why;' he asked, 
"should the Truth be concealed from children? "2 James Davenport, 
a Congregational revivalist, "more than any other man •. . embodied 
in himself and promoted in others all the unsafe extravagances into 
which the revival was running . "3 He declared that most of the 
ministers of the town of Boston and of the country were unconverted 
and were leading their people "blindfold into hel1."4 In March, 
1743, Davenport preached in New London, Connecticut . Word was 
spread around that people should come to the wharf to see the Lord's 
17 . 
will done. People were urged to bring their worldly possessions which 
they idolized and a great fire would be lighted . One woman threw her 
rings and her silver necklace into the flames, crying out that they 
were toys of the devil . Another threw a beautiful gown and coat in-
to the fire. Mr. Davenport paced up and down exhorting the people 
to sacrifice their idolatrous love for worldly things . Suits, velvet 
1. Stephenson, op. cit . , p. 53-
2. Ibid . 
3- Sweet, op . cit., p. 193· 
4 . Ibid . 
breeches, wigs, hoods, and books from the pens of "unconverted " 
preachers were added to the bonfire. And into the fire went "the 
last shreds of the spirit of unity that bound together those op-
posing and those upholding the revivai."1 
ii. Opposition to the Methods of Revivalism 
There was much opposition to these revivalist methods. As 
early as 1744 , when Whitefield began his second tour of New England, 
he met with opposition. Many pulpits were closed to him . 2 At the 
annual convention of the churches in the Province of Massachusetts 
Bay, held in Boston on May 25, 1743, it was declared to be 
a heinous invasion of the ministerial office, 
offensive to God, and destructive to the churches 
for private persons of no education and but few 
attainments in knowledge and in the great doctrines 
of the Gospel, without any regular call, taking 
upon themselves to be preachers of the Word of God.3 
18 
The faculty of Harvard College, in a statement dated December 28, 
1744, directed against George Whitefield, condemned his i tinerant 
preaching as inconsistent with the peace and order of the churches. 
He was accused of acting either according to dreams or some sudden 
impulse or impression on his mind which he imagined to be the Spirit 
4 
of God. Yale College issued a similar statement endorsing the state-
ment of Harvard .5 
1. Brauer, op. cit., p. 53 · 
2. Sweet, op. cit., P• 195. 
3. Stephenson, op. cit., p. 58 . 
4. Ibid., p . 59 . 
5. Ibid. 
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In 1743, Charles Chauncy published "Seasonable Thoughts on 
the State of Religion in New Englana", in which he showed the worst 
side of revivalism. I t contained a collection of all the extrava-
gances of the revival. Although Chauncy admitted that some good 
came from the Awakening, he contended that the evil far outweighed 
the good. 1 Jonathan Edwards replied to Chauncy in a series of 
articles defending the revival, which Chauncy never answered. The 
Revivalis~continued on their way, but Chauncy and his followers 
went a separate way, stressing a cold, hard morality apart from 
warm piety. This was to culminate in Unitarianism. 2 
iii. Results of the Great Awakening 
Another fruit of the Great Awakening >ms the beginning of 
Methodism. John Wesley, a close friend of Whitefield, was probably 
the greatest single figure in the revival of religion which swept 
England beginning in 1741. He organized his followers into closely 
knit groups which existed as special societies in the Church of 
England.3 In 1769, Wesley sent two of his preachers from England 
to American colonies, although organized Methodism first appeared 
in the colonies in 1766 when Philip Embury began to hold meetings 
in his home in New York and soon afterwards formed a society.4 
1. Brauer, op. cit., p . 53-
2. Ibid., p. 55-
3- Ibid.' p. 87. 
4. Qual ben, op. cit., p. 433. 
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A significant result of the Awakening was a general quickening 
of religious life, a revival of personal religion, a great increase 
of church membership, and a higher standard of morality. 1 The edu-
cational influence was particularly significant. The Awakening 
furnished a new stimulus for learning. A number of denominational 
colleges and religious schools vrere founded during this period. 
Princeton was begun as a Presbyterian college in 1746; the Academy 
and College (University of Pennslyvania) in 1753-55 on a non-denomi-
national basis; King's College (Columbia University) in 1754 as an 
Anglican institution; Rhode Island College (Brown University) by 
the Baptists in 1764; Rutgers College in New· Jersey by the Dutch 
Reformed in 1766; and Dartmouth College by the Congregationalists 
in Ne,.r Hampshire in 1769.2 
The Great Awakening changed the American religious scene. 
New groups forged to the front in importance. All groups had to 
decide either for or against the revival. A new kind of leadership 
replaced the old leaders and a fresh and vital life poured through 
the churches expressing itself in colleges, orphanages, and missions. 
Perhaps more important was the subtle shift in emphasis. The puritans 
had originally emphasized God's covenant with man, with emphasis on 
what God had done. But revivalism tended to stress, not so much what 
God had done, but how man had responded to God. This was perhaps 
1. Qualben, op. cit., p. 433. 
2. Ibid., p. 434. 
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truer of later reviva l ists than of Edwards and Whitefield·. This 
emphasis led to a number of developments i n American Christianity. 
So much emphasis was laid on the response of the believer that there 
was a danger of over-emphasizing man's emotional states. How man 
felt and what he did became more important than what God had done 
for man. The emphasis was placed on mans activity with less and 
less regard for doctrine, theology, or the church as God's chosen 
instrument. 1 
Simplifying the issues through emotional appeal made choices 
easier, but it overlooked many of the basic problems. It ignored 
responsibility of the individual to face the current intellectual 
difficulties. The result was that it was quite successful in meeting 
the needs of the frontier, but it produced a spirit in Christianity 
that made it difficult for Christianity to shift its emphasis from 
a simple emotional appeal to the deeper levels and the more basic 
issues of Christian living. 
Because revivalism had reduced everything to a matter of 
simple choice--Christ or the devil, sin or goodness, infidelity or 
faith - -· it both answered the needs of the people and at the same time 
made it difficult for them to pass on to a deeper understanding of 
the religious life. Faith was not always a matter of simple choice. 
One's whole past life formed one's decisions. Under the great 
emoti onal stimulus of the revival one might make a decision for God, 
but when the emotional appeal subsided the person might as quickly 
1. Brauer, op. cit., p. 61. 
"cool off" and revert to his former attitude and behavior. Sweet 
says the revival interest passed away almost as quickly as it had 
arisen. 1 Edwards says of the church in Northampton that from 1744 
to 1748 it was utterly dead. Not a single application for member-
shir was made during those years.2 The fifty years following the 
Great Awakening may be characterized as one of s ~iritual deadness, 
a period of religious and moral indifference. 3 
3. The Struggle for Religious Liberty in America 
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After the long struggle of the colonies during the French and 
Indian War , the English emerged victorious. They stripned the French 
of Canada, took all the land to the Mississi~pi River, and drove the 
Spanish out of Florida. The colonies r ejoiced because it was now 
possible for them to settle down and enjoy a quiet life. But there 
is always a price to pay for victory. When the time of reckoning 
came it produced great dissention between the mother-land and the 
colonies. The victory had been won but the question now arose as to 
who would pay the bills. For years there had been tension between 
EnP: land and t he colonies , but this situation intensified it. England 
seemed determined to use the colonies to build up her own wealth and 
security. She passed laws regulating the economic life of the colonies 
1. Sweet, op. cit., p. 194. 
2. ~., p. 195. 
3· ~., p. 200. 
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which 'vould be to her benefit. The colonies objected to this action. 
New England Puritan preachers challenged the action of the British 
Parliament. 1 
This situation affected the economic and political life of the 
people, ·but in the meantime another situation arose which was to af-
feet the religious life of the people. A group of New England 
Anglicans made an attempt to bring Anglican bishops to America. Such 
a move required an act of Parliament and the colonies interpreted 
this act as an effort to gain more political _power. The church had 
no intention of introducing bishops as a means of political control. 
It was purely a religious matter intended to deal with some specific 
shortcomings o:f church government. 2 Since only bishops could ordain, 
confirm, and exercise discipline they were needed in America. The 
a gitation over bishops became so pronounced that it turned the at-
tention o:f the entire population to the question of Parliamentary 
rights. This might well have been one of the issues which later led 
to the War of Independence. 
The Revolutionary War resulted in the establishment of a new 
nation--the United States of America. The Declaration of Independence 
of this new nation proclaimed the principles of equality, popular 
sovereignty and nationality. The colonies demanded freedom o:f speech 
and thought and personal and religious liberty. The proclamation of 
religious liberty was most significant to national and international 
1. Brauer, op. cit., p. 66. 
2. Ibid., p. 6[. 
life since it came at a time when tolerance in religion was little 
known in the Old World. The Anglican and Methodist Churches in 
America could not longer continue as subordinate divisions of the 
mother churches. It became necessary to establish independent 
American organizations adapted to American needs. Consequently, 
in .. 1789, there was organized the Protestant Episcopal Church, with 
a predominantly Anglican liturgy, but with a more democratic form 
of government . 
The needs of Methodism caused John Wesley to send out 
itinerant lay preachers. In 1772, he commissioned Francis Asbury 
to superintend the work in America. Special American preachers 
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were ordained in 1784, and in the same year Dr. Thomas Coke was com-
missioned to superintend the Methodist work, as a colleague of 
Francis Asbury, and the Methodists were organized into the Methodist 
Episcopal Church .1 
Just as t he states had to find new ways of working together, 
so all the churches, no longer dependent upon their European mother 
churches, had to discover new methods of living and working in 
America. In 1784, over fifty Methodist ministers met in Baltimore 
to consider just such a question. 2 The preachers were determined to 
form an organization independent of the Anglican church. One of the 
chief questions in their minds was their relation to John VTesley. He 
had asserted his right to ordain men for the ministry in America. He . 
1. Qualben, op. cit., p. 437 . 
2. Brauer, op . cit., p . 75· 
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was willing to launch a new American church, but it was to be under 
his spiritual control. Although American Methodists held Wesley in 
high esteem, they did not feel obligated to follow his instructions 
in every detail. Some of them they ignored, some they modified, and 
1 
some they followed. 
Since the planting of the colonies England had exercised a 
tremendous influence over religion in America. In the original charter 
of James I to Virginia, it was especially enjoined that religion should 
be established according to the doctrines and rites of the church of 
England . 2 At the time of the Revolution, Virginia was undergoing an 
intense struggle for religious liberty. The Church of England had 
been supported in Virginia almost from the beginning by land given 
by the state and by taxes collected from the people . 3 A number of 
church groups protested the state support of the Anglicans. The 
Baptists were the most outspoken in their protest . They asked to be 
allovred to worship God in their own way, without interruption, and 
"that they be married, buried, and the like, vrithout paying the clergy 
of other denominations . "4 
Debate on the issue of religious liberty raged with heat and 
intensity . Patrick Henry favored some kind of support by taxation 
that would favor all religious groups . Washington was uncertain. 
1. Ibid . 
2. George Bancroft, History of the United States (New York: D. Appleton 
and Company, Vol. I . 1882), p. 87. 
3. Brauer, op . cit . , p. 84 . 
4 . Ibid. , p. 85 • 
Jefferson and Madison jo~ned with the dissenting forces. In 1784, 
James Madison wrote his famous "Memorial and Remonstrance on the 
Religious Rights of Man . n In it he said: 
Religion, or the duty which we owe to our creator, 
and the manner of discharging it, can be directed only 
by reason and conviction, not by force or violence. The 
religion, then, of every man must be left to the con-
viction and conscience of every man, and . it is the right 
of every man to exercise it as these m~y dictate. The 
right is in its nature an inalienable right.l 
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As a result of the combined effort of the dissenting churches 
and the influence of J efferson and Madison, full religious liberty 
was established by law in Virginia in 1785. 2 The very words of the 
act were taken from an earlier proposal by Jefferson. 
To compel a man to furnish contributions of 
money for the propagation of opinion which he 
disbelieves is sinful and tyrannical; .... even 
the· forcing him to support this or that teacher 
of his own religious persuasion is depriving him 
of the comfortable liberty of giving his contri-
butions to the particular pastor whose morals he 
would make his pattern. Be it therefore enacted 
by the General Assembly, that no man shall be com-
pelled to frequent or support any religious worship 
place or ministry whatsoever, nor shall be enforced, 
restrained, molested or burthened [sis:J in his body or 
goods, nor shall otherwise suffer on account of his 
religious opinion or belief; but that all men shall 
be free to profess, and by argument to maintain their 
opinion in matters of religion, and .the same shall in 
no wise diminish, enlarge, or afflict these civil 
capacities.3 
1. ' Joseph L. Blau, { ed.), Cornerstones of Religious Freedom in America 
(Boston: The Beacon Press, 1949), p. 81. 
2. Brauer, op. cit., p. 86. 
3. Blau, op. cit., p . 74. 
The Ordinance of 1787, sometimes called the Northwest 
Ordinance , which provided stages of government for the territory 
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of the United States Northwest of the Ohio River, guaranteed im-
munity from molestation to individuals regardless of their modes of 
worship or religious sentiments. This year 1787 is a landmark which 
enriched the religious heritage of the American people. 1 
In the spring of 1787, an important convention was held in 
Philadelphia . Such men as Washington, Madison, and Franklin were 
present. When the convention finished its work the states were con-
fronted with an entirely new constitution. Among the articles of 
the new constitution and the very first amendment in the Bill of 
Rights were the following statements on religion: "no religious 
test shall ever be required as a qualificastion to any office or 
public trust under the United States": ... "Congress shall make no 
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof." Thus religious liberty was establshed by the law 
for the national government. 
In New England, it was the Congregational Church that was the 
estabished church by law. A church of whatever creed or doctrine, 
established by law and working in close co-operation with the secular 
government becomes dictatorial and abuses its power; and that is what 
happened to the Congregational Church in New England. It was not until 
the leaven of frontier democracy was felt in New England that her 
1. Stephenson, op. cit., p. 87. 
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privileged churches were disestablished. 1 Except ~or Connecticut, 
Massachusetts and New Hampshire, every state had disestablished the 
church before the beginning of the nineteenth century. New Hampshire 
followed in 1817, Connecticut in 1818, and Massachusetts in 1833.2 
4. Low Ebb of Christianity After 
the Revolutionary War Period 
During the years immediately following the Revolutionary War 
moral and religious life in America touched its lowest ebb. The 
various denominations had suffered severely. Church buildings had 
been destroyed, ministers and parishioners had been slain, congregations 
had been scattered, vital religion had been neglected, and very few 
ministers had been trained. Civil warfare between Patriots and Tories 
had fostered the growth of crime and immorality. The most paralyzing 
influence, however, came from the wave of English Deism, French 
Naturalism and Atheism which swept over the entire world, spreading 
hatred against the church, ministers of the Gospel, and Christian insti-
tutions. Voltaire had as his motto: "Crush the infamous thing," meaning 
the church. Rousseau maintained that the right to govern came not from 
God but from the people.3 This period marked a turning point in human 
thinking and progress which culminated in a new world-view and a new 
outlook on life. This new attitude found expression in an increasing 
l. Ibid.' p. 88. 
2. Ibid. , p . 87. 
3. Qualben, op. cit., p. 449. 
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emphasis on human reason . Three specific lines of thought combined to 
form a new philosophy of life which was rather critical of the tra-
ditional religion- -the humanistic idea of the dignity of man, the free-
dom of the human will, and the ability of man to do the will of God. 1 
Bacon's inductive method of reasoning and Decartes' "hypothetical 
doubt " gave rise to a general demand that all things which were re -
2 
ceived as true be capable of proof . 
The thrill of new discoveries in science gave rise to a spirit 
which was less conscious of God and more conscious of man and his in-
herent powers and possibilities . Man became the measure of all things, 
and human reason the highest religious authority. A system of "natural 
religion" replaced the traditional religion.3 
The alliance which America had made with France helped to bring 
t he spirit of the French Revolution to America . Jacobin clubs and 
societies of Illuminism were organized throughout the land for the 
purpose of destroying Christianity .4 Infidelity and atheism became 
fashionable, especially among college students. Princeton had only two 
students who professed to be Christians in 1782. Bowdoin had only one, 
and t he Yale college Church had but five members in 1783.5 Lyman Beecher, 
l. Ibid., p. 371. 
2. Ibid. 
3· Ibid. 
4. Ibid., p. 449. 
5. Ibid. 
a student at Yale during this period, said: 
The college was in a most ungodly state. The 
college church was almost extinct. Most of the 
students were skeptical and rowdies were plenty. 
Wine and liquor were kept in many rooms; in-
temperance, profa£ity, gambling, and licentious-
ness were common. 
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In 1798, some of the students took the Bible from the Yale chapel and 
never returned it. 2 Francis Asbury characterized the city of Boston 
in 1798 as a city of "blind priests and backsliding people . ,·, 3 Chief 
Justice Marshall expressed fear that the Episcopal church, his own 
fa i th, was ''too far gone ever to be revived. ''4 Bishop Provoost, of 
the Episcopal church in New York, considered the situation so hope-
less that he resigned his office.5 In 1798, the General Assembly of 
the Presbyterian Church described the religious conditions in the 
country as follows: 
We perceive with pain and fearful apprehension 
a general dereliction of religious principles and 
practice among our fellow-citizens, a visible and 
prevailing impiety and contempt for the laws and 
institutions of religion, and an abounding infi-
delity, which in many instances tends to atheism 
itself . The profligacy and corruption of the publi c 
morals have advanced with a progress proportionate to 
our declension in religion. Profaneness, pride, 
luxury, injustice, intemperance, lewdness, and every 
l. S••eet, op. cit . , p. 232. 
2. Brauer, op. cit . , p. 104. 
3. Francis Asbury, Journal (New York: N. Bangs and T. Mason, 1821), 
II , 323 . 
4 . Alfred Thomas DeGroot, The Grounds of Division Among the Disciples 
of Christ (Chicago: Privately printed, 1940), p. 11. 
5. Sweet, op . cit., p. 323. 
species1of debauchery and loose indulgence greatly abound. 
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Thomas Paine's writings proved to be one of the major factors 
accounting for the spread of infidelity. His "Age of Reason" had a 
tremendous impact upon people. In a vigorous new nation where men 
felt the full sueep of independence in their own freedom of thought 
and action, such a point of view as vras set forth in this book held 
a great appeal. A new land had been opened up on the frontier, so 
here was a new frontier opened up in thougbt. 2 Skepticism and unbe-
lief became so rrunpant and the situation became so serious that in 
1798 the Presbyterian Church issued a public warning that unless 
America turned from infidelity God would assuredly visit his wrath 
upon her. 3 
While this serious religious and moral depression was being 
de-cried by religious leaders, there were appearing some evidences 
of a spiritual awakening, especially in the eastern states. A nation 
inspired by a sense of a career of future greatness can seldom fail 
to develop active religious life in some form. And so, after the 
decline in moral and spiritual life following the Revolution, a 
"Second Avrakening" f ollowed. It •ras felt first in the eastern states 
in the closing years of the eighteenth century and moved west of the 
Alleghanies in the early years of the nineteenth century, where it 
1. Ibid., p. 324. 
2. Brauer, op. cit., p. 91. 
3. Ibid., p. 92 . 
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;vas known as the "Great Revival" of the West. 1 
The changing attitude is illustrated by what was happening at 
Yale College . ~fuen Timothy Dwight, a grandson of Jonathan Edwards, 
became president in 1795, the institution was in a state of decline . 
Its funds were low, its student body small and their morals corrupt .2 
Under the pres idency of Dwight the whole moral and spiritual atmosphere 
was changed for the better. He met students on their own ground and 
dis cussed quite frankly with them, both in the classroom and in the 
college chapel, such subjects as "The Nature and Danger of Infidel 
Philosophy," and "Is the Bible the \-lord of God?" He preached a series 
of sermons in the college chapel on "Theology Explained and Defended. "3 
President Dwight i-ron the admiration of the students and in a few years 
the entire attitude of the campus had changed. During his presidency, 
Yale was visited with five "seasons of the special outpourings of the 
Spirit of God " when students made public profession of their faith. 4 
In 18o2, a revival began in which one third of the student body pro-
fessed conversion.5 Dartmouth, Williams, and Amherst Colleges ex-
perienced similar religious awakenings at this time. 
From the east this new spirit of religious awakening moved 
i·Testi·rard to the frontier, where there were now a great many people 
1. Qual ben, op. cit . , p. 449. 
2 . Stephenson, op. cit., p. 91. 
3. Sweet, op. cit., p. 326 . 
4. Stephenson, op. cit., p. 91. 
5. Svreet , op. cit., p. 326. 
living. Kentucky had been admitted into the Union in 1792 and 
Tennessee in 1796. The census of l8oO shovred Kentucky with a 
population of 220, 955 and Tennessee had 105,602. 1 
The decline in moral and spiritual life during the latter 
part of the eighteenth century caused a number of men, both in 
funerica and Europe, to locate the source of the trouble in the 
divided conditions of Christendom. As a remedy they proposed to 
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go back of all creeds and councils, back of all denominations and 
schools, and return to what they understood to be the doctrines, ordi-
nances; .and practices of primitive Christianity. They aimed to be 
restorers and not simply reformers. 2 It was such an attitude as this 
which characterized the men who led the movement which later resulted 
in the establishment of Churches of Christ in America . The next 
chapter will discuss some of these men and the contributions they 
made to the movement. 
This, then, is s omething of the religious background of the 
eighteenth century which furnished a basis for the Restoration 
Movement out of which Churches of Christ developed . 
1. Ibid., p . 300. 
2. Qualben, op. cit., p . 566. 
CHAPI'ER III 
THE RESTORATION MOVEMENT AND CHURCHES OF CHRIST 
1. Four Early Leaders in the Movement 
Churches of Christ in America are the outgrowth of the 
Restoration Movement early in the nineteenth century. Fpur men, 
all originally Presbyteria~s, are the recognized leaders of this 
movement. They are Barton Warren Stone, Thomas Campbell, Alexander 
Campbell, and Walter Scott. Each is responsible for one or more 
historic documents advocating Christian union. Both Stone and 
Alexander Campbell were editors of religious papers for many years . 
All four were deeply devout and highly educated men . "The intel-
lectual strength and princely personality of these four still exerts 
[§i~ a commanding influence upon the Disciples of Christ."1 
i. Barton Warren Stone (1772-1844) 
Barton W. Stone was born in the state of Maryland . His father 
died shortly after his birth and his mother soon moved to Virginia . 
From the time he could read, Stone took great delight in books; but 
there were no books of science and few novels in his day . His primary 
source book was the Bible, which he read so much that he tired of it . 
He soon exhausted the meager educational resources of his community and 
was eager to continue and enrich his scholastic attainment, although 
1. Charles Alexander Young, Historic Documents Advocating Christian 
Union (Chicago: The Christian Century Company, 1904), p . 5. 
his tutor, Robert W. Somerhays, pronounced him a finished scholar. 1 
The fame of David Caldwell's school at Guilford, North Carolina had 
spread, even to Pittslyvania County, Virginia, where the Stones now 
lived, and Barton w. Stone decided to go there to further his edu-
cation.2 
~fuen Stone went to Caldwell's school in Guilford, in 1790, 
he had not been converted, although revival preaching was not un-
familiar to him. He had heard Methodist, Baptist, and Episcopalian 
preachers in his home community, but they had left him unmoved . 
Religion both repelled and attracted him. His aversion to religion 
caused him, on one occasion, to pack his belongings in preparation 
to leave Caldwell's school. A storm prevented his leaving and the 
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next day he decided to remain.3 At Guilford he came under the influence 
of James McGready, a revivalist noted for his fervor and his ''fiery 
brimstone preaching." This type of preaching had a profound effect 
on Stone. According to the religious pattern of his day, he was led 
to expect a long and painful struggle in the process of "getting 
religion." He believed the doctrine that mankind was so totally 
depraved that it could not take any initiative until the Spirit wrought 
a change in the heart of the individual . He spent one whole year in 
uncertainty, praying for and trying to obtain saving faith, but some -
times despairing of ever getting it. 4 It was not until Stone came in 
1 . William Garrett West, Barton Warren Stone (Nashville: The Disciples 
of Christ Historical Society, 1954), p. 3. 
2 . Ibid . 
3. Ibid., p. 8. 
4. Ibid. 
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contact with William Hodge, who had been trained by David Caldwell, 
that he experienced true conversion. Hodge was almost the reverse · ~~-. 
of McGready in both theology and technique. His emphasis was upon 
t he l ove of God while McGready emphasized the wrath of God. l 
Stone was destined to play a major role in the "Great Revival . " 
He had a very great concern for sinners. He once said that his love 
for sinners was so great that if he had the power he would save them 
all. A friend asked him if he love~. sinners more than God loved them . 
SUrely he believed that God had almighty power, and yet he did not 
save sinners. Stone wrestled with this dilemma for some time and 
finally settled it by convincing himself that the Scriptures did not 
teach that all men were to be saved . His logic pushed him to a 
temporary conclusion that God did not love all men or else all would 
be saved. This was not a satisfactory conclusion for Stone. Further 
study convinced him that God did love the whole world, but that he 
did not save them all because of their unbelief. Unbelief was the 
result, not of God's failure to exert his mighty power to make them 
believe, but through man's neglect of God's testimony "given in the 
Word t hrough His Son. "2 It is clear to see from this reasoning that 
Stone was far from the Calvinistic position of predestination. 
Stone was troubled by theological problems. He found it diffi-
cult to accept the doctrine of total depravity which was generally ac-
cepted by Presbyterians of his day . He also was plagued by the con-
1. Ibid . , p. 11. 
2. Ibid . , pp . 24- 25 . 
cept of the Trinity, of election, of reprobation, and of predesti-
1 
nation as taught in the Westminister Confession . He had learned 
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ways of divesting these doctrines of their hard, repulsive features, 
admitting them as true and yet mysterious . In his preaching, he had 
conscientiously confined himself to the practical part of religion . 
After re-examination, he was sure he could not hold these doctrines 
even "under cover . "2 
In 18ol, Stone visited Logan County, Kentucky during are-
vival led by James McGready . Although he had heard McGready preach 
at Guilford, North Carolina, he had never witnessed anything like 
this revival . He describes it in these words: 
Many, very many, fell down, as men slain in 
battle, and continued for hours together in an 
apparently breathless and motionless state--some-
times for a few moments reviving, and exhibiting 
symptoms of life by a deep groan, or piercing 
shriek, or by a prayer for mercy most fervently 
uttered. After lying thus for hours, they ob-
tained deliverance .. . They would rise shouting 
deliverance, and then would address the sur-
rounding multit~de in language truly eloquent 
and impressive . 
Stone found himself in agreement with McGready in his revival 
methods, and, after observing the behavior of many persons, he con-
cluded that it was the work of God. 4 He recognized that there were 
some excesses and s ome fanaticism, but he said: "this would not con-
1. Ibid . , p . 17. 
2. Elder John Rogers, The Biography of Elder Barton Warren Stone 
(C~ncinnati : J.A . and U.P. James, 1847), p . 29. 
3 . Ibid., p. 34f . 
4 . West, op. cit . , p. 28 . 
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demn the work. The devil has always tried to ape the works of God 
to bring them into disrepute. But that cannot be a satanic work which 
brings men to humble confession and forsaking of sin .•.. "1 
Although heartily approving the revival, and feeling it was 
the work of God, Stone opposed the belief that it was dependent upon 
the special intervention of the sovereign will of God. He believed 
that God was not more willing to pour out His Spirit at one moment in 
time than any other. Men did not need to wait for the Spirit to des-
cend upon them, but they needed to have faith. 2 Stone encouraged the 
pattern of conversion which broke the Calvinistic scheme developed by 
Presbyterians in Kentucky, which asserted that man must wait upon 
God until He was ready to pour out His Spirit upon man. He said God 
was always ready, and the ~evival was his proof that salvation could 
invade men's lives without years of waiting upon God . It may be that 
he remembered the long agony of his ovm conversion, and therefore, 
stressed the immediacy of salvation . . 
After Stone's visit to Logan County, he returned to his own 
churches of Cane Ridge and Concord to report the news of the revival. 
He described what he had seen and heard and urged his congregations to 
immediate belief in the Gospel as a condition of salvation . They 
were greatly affected by his message, and this was the beginning of 
a revival that reached its peak a month later at Cane Ridge . 3 
1. Rogers, op. cit., p. 45. 
2. West, op . cit., p. 41. 
3. Ibid . , p. 30. 
Attendance at Cane Ridge during the six days in August, l8ol, was 
estimated between twenty and thirty thousand . Stands were erected 
in different sections of the woods, so that seven preachers could 
speak at the same time. 1 The number of conversions was counted by 
t he number of persons struck down. This was estimated to be three 
thousand, among whom were several Presbyterian ministers who, ac-
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cording to their own confession, had previously possessed only a specu-
lative knowledge of religion . 2 Peter Cartwright called this revival 
the greatest since the day of Pentecost. He reported that at times 
more than one thousand persons broke into loud shouting all at once 
and the shouting could be heard for miles.3 
The meeting at Cane Ridge was called by the Presbyterian 
ministers, eighteen of whom attended. They were joined by Methodists 
and Baptists . There was unity of purpose among those of the different 
denominations. Stone says of this meeting that: 
The Methodist and Baptist preachers aided in the 
work, and all appeared cordially united in it--of 
one mind and one soul, and the salvation of sinners 
seemed to be the great object of all. We all engaged 
in singing the same songs of praise--all united in 
prayer- -all preached the same things--free salvation 
urged upon all by faith and repentance . · 
1. Luther A. Weigle in the Introduction to Barton W. Stone by West, 
p . xv. 
2 . J .M. Buckley, A History of Methodists in the U.S . (New York: 
Charles Scribners' Sons, 1900), p . 298. 
3 . Autobiography of Peter Cartwright, Edited by W.P . Strickland 
(New York: The Methodist Book Concern, n . d . ), p. 35. 
4 . Rogers, op. cit . , p. 38 . 
From the Cane Ridge camp meeting the news spread through all the 
churches and through all the land, and it excited great wonder and 
surprise. "It kindled a religious flame that spread all over 
Kentucky and through many other states."1 
4o 
The experience of the revival had a significant influence on 
Stone. The thrill of revival preaching, large crowds, and many con-
verts gave Stone and some of his colleagues the necessary impetus to 
seek freedom from Presbyteries and Synods. Stone had never been at 
home in Presbyterian theology, although doctrine played little part 
in his thinking. He was more interested in Christian unity . He en-
visioned a unified church based, not on doctrinal uniformity, but on 
a free and spontaneous fellowhip which leaders of the various de-
nominations had enjoyed during the revival at Cane Ridge. He op-
posed creeds such as the Westminister Confession on the ground that 
their introduction first divided the church and had disrupted its 
unity e ver since. He dated the apostasy of the church from the day 
that authoritative creeds were introduced, which, he felt occurred 
when the doctrine of the Trinity was first being formulated. The 
ground was then laid for founding the seat of Rome and tearing the 
church apart by setting up infallible standards to test heretics. 2 
In the course of an examination prior to his ordination by 
the Presbytery of Translyvania, in 179~Stone was asked whether he 
accepted the Westminister Confession of Faith. He replied that he 
1. Cartwright, op. cit., p. 31. 
2. West., op. cit., p. 105. 
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did so far as he saw it consistent with the word of God. 1 Stone's 
major interest was the unity of Christendom, and he proposed a two-
fold plan by which this goal might be reached: {1) to hold up the 
Bible alone as the foundation of the church--to believe what it says 
and to do what it enjoins ; (2) to reject none of those ,.,ho do not wish 
to give up their human creeds , provided they take the Bible for their 
directory in faith and practice . 2 Although Stone held rigidly to his 
belief in divine revelation, he did not try tof~rce this belief on 
others . His biblicism was deeply rooted, but he allowed freedom in 
interpreting the Scriptures. He said that he would have remained with 
the Presbyterians if they had permitted him to read and understand the 
Scriptures for himself.3 His conviction that the Scriptures were man's 
final authority forced him to make a decision between this conviction 
and his allegiance to the Confession of Faith. In his great hour of 
decision , he chose to renounce his allegiance to the Presbyterian 
Church. He called his people together and told them that he could no 
longer conscientiously preach to support the Presbyterian Church . He 
said that henceforth his labors should be directed "to advance the 
Redeemer's Kingdom, irrespective of party. "4 
One of the historic documents advocating Christian unity, 
l. Rogers, OJ2 • cit., P• 29. 
2. West, op . cit. , p. 107. 
3 · I bid. , p. 105 . 
4. Rogers, OJ2• cit., P• 49. 
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attributed to Stone, is called "The Last Will and Testament of' the 
Springfield Presbytery . " Because of' some liberal doctrines preached 
by Stone and others, the Presbyterians brought charges against them. 
Before the Synod could take action, f'ive preachers withdrew and organ-
ized the "Springfield Presbytery." An address was prepared for their 
congregations, setting f'orth their reasons f'or withdrawing, in which 
they expressed objections to the Confession of Faith, and to all 
"authoritative confessions and creeds founded by fallible men . " They 
continued, "He expressed our total abandonment of' all authoritative 
creeds but the Bible alone as the only rule of' f'aith and practice."1 
These f'ive churches continued to worship under the name of' Springfield 
Presbytery, "but we had not worn our name f'or more than a year when 
we saw it savored of a party spirit .... with the man-made creeds we 
threw it overboard and took the name Christian ... "2 Dated June 28., 
1804 and signed by six ministers, including Barton W. Stone, "The 
Last \-Till and Testament of the Springfield Presbytery" was made public. 
In this document they willed. : 
That all names of' distinction such as Reverend, etc. 
be forgotten; all delegated authority to make laws f'or 
the church cease; candidates f'or the Gospel ministry 
study the Bible and obtain license to preach f'rom God; 
each particular congregation be independent; that the 
people take §he Bible as their only sure guide to 
heaven, etc. 
1 . Young, op. cit . , p. 16 . 
2. Ibid., pp . 16-17. 
3 . Ibid., p. 17 . 
These have been guiding principles to which Churches of Christ have 
adhered until the present day. 
Stone's break with Calvinism in Kentucky re-
flected the difference between those who appealed 
to emotions and those who appealed to the intel-
l ect; those who frowned upon cultural accomplishments and 
those who felt them to be merely superfluous; those who 
appealed to the Bible and those who used creeds as 
vehicles of Christian thought; those who liked unre-
stricted freedom and those who wished to have authori-
tative restraints over individual members and churches. 1 
1. West, op. cit., p. 108. 
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ii . Thomas Campbell (1763-1854) 
Thomas Campbell, a member of the Secession branch of the 
Presbyterian Church in Ireland, was another leader of the Restoration 
Movement . He came to America in 18o7. When he landed in Philadelphia 
on May 27, he found the ·' Synod of the Presbyterian church in session. 
He was received cordially and assigned to the Presbytery of Chartiers 
and given ~orork in \vashington County, Pennsylvania . 1 Finding many 
people in this section without any direct church affiliation, he in-
vited them to join in his services , which was a clear violation of 
regulations . 2 He ~oms disciplined by the Presbytery . He felt it his 
duty to protest against sectarianism and to assert as the standard of 
all Christian discipleship the literal terms of the Bible alone, as 
he understood it.3 Campbell appealed to the Synod of North America, 
the highest church court in the land. Davis quotes a sentence from 
his appeal: 
How great the injustice, how aggravated the 
injury will appear, to thrust from communion a 
Christian brother, a fellow minister, for saying 
and doing none other things than those which our 
di vine Lord and his appostles taught •..... I 
plead the cause of the Scriptural and apostolic 
worship of the church, in opposition to the various 
errors and schi~ms which have so awfully corrupted 
and divided it . 
1. M.M. Davis, How the Disciples Began and Grew (Cincinnati: The 
Standard Publishing Company, 1915), pp. 43-44. 
2. Stanley I. Stuber, op . cit ., p. 199. 
3. Williston vJalker , A History of the Christ Church (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1929), p. 5th . 
4. Davis, op. cit ., p. 45. 
His plea to the highest church court in the land was in vain, and 
in order to preserve his self-respect and loyalty to his convictions, 
he withdrew from the Seceders, saying: "Henceforth I decline all 
ministerial connections with, or subjection to, the Associate Synod 
of North America."1 He continued to preach in the homes of his friends . 
It was during this time that he announced his principles: "vlhere the 
Scriptures speak, we speak; and were the Scriptures are silent, we are 
silent. "2 It was not a new denomination that he planned, but a union 
of all Christians on the Biblical basis, without added tests of creed 
or ritual. 
In August, 18o9 Thomas Campbell organized "The Christian 
Association of Washington, " so--called from the Pennsylvania County 
of its origin. In order for the public to better understand the pur-
pose of the Association, Campbell drew up a statement of its principles 
and a constitution of the society, called a "Declaration and Address " , 
which has since been regarded as a fundamental document of what was 
to be known as the Disciples movement.3 Young calls the "Declaration 
and Address" of Thomas Campbell the magna charta of the Restoration 
Movement of the nineteenth century. 4 
The principles of the "Declaration and Address" follow the 
lines of the famous maxim by Meldenius: "unity in essentials, liberty 
1. Ibid . , p. 46 . 
2. Walker, op . cit., p. 581 . 
3. Ibid . 
4. Young, op. cit., p . 8. 
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in non-essentials, charity in all things."1 Campbell chose the words 
"faith" amd "opinion" rather than "essentials" and "non-essentials " . 
"\-lith regard to the essentials of Christianity he emphasized the 
Lordship of Jesus and the necessity of Christian character. 2 One of 
the significant contributions of Thomas Campbell in· the progress of 
the church toward religious liberty, was the distinction he made be-
t••een the personal faith of the believer and the theological faith of 
the creeds. After the papal tyranny was broken, there followed a 
theological tyranny which ruled the Protestant church through its 
creeds to the twentieth century . Luther exercised the greatest liberty 
of thought personally, but this liberty was lost to his followers. 
Calvin likewise exercised freedom in the pursuit of new truth, but 
the same freedom was not permitted to those who followed him. Thomas 
Campbell exercised the greatest possible liberty and would be bound 
only by the Scriptures, but there was a great danger that his follovrers 
would let Christian thought harden into a fixed form . That which 
the reformers were free to think in their day, the next generation 
was obliged to think as a condition of fellowship in their particular 
communions. Thomas Campbell was aware of this and, therefore, would 
make very few essentials upon which he believed there should be perfect 
unity. Most of that which pertains to the Christian religion, he be-
lieved were matters of opinion in which he would grant the greatest 
liberty.3 
1. Ibid., p. 36. 
2. Ibid., p. 38. 
3. Ibid., pp. 42-43 . 
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Thomas Campbell believed there were some commonly accepted, 
self-evident truths which were common to the great majority of 
evangelical Protestants. He did not anticipate any response to his 
"Declaration and Address" from Roman Catholics or Unitarians. 1 Of 
these universally acknowledged and self-evident truths which Campbell 
believed constituted a common basis for Christian unity, the following 
are the most apparent from his "Declaration and Address": (l) The 
Scriptures of the New Testament are the supreme and ultimate source 
of authority for Christian faith and practice . {2) The New Testament 
contains a perfect and complete model of the Christian institution, 
as to faith, life, worship, ordinances, and government. (3) The 
Scriptures are essentially and intentionally intelligible, as far 
as matters of salvation are concerned. (4) The church needs reforming 
by being restored to the New Testament model, and a complete restoration 
is both desirable and possible . {5) The church of Apostolic times was 
essentially and intentionally one organic body . (6) Matters of faith 
and opinion in Christianity are easily distinguishable, and recognition 
of what is essential and what is non-essential will result in unity of 
faith and practice . (7) The apostles stood upon the same plane of in-
fallibility and authority in their teaching as that upon which Jesus 
stood. 2 
1. Ibid.' p . 60. 
2 . Ibid., pp . 60-69. 
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iii. Alexander Campbell (1788-1866) 
Alexander Campbell, the illustrious son of Thomas Campbell, 
was born in Ireland and came to America when he was twenty -one years 
old. His father had preceded him to America by two years. During 
his last year in Ireland, Alexander attended the University of 
1 Glasgow. This year at the university wrought many changes i n his 
religious views . He broke with the Seceder church during this time 
without knowing that his father had done the same t hing in America. 
He feared to tell his father of his changed religious views, but to 
his surprise he found that his father had taken an even more radical 
course than himself . ~fuen Thomas Campbell went to meet his son upon 
his arrival in America, he carried with him the proof sheets of his 
"Declaration and Address", vrhich had just come off the press. 2 
Thomas and Alexander Campbell had both separated as faithful 
members of the Seceder church, and by separate routes they had come 
to renounce Presbyterianism, de nouncing its narrowness and devotion 
to an authoritative human creed, and now both advocated a return to 
the Bible as the only basis of true Christianity . 3 
The Campbells organized a church at Brush Run, Pennsylvania, in 
May, 1811 . The Lord's Supper was observed each Sunday from the 
1. Ibid . , p . 212. 
2. Garrison and DeGroot, The Disciples of Christ: A History (St . Louis: 
Christian Board of Publication, 1948), p. 144 . 
3 . Bill J . Humble, Campbell and Controversy (Rosemead , Calif . : Old 
Paths Book Club, 1952), p . 27. 
beginning . Doubts soon arose as to the scriptural warrant of in-
fant baptism. In 1812, the Campbells and a number of their as -
sociates were immersed. A year later, the Brush Run Church became 
a member of the Redstone Association of Baptist churches . Points 
of disagreement with the Baptists arose over the Baptist's strenuous 
Calvinism . 1 At a meeting of the Redstone Association at Cross Creek, 
Virginia, in 1816, Alexander Campbell preached his famous "Sermon 
on the Law . " This proved to be the entering wedge between him and 
the Baptists. 2 His opponents be gan a public opposition against him 
which led to a withdrawal from the Redstone As sociation, and union 
with the Mahoning Association of Ohio . 3 Campbell himself said that 
had it not been for the persecution as result of this sermon it is 
highly probable that he would never have advocated the reformation . 4 
In this sermon he pointed out that there were differences between the 
law and the Gospel, showing clearly that the law was temporary and 
local, whi le the Gospel was for all time and universal.5 
Campbell 's influence was wielded largely through his writings , 
especially through t wo periodicals which he published consecutively 
from 1823 until 1865 . Beginning in 1823, Campbell published the 
l. \-.Talker, op . cit., p. 582. 
2. Davis, op. cit . , p. 88 . 
3· Young , op. cit. , p. 215. 
4. Ibid., p . 218 . 
5. Davis, op . cit., p. 88. 
"Christian Baptist " for seven years. The name was suggested by his 
father and Walter Scott . They said that since his work was mostly 
among the Baptist s,to use the ir name would be pleasing to them ; and 
to modify it by the word "Christian" would prevent it from being re 
garded as denominational . 1 The prospectus of the Christian Baptist 
was clear and straightforward: 
The Christian Baptist shall espouse the cause of 
no religious sect, except the ancient sect called 
Christian first at Antioch. Its sole object shall 
be the eviction of the truth and the exposing of 
error in doctrine and practice. The editor, ac-
knowledging no standard of faith other than that of 
the Old and New Testaments, and the latter as the 
standard of the religion of Jesus Christ, will, in~ 
t entionally at least, oppose nothing ,.,hich it con- 2 tains, and recommend nothing .which it does not enjoin. 
The original dedication of the Christian Baptist, appearing in the 
first issue read: 
To all those, without di stinction, who acknowledge 
t he Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to be a 
revelation from God; and the New Testament as con-
taining the religion of Jesus Christ: - - ifho willing to have 
all religious tenets and practices tried by the divine word; 
and who fee l ing themselves in duty bound to search the 
Scriptures for themselves in matters of Religion, are 
disposed to reject all doctrines and commandments of men, 
to obey the truth, holding fast the faith once delivered 
to the saints - - this work is most respectfully and af 
fectionately dedicated by 
The Editor .3 
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After 1830, the Christian Baptist gave place to the ~llennial Harbinger. 
This monthly journal was published for the next thirty five years. 
l. Ibid ., p. 89. 
2 Ibid_ , , p. 90 . 
3 . Alexander Campbell, The Christian Baptist, Re vised by D.S. Burnett, 
7 vols. bound in 1 (St. Louis: Christian Publishing Company, n.d .), p. 5. 
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Alexander Campbell opposed as "Protestant popery" all devices 
by which, educationally, he feared the minds of s ome men might be 
br ought under subjection to the minds of other men in matters of 
fai th . Among these devices he included written creeds, all existing 
nineteenth century ecclesiasticisms, the "myth" of orthodoxy, the 
pret ent ious claims of the clergy, and all auxiliary agencies of the 
l church , He challenged all orthodoxies, not only because they tyran ·· 
ni zed the minds of men, nor because they insisted on uniformity of 
thought, but because in so doing they thereby sought to abort the 
. "t f . t• t• 2 s plrl o 2nves 2ga 2on. He believed that men should have the 
liberty to think as they wanted on matters of human expediency, or 
e ven on doctrines of reli gion, provided that they acknowledge Christ 
as their head and kept his commandments . 3 
Alexander Campbell was a many-s ided man. As an 
editor he stood in the front ranks, as is evident 
fr om the Christian Baptist and the Millennial Harbinger. 
As an author, he is seen as one of the best in the 
s i xty volumes which came from his pen. As a teacher, 
Bethany College stands as his glorious monument today. 
As a business man, he 1ro.s a success. As a polemic, 
perhaps, he had no s uperior. As a statesman, he served 
with distinction in the Constitutional Convention of 
Virginia with ex- president Madison, Chief Justice 
Marshall, John Randolph . . . As a religious leader, 
in spite of the most difficult circumstances, he 
gathered about him an army of heroic men and women 
who, in a single century, have grown into large 
l. D Ray Lindley, "The Structure and Function of the Church in the 
Thought of Alexander Campbell" (Unpublished dissertation, Yale 
Uni versity, 1946), Summary . 
2 . Ibid . , p 76. 
3 . Robert Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell (2 vols . , 
Cincinnati : Standard Publishing Company, 1897), Vol II, p. 519. 
proportions. As a preacher, by co~on consent, 
he is regarded as one of the best. 
On June 2, 1850, Alexander Campbell, upon an invitation of both 
houses of Congress, spoke for an hour and one -- half . The meeting 
was opened with singing and prayer . 2 
The following testimonies of some outstanding men who knew 
Alexander Campbell will indicate something of his great influence 
and power . 
Ex-- president Madison: It was my pleasure to hear 
him very often as a preacher of the Gospel, and I 
regard him as the ablest and most original expounder 
of the Scriptures I have ever heard. 
Robert Graham, president of Kentucky University: 
I can hardly express my admiration of him in every 
walk of life. In the social circle, he was by far 
the finest talker I ever heard ; in the lecture room, 
the most instructive; and in the pulpit, he had few 
equals, and no superior. 
George D. Prentice, editor of the Louisville 
Journal : Alexander Campbell is unquestionably one 
of the most extraordinary men of our time. Putting 
wholly out of view his tenets, with which we, of 
course, have nothing to do, he claims, by virtue of 
his intrinsic qualities as manifested in his achieve -
ments, a place among the very foremost spirits of the 
Age. His energy, self -reliance, and self --fidelity .. . . 
are the stamp that belongs only to the world's first 
leaders in thought or action. 
David Lloyd George, Chancellor of the Exchequer in 
Great Britain: A very large part of the economic and 
social principles I am pressing upon the English people 
I obtained from reading the writings of Alexander Campb~ll 3 
1 Davis, op . cit . , pp . 38-39-
2 . Ib i d . , pp . 138-·139 -
3 . Ibid . , pp. 40 -42 . 
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iv. Walter Scott (1796 1861) 
The youngest of the "big four" was Walter Scott, who was 
born in Scotland in 1796 . He came to America in 1818 and began 
his career as a teacher in a Classical Academy on Long Island. 1 
After a year, he decided to visit the regions beyond the Alleghany 
mountains. He walked as far as Pittsburgh where he found a fellow-
countryman, George Forrester, who gave him a place on the faculty 
of his school. 2 Scott and Forrester became close friends and 
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fellow students of the Bible. Their joint study of the Scriptures 
ga ve to them a new meaning . The Bible became, no longer a reposi -
tory of proof --texts from which to establish theological systems, but 
an or derly development of the scheme of redemption . 3 
Scott became an evangelist of the Mahoning Association in 
1827 . This Association consisted of ten Baptist churches in Eastern 
Ohio near the Pennsylvania line, and between the Ohio River and Lake 
Erie . This section was called the Western Reserve. These churches 
were s piritually dead. In 1825, they had reported only sixteen 
conversions. During the first year of Scott's ministry, there were 
one thousand conversions .4 
l Ibid . , p. 165 
2 Ibid . 
3 - Ibid. 
4 Ibid., p 94. 
Scott's two favorite themes were the Messiah and the Holy 
Spirit. His mind was analytical and he simplified the Gospel so 
that all could understand. He presented the elements of the 
Gospel in the following order: "His first step was to fix upon 
the divinity of Christ as the central and controlling thought of 
the New Testament. . . . Next he arranged the elements of the Gospe 1 
in the order of faith, repentance, baptism, remission of sins, and 
l 
the gift of the Holy Spirit " He said the Gospel in general was 
three - fold: facts, commands, and promises. The facts were to be 
believed, the commands were to be obeyed, and the promises were to 
be enjoyed . 2 In its specific application, Scott said the Gospel 
was fi ve - fold: faith to change the heart; repentance to change the 
life; baptism to change the state; remission of sins to cleanse from 
guilt; and the gift of the Holy Spirit to help in the religious life 
and make one a partaker of the divine nature.3 "Times out of number 
we are told in Scripture that the grand saving truth is that 'Jesus 
is the Christ' . This is the bond of union among Christians; the 
essence, the spirit of all Christianity ."4 
The most thoroughly revolutionary element in 
Halter Scott's advocacy of reformation, and that 
which has proved most far - reaching in its in · 
fluence, is just this concerning the central truth 
1 . Young, op. cit . , pp 6-7. 
2 . Davis, op. cit . , p 170 . 
3 Ibid 
4 . Halter Scott, "On Teaching Christianity", Christian Baptist, I, 
10 (Note: Scott wrote for the Christian Baptist under the name 
"Philip . '') 
in Christianity. It not only shaped all his 
preaching, but it shaped the preaching and 
practice of reformers generally, and called 
the attention of the religious world at large 
to the fact that a person, and not a system 
of doctrines, is the proper object of faith; 
and that faith in Jesus, and love for Jesus, 
and obedience to Jesus, is the grand distinction 
of Christianity . l 
l Young, op. cit., p. 169. 
Note: Although these four men, Stone, Thomas and Alexander Campbell 
and ~{alter Scott, are the recognized leaders of the Restoration 
Movement, they are by no means the only ones. Nor were they the 
f irst ones. !n point of time probably the first sizable group was 
among the Methodists of North Carolina under the leadership of 
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James O'Kelly. O'Kelly was resentful toward the display of authority 
on the part of Bishop Francis Asbury. He introduced a resolution in 
the General Assembly of 1792 to the effect that "after the Bishop 
appoints the preachers at conference to their several circuits, if 
any one t hinks himself injured by the appointment, he shall have 
liberty to appeal to the conference and state his objections ; and if 
the conference approve his objection the Bishop shall appoint him to 
another circuit." (John M. Moore, The Long Road to Methodist Union, 
Nashville: Abingdon-Cokes bury Press, 1943, pp . 30 ·-31). His pro -
position was defeated on the final vote and O'Kelly withdrew taking 
with him about six thousand five hundred members from the Methodist 
church. (Moore, op. cit., p . 31) . They originally called them 
selves "Republican Methodists", but in May, 1794, upon the suggestion 
of Rice Haggard, another leader, decided to adopt the name "Christian. " 
(C. C. Ware, A History of the Disciples of Christ in North Carolina, 
St . Louis: Christian Board of Publication, 1927, p . 77. 
In l8o9, the followers of O'Kelly in North Carolina and Virginia 
discovered through a religious journal, "Herald of Gospel Liberty " , 
that there was similar movement in New England. Abner Jones, a 
Baptist of Vermont, had become concerned about "sectarian names and 
human creeds. " (Walter W. Jennings, Origin and Early History of 
Disciples of Christ, Cincinnati: The Standard Publishing Co . , 1919, 
p .--66): In September, 18o2, he organized a congregation of twenty 
five members at Lydon, Vermont, and another church at Bradford, Vermont. 
Elias Smith, another Baptist minister of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 
found that his views were similar to those of Jones. Smith visited 
O' Kelly in 1811 and found that they shared almost identical viewpoints. 
(Winfred Ernest Garrison, Religion Follows the Frontier, New York: 
Harper and Brothers, Pub., 1931, p. 62. 
2. Four Early Schools and Their Influence 
Upon the Movement 
The leaders of the Restnration Movement were educated men . 
Both Thomas and Alexander Campbell had studied at the University 
of Glasgow. Alexander Campbell was able to read the Bible from his 
personal polyglot edition in s even languages. 1 Barton Stone, a 
graduate of Guilford Academy, taught in a Methodist Academy in 
Georgia and a private school in Kentucky . He taught English Grammar, 
Latin, Greek, some of the sciences, and studied Hebrew from a German 
2 Jew on the faculty. Walter Scott was president for a short time of 
Bacon College, founded at Georgetown, Kentucky, in 1836. 3 With their 
background and training, it was natural that these men should be 
interested in education . In a day when an educated ministry was 
decried, these leaders emphasized the importance of scholarly ministers. 
Alexander Campbell said : "Of all people in the world we ought to be, 
accordi ng to our means, the greatest patrons of schools and colleges. " 4 
One reason for the educational concern of these early leaders of the 
restoration was their rational conception of the nature of conversion. 
The "faith" they proclaimed was a taught faith . Conversion was an in-
telligent reaction to the truth of the Gospel, which was propagated 
through teaching This differed greatly from the generally accepted 
1. M Norvel Young, A History of Colleges Established and Controlled 
by Members of the Churches of Christ (Kansas City: The Old Paths Book 
Club, 1949), p 26 . 
2 . Ibid. 
3 . Ibid . , p . 2'7 . 
4 . . Millennial Harbinger, VII, 3'7'7 . 
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theological conception of conversion, which looked upon conversion as 
the result of a special act of divine favor, bestowed upon the "elect " 
by a sort of miraculous advent of the Holy Spirit. 1 
i . Bethany College 
Not the earliest school providing opportunity for higher edu · 
cation among the restorers, but the most successfuL' and influential, 
2 
was Bethany College. As early as 1818, Alexander Campbell had ex 
perimented with an educational idea by establishing what he called 
"Buffalo Seminary" in his home . This was to be a small school, based 
on a family type of organization, in which boys would be trained in 
morals . 3 This experiment was discontinued after a short time, but 
Campbell began to make plans for a larger and more permanent school . 
Campbell was acquainted with the educational thought . of his day. 
Before establishing Bethany College, he said he felt obliged to visit 
all the acknowledged schools of merit and "to examine all the reputable 
s ystems and theories of education in this age of reforms. "4 Bethany 
College was started by Campbell in the fall of 1840 , It is frequently 
referred to as a "mother of colleges", because its influence under 
1 Davis, op . cit . , p. 193. 
2 . The earliest educational endeavor of the Restoration Movement was 
the founding of Bacon College at Georgetown, Kentucky in 1836, by 
J T . and T F . Johnson. (Garrison, op . cit., pp . 168 9). 
3 . Davis, op . cit . , p . 194. 
4. Campbell, "Bethany College", Millennial Harbinger, III, 220 .. 
Campbell's direction pervaded the Restoration Movement; and 
particularly in its early days when the movement was in a formative 
stage was its stamp placed on that part which later came to be 
known as the Churches of Christ . 1 
The motto, "where the Bible speaks, we speak; where the 
Bible is silent, we are silent" , logically elevated the Bible to 
a place of supreme importance in curricular planning . Not only was 
the Bible a required subject of the curriculum, but this motto , 
taken seriously, necessitated a knowledge of the original languages 
in which the Bible was written, since versions sometimes reflected 
the t heology of the translators. 2 Campbell described Bethany College 
as not a theological school, but as a "literary and scientific in-
stitution, founded upon the Bible as the basis of all true science and 
true learning . "3 Campbell had earlier defined education as: 
the proper development and direction of human 
powers . It is not merely the simple communication 
of the knowledge of letters, of the names of things, 
of the rules of art, or the outline of the whole 
circle of science . It is the proper training, the 
full development and cultivation o4 the physical, 
intellectual, and moral faculties. 
Alexander Campbell was a close student of John Locke . 5 From 
1. M. Norvel Young, op . cit . , p . 28. 
2 . Davis, op . cit . , p. 191. 
3. Campbell, "Bethany College", Millennial Harbinger, VII, 291. 
4 . Campbell, "Education", Millennia! Harbinger, II, 256 . 
5. Winfred E . Garrison, Alexander Campbell's Theology (St. Louis: 
Christian Publication Co., 1900), p. 109 . 
Lock's theory of knowledge Campbell emphasized the concept that: 
Religious ideas, like others, can come only 
through the processes of clear thought working 
upon materials furnished by the senses; that 
feelings and the mystical consciousness give us 
no valid religious knowledge ; that man can know 
God only through revelation, which must come in 
clear, sensory form; that faith is an intellectuat 
act, the belief of testimony given by revelation. 
The influence of Bethany College on the conservative wing of 
the movement was great during the formative years from 1840-1850. 
Bethany later became associated with the more liberal element of 
the movement, and as a Disciples of Christ College continues today 
as an endowed private school of considerable importance. 2 
ii. Franklin College 
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Franklin College was the first college established by members 
of the Churches of Christ in the South. Tolbert Fanning and his wife, 
Charlotte Fall Fanning, began this school in 1845 on their farm five 
miles east of Nashville, Tennessee, and it continued to exist until 
1866.3 Fanning was recognized as the outstanding leader of the 
Restoration Movement in Tennessee. He "perhaps had more influence 
in shaping the sentiments of the disciples in the state than any other 
man who has lived in it."4 
1. Garrison, Religion Follows the Frontier, p. 43. 
2. M. Norvel Young, op. cit., p . 32 . 
3. Ibid., p. 34. 
4. J.W . Grant, "A Sketch of the Reformation in Tennessee", Unpublished 
manuscript, March 25, 1897, p. 80. (Quoted by M.N. Young, op. cit., p . 34) 
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Franklin College claimed to be the first institution of its 
kind in the country. It was one of the early schools to combine a 
literary education with a practical study of agricultural and 
mechanical crafts. Fanning knew that some manual labor schools 
liad failed in the past, but he attributed their failure to the fact 
that labor was looked upon as being degrading. He proposed that in 
Franklin College, work should take the place of "vicious and idle 
sports" in the physical education of students. 1 He also proposed that 
teachers should lead the way by conducting the students in farm work 
as well as in Greek and Latin. 2 · 
A charter was granted to Franklin College by the state of 
Tennessee in January, 1844. This charter provided for a board of 
trustees of not more 'than twenty--four members. The college was 
named in honor of Benjamin Franklin, whom Fanning admired very much .3 
An unusual thing about the charter of Franklin College was its silence 
on the subject of religion. Fanning was a preacher and fully in-
tended to use the Bible as a text-book in his new schoo~, but did 
not want the school to be considered denominational. 4 
In May, 1860, Fanning called a meeting at Franklin, Tennessee 
of members of the Churches of Christ to consider enlarging the 
l. Tolbert Fanning, "Franklin College", Christian Review, Vol. I, 
No. 6 (June, 1844), p. 131. 
2 . Ibid. 
3. M. Norvel Young, op. cit., p. 41. 
4 . Ibid. 
educational program of the church in the south. It was decided at 
this meeting to promote a private corporation to be known as the 
l Educat i onal Association of Tennessee. W.D. Carnes, president of 
the state University at Knoxville, Tennessee was elected president 
of the University proposed by the Association . He accepted the 
position and Franklin College was purchased by the corporation and 
the school opened in September, 1860 with young men from every 
2 
southern state except Florida and Maryland. 
As a result of the Civil War, Franklin College was closed 
from June , 1861 to September, 1865 . A disastrous fire during the 
first month of operation after the War destroyed the entire structure 
with its libraries and laboratories, including the personal library 
of president Carnes valued at $20 ,000. 3 On,· the same site a girl's 
school, called Hope Institute, was operated for a few years. This 
school later became a school for orphan girls and was operated until 
1943. At that time the property was condemned for the expansion for 
the Nashville Municipal Airport. A board of trustees still ad-
ministers an estate of $150 ,000, the proceeds of which are used to 
4 
support ·orphan girls in David Lipscomb College. 
1. David Lipscomb, "Educational Meeting", Gospel Advocate, VI , No . 7 
(July, 1860), p . 206. 
2. M. Norvel Young, op. cit ., p . 49 . 
3 . Tolbert Fanning, "Franklin College" , Gospel Advocate. 
4. M. Norvel Young, op. cit., p. 51. 
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The influence of Franklin College is still being felt through 
its alumni. One of its outstanding alumni , was David Lipscomb, the 
founder of David Lipscomb College in 1891, and for fifty years 
editor of the Gospel Advocate, one of the leading religious journals 
among Churches of Christ. 
iii. Burritt College 
Burritt College, next to Franklin College, is the oldest school 
in the conservative stream of the Restoration Movement. It was 
started at Spencer, Tennessee in 1849 and continued, with few inter-
ruptions, until 1939. The school started as a civic enterprise to meet 
the demands for education in that part of the state. The citizens of 
that locality formed a stock company to finance a school. It was 
1 granted a charter in 1848, and opened its doors in 1849. 
The trustees of the school called w.c. Carnes to the presidency 
in 1850 . He served a total of fourteen years as president, during 
two periods, and more than any other man, set the policies which regu-
lated the school through its ninety years of existence. 2 One thing 
that led Carnes to accept the presidency was the free hand given him 
in all school affairs. He shared the same religious convictions as 
some of the prominent members of the board, and through his influence 
the atmosphere of the school became very congenial to religion.3 
1. M. Norvel Young, op. cit., pp. 52-53· 
2. Ibid. Note: Carnes served as president from 1850 to 1858 and from 
1872 to 1878. During the interim from 1858 to 1872 he served as 
president of the state University at Knoxville and of Franklin College, 
and also of a college at Manchester, Tennessee. (Young. op. cit., pp . 49-50.). 
3. Ibid. 
_ .. 
Under his leadership two significant changes were made at Burritt 
College--co-education and scientific physical culture. Carnes 
received much opposition to this novel practice of educating both 
sexes together. Oberlin College had been practicing co-education 
for eighteen years by this time, but it was still not generally ac-
1 
cepted . President Carnes had to build a girl's dormitory as an 
annex to his own house in order to quiet his critics. 2 
The curriculum of Burritt College was modeled after that of 
the state University of Tennessee where Carnes had been a student 
and where he later became president. 3 A statement of the aims and 
methods of the school is found in the catalog of 1855-56: "The mode 
of instruction is such as is calculated to expand the mind and train 
it to habits of correct thought and action." A great many outstanding 
men, who influenced not only the church, but also matters of govern-
ment, are numbered among the alumni of Burritt College. 4 
1. Edgar W. Knight, Education in the United States (New York: Ginn 
and Company, 1941), p. 402. 
2. Burritt College Catalog, 1855-56, p. 13. 
3. M. Norvel Young, op. cit., p. 56. 
4. Young includes a statement from former president H.E. Scott of 
Burritt College, made to him in a personal interview in 1941, in which 
the following persons were listed as alumni. of Burritt College: Joseph 
Eagle, for years in the United States Congress from Texas; John Preston, 
who served as superintendent of schools in Memphis and Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, and as president of the Middle Tennessee State Teacher's 
College; H. Leo Boles, who was twice president of David Lipscomb College 
and a prominent religious editor; E.N. Haston, who was secretary of state 
for Tennessee for sixteen years; E.A. Elam, president of David Lipscomb 
College and a well-known editor and writer; Judge Harry Camp of Sparta, 
Tennessee; Judge Jasper Acuff of Jasper, Alabama; Charles Preston, 
president of the Hamilton National Bank of Knoxville. p. 52 . 
, 
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iv. David Lipscomb College 
The Nashville Bible School, today known as David Lipscomb 
College, is the oldest college operated by members of the Churches 
of Christ in continuous existence. The streams of influence of two 
other schools already mentioned, Bethany College and Franklin 
College, converged to produce this school. The two founders of the 
Nashville Bible School, James A. Hardi~g and David Lipscomb, were 
graduates of these two schools respectively . This stream did not 
cease flowing with the establishment of this s.chool. Young shows how 
David Lipscomb College has been largely responsible for the beginning 
1 
of at least eight other schools. 
Tne first public announcement of the opening of the Nashville 
Bible School appeared in June, 1891, in these words: 
It is proposed to open a school in Nashville in 
September next, under safe and competent teachers, 
in which the Bible, excluding all human opinions and 
philosophy, as the only rule of faith and practice, 
and the appointments of God, as ordained in the 
Scriptures, excluding all innovations and organi-
zations of men, as the fullness of divine wisdom, 
for converting sinners and perfecting saints, will 
be earnestly taught. The aim is to teach the 
Christian religion as represented in the Bible in 
its purity and fullness; and in teaching this to 
prepare Christians for usefulness in whatever sphere 
they are called upon to labor. Such additional 
branches of learning will be taught as are needful 
and helpful in understanding ~nd obeying the Bible 
and in teaching it to others. 
1~ . Ibid., p. 82. The schools which can be traced directly to the 
influence of this school are: Potter Bible College, Western Bible 
and Literary College, Cordell Christian College, Harper College, 
Harding College, Clebarro College , Southwestern Christian College, 
and Abilene Christian College. 
2 . David Lipscomb, "Nashville Bible School", Gospel Advocate XXXIII, 
No . 24 (June 17, 1891) , p . 377 . 
All notices concerning the opening of the school emphasized that its 
primary' ,purpose was not to make preachers, but to teach the Bible with 
all its branches of knowledge in such a way that it would be useful 
and helpful to all students. The deed to the property stated that 
it was 
to be for maintaining a school in which, in 
addition to other branches of learning, the Bible 
as the recorded will of God and the only standard 
of faith and practice in religion. • .shall be taught 
as a regular daily study to all who shall attend 
said school, and for no other purpose inconsistent 
with this object, this condition being herein inserted 
at the request of the founders of the proposed Bible 
School.l . 
In 1892, the year following the establishment of the school, 
David Lipscomb said their effort in the school was to give the Bible 
its true importance in education; to train 
children to be better, truer Christians. We are 
doing what we believe should be done in teaching 
every child, whether he intends to farm or mer-
chandise, preach the Gospel or practice medicine. 
All alike need the Bible teaching; need to learn 
to appreciate religion above all else, and to 
carry the teaching of the Bible into their lives, 
whatever they do and wherever they go.2 
President Athens Clay Pullias said of David Lipscomb College in 1955: 
"The supreme purpose of the school is simply the supreme purpose of 
life--the building of Christlike character."3 
1. "Deed Book of Davidson County, Tennessee", Book N, 181, p. 381. 
2. David Lipscomb, Gospel Advocate, XXXIV, {March, 1892), p. 295. 
3. Athens Clay Pullias, "The Gospel Advocate and David Lipscomb 
College", Gospel Advocate, XCVII, (July, 1955), p. 599. 
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A statement appearing in the form of a full-page advertisement 
for David Lipscomb College in the Gospel Advocate in September, 1955 , 
reads in part: 
Christian education at David Lipscomb College is 
Bible centered and is directed toward the goal of com-
plete life preparation described by Luke when he said: 
"And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature and in favor 
with God and man . " Lipscomb interprets this example 
from the life of Christ to mean that those who guide 
t he education and development of young people should 
gi ve proper attention to spiritual, intellectual, social , 
and physical development . vlith this __ end clearly in vie•.-, 
Lipscomb has planned its courses of study, and every campus 
activity , whether religious in nature , social, recreational, 
creative, or athletic, to lead to the full realization of 
the student ' s ability for Christian service , vocational 
success, community leadership , and the establ ishment of a 
Christian home . 1 
The influence of these and other colleges operated by members 
of the Churches of Christ has been felt in many different ways . Per-
haps the chief way in which they have exerted their influence has been 
i n the t raining of ministers to serve Churches of Christ . During the 
school year of 1955-1956, a survey was made of eight colleges operated 
by members of Churches of Christ which revealed that a total of one 
thousand fifteen young men in these eight schools were preparing f or 
full-time service in the ministry. 2 The areas where these schools are 
located are centers of numerical strength of Churches of Christ.3 
1. Gospel Advocate, XCVII,(Sept . 195~ p . 612 . 
2. Batsell B. Baxter, Gospel Advocate, XCVII, (April 9, 1956), -p. 315 . 
3. ,Note: In Davidson County, Tennessee, where David Lipscomb College is 
located, there are one hundred five congregations of the Churches of 
Christ. 
Perhaps the influence of these schools can best be summed up in the 
following words: 
Were we to attempt to designate those men and movements 
which, above all else i n the Southland have been responsible 
for the grm·rth and the greatness of the church , ... we think 
the brethren who founded these institutions, who taught in 
them, or were influenced directly by them, should be at the 
head of the list. 
1. Guy N. Woods, "Franklin College and its Influence", Gospel Advocate, 
XCVII , No . 15, (Feb . 10, 1955) , p . 105. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
MAJOR THEOLOGICAL BELIEFS OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST 
After high-lighting the religious conditions in America in 
the eighteenth century which gave rise to the Restoration Movement 
out of which the Churches of Christ had their beginning in America; 
and after discussing some of the salient features of the Restoration 
Movement and the contribution of certain schools and men, our task 
now is to indicate the major theological beliefs of the Churches 
of Christ. These will be discussed under five headings: Jthe nature 
of God and reality; the nature of Christ; the nature of man; 
revelation and human knowledge; and the Church. 
l . The Nature of God and Reality 
The existence of God has been as·sumed by Churches of Christ 
leaders as an indubitable fact and there has never been any real 
attempt on the part of these men to build up a philosophical 
argument to prove his existence. They have adherred strictly to 
the very language of the Scriptures in writing and speaking about 
God . Dr. Robert R. Richardson, writing in the Millennial Harbinger, 
says: 
With regard to the Divine Being and the mani-
festations of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, 
by which He is revealed, the Disciples hold no 
sentiments incongruous with those of the parties 
who call themselves "evangelical" ... because they 
felt it their duty to confine themselves to the 
very language of Scripture. In relation to every 
subject of which it treats, they have been un-
willing to use those scholastic terms and phrases 
) 
;~~~~1the wisdom of men has substituted in its 
This viewpoint assumes t hat the nature and attributes of God 
are learned primarily from the Scriptures, which are held to be a 
revelation to man f rom God . It is also believed by them that nature, 
which is looked upon as a work of God, teaches about him. Alexander 
Campbell says in his Christian System: 
It is from his word and his works we learn the 
being and perfection of God . As we form a character 
of man from what he says and what he does , so learn 
we the divine character •...• Creation reveals the 
power, the wisdom, and the goodness of God; , pro-
vidence proclaims also his justice, truth, and 
holiness; redemption develops his mercy, condescension, 
and love ; and all these are again characterized by 
infinity, eternity, and immutability .•••• God appears 
before the universe of intellectuals in the threefold 
attitude of Creator , Lawgiver, and Redeemer ; and, 
although each of these involves and reveals many of 
his excellencies, still in each department three are 
mos t conspicuous ; as Lawgi ver, justice, truth, and 
holi ness ; as Creator , wisdom, power , and goodness; 
as Redeemer , mercy, condescension, and love; in each 
and all of w~ich departments he is infinite, immutable, 
and eternal. 
God is conceived as a real being, possessing certain attributes 
of which man can have some perception and some understanding . He is 
held to be indivisible, immutable and infinite. By indivisible is 
meant his absolute simplicity, or that he is not in a ny way or sense 
a compos ite being . He is declared to be The Great I Am (Ex. 3:14) . 
1. Millennial Harbinger, II , Abridged Edition, pp. 307-318. Quoted also 
in Great Pioneer Papers , Reproduced by Ol d Paths Book Club, Los Angeles , 
p . 61. 
2. Alexander Campbell, The Christian System (Cincinnati: Standard 
Publishing Company, n . d .), p . 1 · 
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~1e immutability of God represents him as standing outside the sphere 
of changeable things. The infinity of God denotes that he is not 
contained withi n bounds, either of space or time . These are found 
in God alone and cannot pass over to any other being. 
The positive attributes of God describe some perfection in Him 
by which He excels every other being. It is through these that He 
reveals Himself , and determines everything that exists outside Himself. 
Such attributes as will , intellect, power, goodness, truth, kindness, 
and mercy are positive attributes of God. These attributes exist 
perfectly in God and only imperfectly and to a limited degree in other 
l beings . 
It is believed by Churches of Christ that all man can know about 
God is limited to what God has revealed of Himself to man . This 
revelation is seen both in Scripture and in nature . The early leaders 
of the Restoration Movement were plain, however, in pointing out that 
nature did not reveal to man God's will. "Nature is not a revelation 
of the will of God. "2 Nature could only show something of the power 
and glory of God, and these, perhaps, only to a limited extent. It is 
only through the Scriptures that a full and complete understanding of 
God can be gained . Beyond this source Churches of Christ do not go in 
trying to understand the nature of God. It was even felt by some that 
1. W.H.T. Dau, "Attributes of God" , The Master Bible (Chicago: J. Wesley 
Dickson and Company, 1941), pp. 1099-1101 . 
2 . Walter Scott, The Messiahship (Kansas City: Reproduced by the Old 
Paths Book Club, n.d.), p . 13. 
God was beyond human comprehension. 
The modus of divine existence, as well as 
the modus of divine operation in creation, pro-
vi dence and redemption, is to our finite minds •••• 
wholly inscrutable and incomprehensible. On both 
the Bible is silent. Becomes it us , then, to be 
dogmatical on such a theme, or to stretch our in-
quiries beyond the terra firma of revelation?1 
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Campbell, from the above quotation, further states that, although man 
cannot comprehend fully the nature of God, he can believe in the 
existence of one self-existent, independent, unorganized, eternal 
God . 
But while our faith has, in its first effort, 
to encounter a truth so incomprehensible and to 
receive it; a truth so mysterious, supernatural, 
unsearchable , transcendent; a truth, which in its 
stupendous dimensions, encompasses infinite space, 
and eternity past--the universe, natural, intellectual, 
moral; a truth which leaves . out no existence, past, 
present, or future ; which overwhelms every intellect, 
and sets at defiance the combined efforts of all 
created intelligence: - I repeat it, since this must be 
the Alpha of our faith, where shall we place the Omega, 
on the mode of divine ex~stence? He that comes to God 
must believe that he is. 
God is recognized as the creator of the universe, as the great 
First Cause . Not only is he held to be the creator of the universe, 
but the universe is dependent upon Him for its continued existence. 
Edwin Lewis , although not a member of the Churches of Christ, expresses 
the relationship between God and the universe in words acceptable to 
l. Campbell, Millennia! Harbinger, IV, 155. 
2. Ibid. 
them. He says: 
Any attempt to explain the universe must begin 
with the a.ssumption that it need not have been. 
We ourselves are so many facts, and the universe 
as a whole confronts us as a fact with which we 
have organic relations, so that but for it we would 
not be. Eut just as no one part, animate or in-
animate, c·f the whole may be said to be necessary? 
so neither may the whole be said to be necessary . In 
that case, the whole--the universe--is dependent , and 
a depender..t universe calls for a creator. But t he 
creator mt.st be free if his act is not necessary , and 
a free creator will also be sovereign. His1own nature is the fir:.al determinant of all his action. 
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God is beliieved to be both immanent and transcendent . Immanent 
in that his nature is seen in his creation, both in the universe and 
in man ; and transcendent in that he is prior to and exalted above 
the universe and man . His being is not dependent upon his creation. 
Churches of Christ affirm the existence of a personal, ethical, self-
revealing God, who created the world, whose immanent presence is felt 
in it, whose transcendence is seen over it, and whose holy and wise 
government rules it. 
Although the Restoration leaders believed God to be absolute 
and independent of all relationships, they did not hold that he 
sustained no relations to other beings. This would be to deny that 
He was the creator and governor of the universe, for these acts re-
late Him to everything that exists. But the fact of his creatorship, 
which brings Him into such intimate relationship with all beings, is 
proof that His o~n being in itself is absolute and not dependent upon 
1 . Edwin Lewis, God and Ourselves (New York: The Abingdon Press, 1931), 
p . 48. 
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created beings . Creatorship necessitates that He should ha e existed 
in t he perfection of His bein8 when no other being existed. His being 
then is absolute. God exists in relations , but they are relations 
which He creates , not relations which are co-eval with His being . These 
relations are not necessary conditions of His being. 1 
Just as man is thought to be more than his physical body which 
is external, so God is thought to be more than the physical world . 
The body of a man is material , while the true essence of man is not 
material , but spiritual. In a similar way God is conceived in his true 
essence to be spiritual . He manifests Himself through the material 
world , just as the true man manifests himself through his physical body , 
but he is something more than physical . To believe in the spiritual 
nature of God means to interpret the nature in spiritual terms; to 
r ecognize that the deepest reality about the world is a principle, a 
power, a person who differs from matter as man differs from matter. 
One significant difference between God and man , however , is that man 
is conditioned and limited by a localized body in space while God is 
not so conditioned or limited . 
The Unitarian-Trinitarian controversy was discussed with much 
vigor during the early part of the Restoration Movement . Alexander 
Campbell insisted that he was neither Unitarian nor Trinitarian. With 
1 . Origen Bache ler, Millennial Harb~nger, II , 145-150 . 
reference to the Trinitarian doctrine, he said: 
I object not to this doctrine because it is 
contrary to reason or revelation, but because of 
t he metapt.ysical technicalities , the unintel-
ligible jargon, the unmeaning language of the 
orthodox creeds on this subject, and the inter-
minable war of \-lOrds without ideas to which this 
word Trinity has given birth . 
Barton w. Stone expressed almost the same idea when he said : 
The doctrine of Trinity has long been a sub-
ject of er.dless controversy amorig theologists. I 
have thou§;ht the contest a war of words, while the 
combatants believed the same thing; seeing they all 
maintain the Divine unity . Of this doctrine many 
things are said, which are dark and unintelligible, 
unscriptural , and too mysterious for comprehension. 2 
Churches cf Christ leaders continue to discuss this problem of 
the Trinity to the present day . Wr i ting in the Gospel Advocate in 1952, 
'Vlaymon D. Miller says: 
If the deity consisted of only one person 
then three distinct persons could not be said to 
comprise jt (as the Scriptures so manifestly teach), 
but if three persons constitute the God-head, then 
they most certainly could be referred to as one--
yet havin§; oneness of purpose . 3 
Miller further shows this oneness to be comparable to the oneness be-
tween a husband and wife. While each maintains a separate and dist i nct 
1. Campbell, Millennial Harbinger, IV, 155. 
2. Barton vl . St or:.e, "An Address", James Mathes , Works of Barton W. Stone, 
Vol. I, 2nd . Edition (Cincinnati : Moore , Wilstach, Keys and Co., 1859), 
Reproduced by Old Paths Book Club, 1953), p. 51. 
3 . Wayman D. Miller , "The Trinity ", Gospel Advocate , XCIV, No . 45, Nov. 6, 
1952, p. 719 . 
personality they are nevertheless unified in purpose , ideals, and 
ambitions; and so it is that God, Christ and the Holy Spirit are 
distinct persons, yet they are one in respect to their purpose of 
man's redemption . There is such perfect harmony, concordance, un-
animity, co- ordination, and co-operation between them in this re-
1 
spect that they are one . 
Churches of Christ look upon reality as consisting of various 
l e vels or grades, ranging from matter, the lowest, to spirit, the 
highest. Each level of reality presupposes levels lower than it-
s e lf, and finds its own perfection and completion by being possessed 
and indwelt by thJse levels which are above it . Broad divisions of 
the grades of reaLity can be illustrated by matter , life, mind, and 
spirit. Each of these in turn may cover many grades. Each level 
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is dependent for Lts existence on the grades below, and also dependent 
for i ts own full ~ctualization on the grades above . 2 The s tructure 
of reality is, pe:rhaps, most fully illustrated by man . His nature is 
the fullest illus ·~ration of the nature of reality . In his body, man 
belongs to the ph;rsical, chemical, vegetable, and animal world. His 
body is largely d:Lrected by mind or intelligence , and this intelligence 
is capable of being directed by spirit .3 
As one asc·~nds the scale of complexity from matter to spirit , 
the most significant transition is from thing to person . A thing acts 
1. Ibid. 
2. This point of 'riew is ably expressed by Moses E . Lard, "Nature and 
Re velation", Lard's Quarterly, Vol. III {Lexington, Ky . , 1866, Repro-
duced by Old PathB Book Club, 1950), pp . 44-65 . Also by Walter Scott 
in the Gospel Restored, p. 13. 
3. Ibid. 
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only as it is impelled from without . It has no consciousness and no 
significant individuality . As one passes from the physical and 
chemical world to the vegetable world , he finds the beginnings of self-
motion in the pheaomenon of growth . There is in the vegetable a 
principle which d·~termines its reaction to its environment . This is 
seen in the fact -.~hat from the same soil two plants draw nourishment 
to produce quite different foliage and fruit. Passing to the animal 
world, one sees the power of self-motion . There is also a greater 
variety in the mo<les of reaction to envi ronment. Consciousness is 
also present in animals, which is lacking in vegetables. One signifi-
cant way in which man differs from the lower animals is that , while 
they are consciom:, man is self-conscious . And so, as the scale of 
complexity from WLtter to spirit is ascended it might be said matter 
is inert, vegetables are alive , animals are conscious , and man is 
self-conscious . 
If it is true that every grade of reality finds its own f ul-
fillment only vrher.. it is possessed by a higher grade , and that each 
higher grade uses those below itself for its own expression, then it 
follows that humanity reveals its true nature only when it is indwelt 
by \vhat is higher than itself; and t ·hat this reality higher than 
humanity uses man to express itself more adequately . Based upon this 
assumption, Churches of Christ teach that one finds in Jesus a presen-
tation of God adeqQate for human needs and at the same time an adequate 
presentation of man in him, since he is believed to be both divine and 
human. 
In the light of these beliefs and assumptions , Churches of Christ 
believe that God js a being so constituted as not only to conceive the 
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purpose of holy love , but also to be able to carry it out. It is 
within his power to be able to enter in the most intimate and personal 
way into the streE~ of human life. The leaders of the Restoration 
Movement believed;, and Churches of Christ still believe that the point 
of that entry was Jesus Christ. 
2. The Nature of Christ 
The Restoration leaders accepted the traditionally held view 
that Jesus was thE' Christ, the anointed of God . Campbell not only 
believed that the New Testament taught Jesus to be the Messiah, 1 but 
he also believed that this was the teaching of the Old Testament as 
well. 
Three eminent prophets 1 David, Isaiah, and 
Daniel, rer·resent the promised Deliverer as an 
anointed prophet, an anointed priest 1 and an 
anointed king . Isaiah represents him as an anointed 
prophet (61:1); Daniel represents him as an anointed 
priest (9:£'5-26); David in the second Psalm re-
presents him as the anointed king. He represents 
the alliance of the kings of the earth against the 
Lord 's anointed and sings his coronation upon 
Zion, the l .ill of his holiness. The whole of the 
salvation which sinful men require is comprised 
in the performance of these three offices . We are 
ignorant, eMilty, and enslaved. To remove ignorance 
is the office of the prophet; to remove guilt, the 
office of the priest; and to emancipate and lead to 
victory , tc defend and protect, the office of a 
king . Now, to believe that "Jesus is the Christ". 
is to receive him as the only prophet, the only 
priest, and the only king, qualified by our heavenly 
Father to instruct us, to atone and intercede for us, 
1 . "That Jesus is the Christ is proposed to us as a truth in the New 
Testament." Christian Baptist, p. 69 . 
to reign over our c~nscience, to guide, defend , and 
lead us to victory. 
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Jesus is thought to be more than simply a perfect human being . 
Tffhen the Restorers sought to explain him in terms of the most perfect 
humanity, there remained elements in his person which were left un-
explained and which they could only characterize as more than human . 
They assumed that Christ was true God as well as true man. The 
problem was not whether he was God, but how . How could they main-
tain the unity of God while insisting on the deity of one who was 
distinct from God the Father? Stone's untrained frontier mind could 
not grasp the subtle distinctions made by the theologians in the 
Christological ani Trinitarian controversies. He saw some logical 
contradictions in the popular presentation of Calvinistic doctrines. 
He refuted these by using both Scripture and reason. For example, 
the Confession st9.ted that the Father and the Son were "one eternal 
Substance." Stone argued that reason demanded that the same individual 
substance could nJt beget itself and at the same time be begotten by 
itself. 2 
If the Son be very and eternal God, and there 
is but one only true God, then it will follow that 
the Son begot himself and was his own Father! --that 
he was active in begeting fli~ and passive in being 
begotten . I would humblY ask the advocates for 
1. Ibid . , p . 59 . (Note: This concept of Jesus being prophet, priest, 
and king is also ·ieveloped in the Teacher's Annual Commentar : _Uniform 
Bible Lessons for Churches of Christ Nashville: Gospel Advocate 
Company , 1950), y,) l. 29 . pp. 113-114. 
2. Stone, "An Add::-ess", op. cit . , p. 14 . 
eternal generation, did the Son of God exist 
before he was begotten? If he did , he never 
was begotten at all- -if he did not j he was not 
be gotten from eternity; t£erefore he is not 
the very and eternal God . 
Stone could not believe that there were two eternal Gods, nor 
t hat the same one God could at the same instant be active in sending 
and passive in being sent . He believed in the pre-existence of 
Christ as Son, but he believed that the Son had a beginning. The 
Father alone was =ternal; the Son had the status of a creature , al-
though he was not a mere man since his creation was the work of the 
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Father alone. He believed that Christ stands in a mediating position 
between God and t 1e created world . Christ is above all creatures, 
including man, ye·~ he is not deity in the full and true sense . De-
spite Stone's dis-~inctions between Jesus as God and the Son of God, 
he believed that -~he fullness of God dwelt in Christ . 2 He believed 
Christ t o be the l3on of God, not simply from the time of his birth in 
Bethlehem of Judea, but the first begotten of the Father before time 
or creation began . He was sent by the Father into the world and 
unit ed with a bod:r prepared for him, and in him dwelt all the fullness 
of the godhead bodily . 3 
Leaders of the Churches of Christ have not been conscious of 
any contradiction between the humanity and the divinity of Jesus . 
l. Ibid . 
2. William Garrett vlest, Barton vlarren Stone : Early American Advocate 
of Christian Unit;~ (Nashville: The Disciples of Christ Historical 
Society, 1954), pp . 85-86 . 
3. Stone, "An Address " , op. cit. 1 p . 66. 
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They have believed in the reality of his manhood, and they have also 
thought of him as a divine being who descended into humanity. The 
divinity of Jesus has been emphasized more than his humanity. Few, 
if any, have held a non-supernatural view of him . He appeared in 
the world as the personal presence of God among men; not as the 
supreme upreach of man toward God, but as the supreme downreach to-
ward man of a self-revealing God. Christ, when viewed by the only 
means of viewing him--the Scriptures - -appears as miraculous, because 
he cannot be placed under man's normal categories of explanation. 
"Jesus stands in a class by himself . In knowledge , wisdom, authority, 
and love he has no equal. nl 
3. The Nature of Man 
"Man is a complex and composite being--possess ed by a body de-
rived immediately from his parents, •.• and he is animated by a spirit 
infused in him by his creator . "2 
From the Genes i s account of creation , man is regarded as having 
a two-fold nature, physical and spiritual . His physical nature is 
assigned a lowly origin because it was formed of the dust of the ground . 
The word for man, "adam", expresses kinship with the soil , corning from 
the word, "adamah ", which means "of the ground." But man is believed 
1 . Homer E . Moore, "Never Man So Spake " , Living Sermons : A Book of 
Sermons b Representative Evangelists of the Church of Christ 
Cincinnati : The Christian Leader Corporation, 192 , Vol II, pp . 151-154 . 
2. Guy N. Woods, "What is Man?" , Gospel Advocate, (April 9, 1953) , p . 209 . 
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to have a quality of being other than the physical. He is made in the 
image of God . This is not thought of as being a physical likeness, 
since God is a spirit. This divine likeness is to be found in that 
which distinguishes man from the lower animals. Man is at once a 
finite creature, subject to the limitations of his particular location 
in time and society, and at the same time capable of reaching after 
that which far transcends his finite location . 
This dual nature of man was recognized by the Restoration 
leaders. Both Scott and Campbell mention it in their writings. Scott 
says that both 
Rational and animal life, like organic and 
animal life, are blended in n~n with such ad-
mirable felicity as perhaps baffles the nicest 
sagacity to declare with indubitable certainty 
where the one begins and where the other ends. 
Not that they are inseparable, or absolutely in-
capable of a distinct existence; for in the vege-
table world we see organic life apart from animal 
life; in the purely animal tribes organic and 
animal life exists distinct from rational life; 
and in heavenly intelligence reason, doubtless 
exists apart from both the former modes of being . 
In man, the whole three modes of existence , or-
ganic, animal, and rational unite and run into 
each other with such surprising1subtlety as frequently confound our reason . 
Alexander Campbell expresses this same idea of the dual nature of man, 
but approaches it from a different point of view to Scott. He says 
of man that he is 
capable of deriving pleasures from a thousand 
sources in the material system by means of his 
l. Walter Scott, The Gospel Restored, p. 1' ,. 
senses, he was also qualified to enjoy the most 
intimate relation and acquaintance with the 
spiritual system by means of his intellectual 
facilities . Thus, the pleasures and enjoyments 
of two worlds were made accessible to man in the 
state in which he was created. 1 
Although man must take his place among the works of creation, 
he occupies within creation a position of pre-eminence which differ-
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entiates him from all other created things. He is not a mere creature 
of God ' s handhrork, but rather he has been marked out by God to 
exercise dominion on the earth . He is in one sense the final cause 
of nature; nature exists with supreme reference to him. It is 
through man that God's purposes for the world are advanced and finally 
brought t~ their consummation . Neither is man a mere product of his 
heredity and environment. He has the capacity to rise above or fall 
beneath these influences. He has the power of self-detachment whereby 
he can view himself from outside himself and pass judgement upon his 
action. 
One aspect of the nature of man which was perhaps emphasized 
above all others was the freedom of man. Campbell said that: 
• "\ore are above all things sure that the 
design of God was to create men free, and to 
suffer them to continue so to the end; that 
is, not so good that they should necessarily 
continue good always, nor so bad that they must 
of necessity always submit to vice, but mutable, 
so that they might pass from vice to virtue , and 
again from virtue to vice, and this with more or 
less ease •••• such we see the Hebrew people of 
l. Campbell, 'lhe .Cbr.istian Ba:gt,i~t., -p. 464. 
o l d were, and such were t he Christians aftervrards . 
Neither of them was drawn by an irresistible force 
either to ·rirtue or vice, but only restrained by 
lavrs , vrhich proposed reward to the good and punish-
ment to the bad . •. yet neith er of them deprived 
man of his native liberty . 
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This very freedom; which Churches of Christ feel was bestowed upon man 
affi creation, made it possible for him to choose betvreen good and e vil, 
right and wrong . Not ahrays did he choose right . As a result of the 
first man 's wrong choice, his descendants w·ere affected . "The stream 
of humanity, thus contaminated at its fountain, cannot in this 'vor ld 
• L' • t J f t . .... . . t. . t 1! 2 e ver rlse OL l se . o lvS prlml lVe purl y • . •• Campbell believed 
t hat as a result of the "fall" , man was change d from a child of reas on 
to a child of pasE: i on a nd a slave of appetite .3 He lost the moral image 
of God by the faL , but did not lose the possibility of being restored .4 
Ma n 's freedom also extends into the area of interpretation of 
Scripture . Churches of Christ believe that no person or group of 
persons has the r:.ght to bind as authoritative upon another any partie-
ular interpretation of Scripture . In the final analysis each person 
is his mm interpreter, his own exegete. This principle was not only 
established by the Restorers, 5 but continues to be e mphasized by 
1. Campbell , Millennial Harbin~er, II , 494-495. 
2 . Campbell, Chri::tian System, p . 14 . 
3. Campbell , Chrintian BaJ2tist, p . ~- 70 . 
4 . Ibid., P• 484 . 
5 . I b id., p . 50 . 
Churches of Christ . A statement from the adult lesson material of a 
recent year says : 
Men must be given the right to interpret 
the laws of' God for themselves . God has no 
interpretirtg agency . He has a teaching 
agency. The church .. • has the responsibility 
of teachine; all things Jesus commands, but every 
man is left free to make interpretation and 
application of this teaching without interference 
of dictatic•n from any man or religious council . ••. 1 
The views c,f Alexander Campbell on the subject of the nature 
of man are most vividly seen in his vo~uminous writings in favor of 
universal suffrage and universal education, and against war and 
human slavery . As a member of the General Convention of the state 
of Virginia in l8c9, Campbell said: 
While I am on the subject of such a state of 
nature, or viewing man as coming into society, 
may I not take occasion to observe that man ex-
hibits hinu:.elf as possessing the right of suf -
frage anterior to his coming into the social com-
pact. It is not a right derived from or conferred 
by societyJ for it is a right whi~h belongs to him 
as a man . Society may divest him of it, but it 
cannot confer it . But what i s this right? It is 
that of thinking, willing, and expressing his will . 
A vote is nothing more or less than the expression 
of a man's will. God has given to man the power 
of thinking, willing, and expressing his will , and 
no man ever did , as a free agent, enter into society 
without wi l ling it . And, we may add, no man could 
enter into a social compact without first exercising 
what we may call the right of suffrage . It is a 
1. Teacher's Annue.l Lesson Commentar : Uniform Bible Lessons for 
Churches of Christ Nashville: Gospel Advocate Co . , 1950) , 
p. 32. 
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right natural and underived, to the exercise of' 
-vrhich ever~r 1 man has by nature as good a reason 
as another. 
4. Revelation and Human Knowledge 
Churches of Christ recognize two sources or ways by ,.,hich God 
speaks to roan- - the natural and the supernatural. The natural is the 
revelation contair.ed in the created world. "The heavens declare the 
glory of God, and the firmament showeth his handivmrk." (Ps. 19: 1). 
The supernatural is the revelation contained in Scripture . They 
welcome every fact discovered by science which increases their know-
ledge of the world. Since they believe that both natural and super-
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natural revelation come from God, they cannot, therefore, be in con-
2 flict. Any seeming conflict is an indication that one or the other, 
or both, have been misunderstood or misinterpreted. 
Leaders of the Churches of Christ have never accepted the 
scientific method en toto, without some modifications. They believe 
t hat it is valid only in the natural realm. The kind of knowledge 
that can be verified is highly desirable in many areas of life; for 
example, when making some mechanical device, testing the strength of 
some material , or predicting the potency of some medicine. But this 
method. may prove to be quite inadequate in other areas of life; for 
example in the understanding of other persons or God. There are some 
1. Robert Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell (Cincinnati : Standard 
Publishing Co., 1897), val . II, p. 311. 
2 . Frank Pack, "The Meaning of Revelation" , Gospel Advocate, XCIV, No . 45 , 
~ov. 6, 1952), P• 713 . 
t hings that canno·; meet the test of scientific verification. 
Attitudes, temperaments, aspirations , and renewed moral energies 
cannot be reduced to the requirements of an exact science . Churches 
of Christ believe that an attempt to establish faith on the foun-
dation of science .. or the scientific method, is to limit faith to 
whatever that method will permit. To do so would be to them a 
denial of confidence in the Scriptures vrhich alone are believed to 
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be t he source of faith's certainties . They do not believe that 
science can give [Jetter answers. than the Bible to the fundamental 
problems of life: e . g ., What is man ? Why is he here? vfuat is t he 
purpose of life ? What happens to him after death? They believe that 
science can furniE:h the necessary laws of nature , while Christianity 
seeks for a cause that is worth living and dying for. Science gives 
the instruments and means , while Christianity furnishes the ends and 
i deals . It is held by them that all truth is God's truth and they 
are confident that. no truth discovered by science will conflict with 
revealed truth . 1 When there is a seeming conflict the solution can 
be f ound in the Ught of further knowledge . 
Inspiration is generally regarded as having to do only with such 
subjects as are s t .pernatural , or beyond the reach of human intellect . 
Hovre ver, Churches of Christ hold that there was another kind of super-
natural guidance e:i ven to those who wrote the historical parts of the 
sacred Scriptures . There was a revival in their minds of what they 
1. Ibid . 
themselves had seem and heard; and in reference to traditions handed 
dmm, such a guidc.nce as excluded the possibility of mistake in the 
matters of fact wbich they recorded. 1 They believe that there is an 
accommodated char~:.cter of all knowledge of God; that God has accommo-
dated to human capacities what he wills to reveal of the infinite 
mysteries of his ·being, which by their very nature are beyond the 
power of the mind to grasp. There is a gap between God and man that 
is bridged only by God descending to meet the limitations of human 
nature , never by man himself overcoming them. 2 
The concept of two sources of truth, natural and supernatural, 
has led Churches c·f Christ scholars to accept also the idea of two 
levels of truth. The great body of natural truth, apart from revelation, 
is subject to the exploration of man; but not so revealed truth. Re-
vealed truth is nc•t held to be progressive in character; it is the 
given, that 'fThich was "once for all " delivered to the saints.3 This 
revealed, divine truth is found in the Bible.4 "The Bible is revealed, 
and beyond its sacred pages the true religion does not exist . . •• 
1. Campbell, Christian Baptism, p. 29. Also Frank Pack, Gospel Advocate, 
XCIV, (Dec. 11, 1)152), p. 804 : "Revelation is the making known of truths 
and facts not previously known by man . • • Inspiration on the other 
hand is concerned, not only with the delivering of God's revelation 
properly, but alsc• with the accurate recording of known facts. It means 
that truth 1-ri thout error has come to man through God's inspired word. " 
2 . Ibid. 
3. John A. Hudson in his preface to Historical Documents. 
4. Frank Pack, ~ cit., p. 8o3 . 
Religion exists ar.d is found within prescribed limits--the limits of 
revelation. "1 
The Restoration leaders i-rere very pointed in expressing their 
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conviction that the only true r eligion was that which had been re vealed 
in the Scriptures .. Anything added or discovered since the days of the 
Apostles was not to be accepted . Alexander Campbell said : 
There ru~e no new discoveries in Christianity . 
It is as old as the sacred writings of t he Apostles 
and evangelists of Jesus Christ. Our whole re-
ligion, objectively and doctrinally considered, is 
found in a book . Nothing discovered by any man that 
has lived :3ince John wrote t he Apocalypse is of any 
virtue i n ::-eligion; nay, indeed, is no part or 
parcel of Christianity . All that can now be pre-
tended or : :~.imed at, by any sane mind , is the proper 
inter pretation of what is written in Hebrei-r and 
Greek and translated into all the modern languages 
in the civilized world. Whatever in Christianity is 
new is not t rue . 2 
Walter Scott beli~ved that it was natural for man to be religious, but 
that the content Jf his religion was not t o be derived from instinct, 
but from the Bible . 
The instinct but not the matter of religion is 
natural to man . This comes to him by revelation. 
Whether , therefore, Scripture be carried by good 
men to heaven, or by bad men to hell; whether it 
be perverted by demons or admired by angels; whether 
it be hid, as i n the dark ages, or scattered piece-
meal or entire among the nations , .•. the true re -
ligion will be reYealed religion still . The Bible 
is revealed, and beyond ~ts sacred pages the true 
religion does not exist. 
1. Walter Scott, The Messiahship , p. 10 . 
2 . Campbell, Millennial Harbinger , XIX, 28o . 
3. Scott, The Me~siahship , pp. 9- 10 . 
Barton H. Stone, one of the "big four" of the Restoration, 
voiced the same deep-seated conviction regarding the authority of 
revelation. "If a doctrine be revealed, however mysterious it may 
be, I will humbly receive it. My reason will ever bow to revelation. "l 
Dr. T. \-1 . Brents, who lived a generation after Campbell and Stone, says: 
"On the subject of the Christian religion, the Bible is the only in-
fallible authority in the universe ••• translations of the Bible may 
need revision, but the Bible, as it comes from the inspiring spirit 
of God needs no alteration . "2 
Although the leaders of the Restoration Movement emphasized 
the necessity of accepting the Bible as the inspired word of God and 
the only infallible guide in religion, they did not advocate a blind 
acceptance of it. They believed that the Bible, on the vrhole, appealed 
to anyone's reason . "Be admonished, my friends, to open your Bibles and 
to hearken to the voice of God, which is the voice of reason . "3 Campbell 
endeavored to free the human spirit from the tyranny of abstractions by 
making the Bible its own interpreter, and every believer his own exe-
gete. I n order to do this he gave much attention to the principles of 
biblical interpretation. 4 "~ole wish to take the New Testament out of 
the abuses of the clergy, and put it into the hands of the people; and 
to do this is no easy task, as the clergy have formed the opinions of 
1. Stone, "An Address", op. cit., p. 58.' 
2 . T.W. Brents, Gospel Sermons (Nashville: McQuiddy Printing Company, 
1918), p. iii. 
3. Campbell, Christian Baptist, p. 50. 
4. Ibid., p. 134. 
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nine-tenths of Christendom before they could form an opinion of their 
own . .. l He also bE!lieved that not all parts of the Bible could be con-
sidered equally a~: a divine revelation. Although there was a "super-
i ntendency of the spirit of wisdom " which excluded the possibility of 
mistake in matter~: of historical fact, yet much of the Bible is 
history which can not properly be called divine revelation . Those 
historical sections of the Bible which contain the record of e vents 
which were known before they were written, were not looked upon strictly 
as a divine revelation by Campbell. 2 
There has ·)een a continual discussion about the place which 
reason occupies in religion. It is held by Churches of Christ that the 
content of Christ :~anity is not a rational deduction from premises ; i n-
stead, it is a "datum" , a something "given" . Reason may arrange it in 
a systematic order, but does not create facts . A scientist does not 
undertake to prove facts, he works with facts to prove theory . The 
d i f ference is tha·~ facts with which a scienti st works cannot be denied 
by a normal mind, while the possibility of denial of Christian facts 
is implicit in tht~ir very nature since they cannot meet the test of 
scientific verifit~ation . The facts of the objective world have a co-
ercive quality, while Christian facts may not be so persuasive. It is 
believed that the content of faith possesses an authority which is 
1. Ibid. , p . 32 . 
2 . Campbell -Rice, Debate (Lexington, Ky . : A. T. Skillman and Son, 1844) , 
p. 352 . 
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there solely because of its claim to revelation. To say that its 
authority is that of reason is to misunderstand the whole nature of 
Christianity . What is held in faith may also be shmm to be reason-
able, but to make it a discovery of reason is to destroy the very 
thing that gives :L t its significance . 
Truth is c·Jnsidered to have a quality of timelessness and 
universality . Hmrever partial and limited man's perspective, if he 
conceives any proposition to be true, it does not occur to him that 
its truth 'iras born ivith his particular insight. If what he grasped 
as true became true 'irith his thinking and lost its truth when he 
ceased to think, lle would lose respect for it and no longer regard it 
as true . The pra,smatic concept of truth is not compatible with the 
thinking of Churc;1es of Christ scholars . If men did not regard truth 
as universal ther':: would be no clash of opinions . Conflict has 
meaning simply be,:::ause a ll sides are implicitly appealing to what 
ought to be true to all observers, to what is above all private 
opinion . Even i·rh:m a person writes a book to try to prove that truth 
is relative to th:: individual he is insisting that this particular 
truth, at least, is not relative. He is appealing to universal consent 
just as every serious 'iiTiter on any subject endeavors to do . Augustine 
believed that no significant doubt could be formulated without an ap-
peal to a truth that would c l arify the doubt. If the doubt has any 
meaning it already implies a truth. 1 
1. James Harry Cotten, Christian Knowledge of God {New York : The 
Macmillan Company, 1950), pp. 12-13 . 
The only s•:mse in vrhich Churches of Christ hold truth to be 
relative is in the approach man makes to i t }. Even though man 
aspires to the un:~ versal, and by his thought is able to rise above 
his finite limi ta~;ions of space and time , he is still fin i te and 
subject to all the limitations of his particular perspective . The 
fact that he vras ·)orn at a particular time and place, and into a 
certain family and race, introduces an inevitable bias into his 
thinking , and his approach to truth is relative to his own limited 
position and to h.Ls own personal interests . But , even though man 's 
approach to truth is relative , it does not follow that truth it-
self is relative . 
5. The Church 
The Restoration leaders defined the church from both a 
particular and a ~niversal point of view. From a particular point 
of view they conc~ived the church to be 
a society of disciples professing to believe 
i n one grand fact, volun•ri1lf submitting to 
Christ 's authority and guidance, having all 
of them in their baptism expressed their faith 
to him and allegiance to him, and statedly 
meet ing tcgether in one place , to walk in all 
his commandments and ordinances . This society 
with its ••. bishops and ••. deacons , .•. is 
perfectly independent of any tribunal on earth 
called ecclesiastical. It knows noth ing of 
superior or inferior church judicatories, and 
acknowledges no laws , no canons , nor govern-
ment other than that of the Monarch of t he 
universe and his laws . This church, having com-
mitted to it the Oracles of God, is adequate to 
all the purposes of illumination and reformation 
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1. This is the writer-'s conclusion after more than thirty years contact 
with the Churches of' Chri.st. 
vrhich entered into the design of its founder . 1 
From a universal standpoint the Restorers believed the church com-
prised each indi vidual Christian, and also every local society of 
Christ i ans. 
The true Christian church .•. is composed of 
all those in every place that do publicly ac-
knowledge Jesus of Nazareth ~s the true Messiah, 
and the only Saviour of men . 
This particular and universal concept of the church is still 
recognized by Churches of Christ . James c. Creel once said in a 
sermon: 
The word "Church" in t he New Testament use means, 
first , in its limited sense, a local assembly or con-
gregation called out; an assembly of baptized be-
lievers .•• called of God by Christ through the 
Gospel into the service and 1vorship of God . In its 
more extended sense the vrord "church " means all the 
true disciples of Christ in the aggregate , all 
Christians, the whole body of Christ, the kingdom 
of heaven on earth.3 
Membership in the church i s held to be essential to one's 
salva t i on.4 This is secured by faith in Jesus as the Son of God , 
repentance , or a turning from all sins, and immersion in water for 
1 . Campbell, ·~e· .Ch'rist1ari Ba,£tist; · P>• 72. 
2. Campbell, The.: ·c~i·stlan . System, :p •. 55· 
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3 . James c. Creel, "Plea to Restore the Apostolic Church" , Z. T. Sweeney , 
Editor , New Testament Christianity (Columbus, Ind .: New Testament 
Christianity Book Fund, Inc., 1930 ) . 
4. A.K . Gardner, Gospel Advocate , April 23, 1953, p. 249: "God wants 
people in the church because he 1-rants them to be saved, and the church 
is the only place where they can obtain salvation. " 
h . . f . l t e remlSSlon o :nns . Upon complying with these terms the individual 
is saved from his past sins a.nd is added to the spiritual body of 
Christ-, the church, (Acts 2: 41,27) . "When men obey the \vill of God 
their sins are pa:::-doned and God recognizes and accepts them as his 
mm children. Th:!y are added to the body of the saved and enjoy the 
privileges and share in the responsibility of that relationship. "2 
Conversion, salvat i on, and church membership are closely re-
lated terms in th:! thinking of Churches of Christ scholars. Conversion 
is looked upon as both an event and a process . An event in that there 
is a definite tim= when commitment is reached; and a process in that it 
is the result of teaching, the influence of environment. In no sense 
is it looked upon as miraculous . "This turning cannot be accomplished 
in a day or a month; it is a gradual process of growth . The decision 
can be made today , but translating that decision into action will take 
a life-time. , 3 
Salvation is not conceived as a mechanical process. A person 
is not saved simply because he gets into a place called heaven, or 
lost because he is put in a place called hell. "Salvation consists in 
being restored tc the image of God . It is character built after the 
l. Great Pioneer Papers, pp . 17-18. Als o Campbell, 1':bE .. Chri-sti,ari System, 
pp . _37-42; and Mathes, Works of Barton W. Stone , p. 28 . 
2. Roy E. Cogdill, The New Testament Church (Port Arthur, Tex.: 
O.C. Lambert and Son, 193B) , p . 37. 
3. Teacher' s Annual Lesson Commentary, p. 61 . 
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l divine pattern . " Although God has taken the initiative in man's 
salvation by prov:.ding a way or plan by ,.,hich he can be saved, the 
freedom of man permits him either to accept or reject this plan. 
Man' s conversion, and his salvation 7 is the result of his own voluntary 
response t o his creator. "Conversion is not a change that takes pl9- e 
by our being acted upon wholly by some outside force or pa-rer, but 
something in which ".Te ourselves have a part. "2 The doctrine which 
asserts man's helplessness and the necessity for such a change as will 
destroy the old nature and create a new one without regard to man 's 
volition and freedom is untenable to Churches of Christ . "Becoming a 
new creature does not involve any change in man ' s physical, intellectual 7 
or moral facultie :3 7 in the sense that there is an impartation of any 
new qualities . T:1e change brought about in conversion is in man's 
act i vities and relationships , not in his essence."3 
The expression "new birth" , although understood as figurative, 
is taken to mean a transition from the kingdom of darkness, or the 
world, into the klngdom of God . The person who has experienced this 
transition has be•:m born a gain . Since man is believed to be a duality- -
an outer and inne:r man , or a spirit and a body--it is necessary that 
there be a transition of the entire man . The inner transition is 
l. J . H. Garrison, "Biblical Anthropology" 7 New Testament Christianity, 
p. 478. 
2. S.H . Hall, Scripture Studies (Nashville: Gospel Advocate Company, 
1931), p. 82 . 
3 . Z . T. S".reeney, "The Nev Creature" , Ne".r Testament Christianity, p . 240. 
accomplished by a birth of the spirit , and the other by a birth of 
the t.rater. This Ls the interpretation which Churches of Christ make 
of Jesus' words: "Except a man be born of water and of the spirit 
he cannot enter i :1to the kingdom of God . " The transition of the 
i nner man from a :ondition of indifference and unbelief into one of 
trust is the birt:1 of the spirit; and the transition of the body in 
the act of baptis.n is the birth of the water. "What Jesus expressed 
figuratively to Nicodemus, he afterwards expressed literally in the 
Great Commission when he said: 'He that believeth and is baptized 
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shall be saved ' . " 
Involved in the transition which takes place in conversion is 
a transfer of affections from things earthly to things heavenly; a 
transfer of emotions and a re-arranging of conduct to correspond to 
a new i deal. The "old man " is said to "die " and the "netf man " to 
rise to 11Walk in newness of life . 11 11Such words as death, remission 
of sins , burial , and resurrection have often been associated with 
baptism. 11 2 
Churches Clf Christ maintain that the church and the kingdom of 
God are to be i dentified with each other. In a recent article in the 
Gospel Advocate , C .G. McPhee wrote that '1the kingdom of God and the 
Church of Christ are exactly the same thing, and when you were born 
into the kingdom of God, you were born into the family relationship of 
1. I bid . , pp. 241-242. 
2 . iv .F . Ledlow, 1 New Testament Ordinances 11 , Living Sermons , Vol . III ., 
p . 227. 
the church of the Lord . "1 There may be some differences between the 
two concepts, but judging them by the criteria of time , space, ethical 
and moral f;ltandaris , and entrance requirements , so far as they relate 
to man they are ientical . 2 
The church being a kingdom, it follows that the type of govern-
ment believed to :antral the church is that of a monarchy . 
There is no democracy nor aristocracy in the 
governmental arrangements of the church of Jesus 
Christ. 1he citizens are all volunteers when they 
enlist under the banners of the great King , and so 
soon as they place themselves in the ranks they are 
bound to implicit obedie~ce in all the institutes and 
laws of tbeir sovereign. 
Campbell had earlier stated that the government of the church was an 
''absolute monarchy, and the Lord Jesus Christ is the absolute monarch. 
His will, published in the New Testament, is the sole law of the 
h h .. 4 c urc • 
Each society of local Christians , constit uting a church,is held 
to be autonomous and self-governing in every way. There is no organi-
zation conceived to be larger than the local congregation, nor to have 
more power than a. local church. 
To suppose that two churches have more power 
than one , or that one hundred have more power than 
one , or tt.at the bishops of one hundred churches . . 
1. C. G. McPhee, Gospel Advocate , XCVII , Apr . 5, 1956, p . 326 . 
2. Campbell, Christian Baptist, pp. 428-429 . 
3. Ibid . 
4. Ibid ., pp . 25-26 . 
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have more power than one church , is to place 
the power )r authority in men, and not in the 
one king or head . For if numbers create power , 
it i s the power of men, it is1human authority, 
and not th= authority of God . 
Although the chur.::h is monarchical in its government, Jesus Christ being 
recognized as the head , its earthly , temporal affairs are to be gove rned 
by a plurality of men. These men are variously referred to as bishops, 
e lders, overseers, or pastors. In matters of faith they must be 
guided by the New Testament; but in matters of expediency they are to 
2 be governed by good judgement and the will of the people . 
The autonomous concept which Churches of Christ hold might gi ve 
t he impression that they constitute a somewhat exclusive group , abstracting 
themselves from the society in which they live, and holding themselves 
aloof from the common problems of mankind . This is not true , although 
a constant problem which they face is how to remain "in " t he world , 
and at the same time not be "of " the world . Campbell held that the 
local church was not to be abstracted from its social context. Rather , 
the major problerr. of local church polity was that of utilizing natural 
political boundaries and social relationships in charting the church 
program '\-Tithout e.t the same time permitting any of its liberties to be 
encroached on by factors in its environment. H~ therefore distinguished 
between the "private " and the "public " life of the local congregation , 
and stood unequi •·ocally on the thesis that in its private life the local 
1. Ibid . 
2 . Ibid. , p . 70 . 
church is autonomous . 1 
Campbell never achieved in his thinking the concept of what 
Coe calls the 'tieliberative religious group. "2 The literalistic 
strain of his thought caused him to invoke too many restrictions for 
that. It would, perhaps, be more accurate to say that of the three 
types of religious assemblies listed in Coe's category--the religious 
crO\·Td, the sacerdotal group, and the de liberative group--Campbell's 
pattern would have resulted in a blending of the latter two . A 
church is effective, he would have said, when it adheres to the un-
changing specifications once for all given to the saints. In the next 
breath he would have said: "A church is effective when it invokes no 
restraint whatever on deliberative inquiry . "3 
6. Summary 
A summary of theological beliefs of Churches of Christ to be 
used as a guide in developing a philosophy of education is given. 
1 . The Scriptures are a revelation to man from God. 
2. The Scriptures constitute the primary source for knowing the 
nature and attributes of God. 
3. Nature reveals something of the power and glory of God, but 
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l. D. Ray Lindley, "The Structure and Function of the Church in the 
Thought of Alexander Campbell ", Unpublished dissertation, Yale University, 
1946, p . 238. (Note : By the "private " life of a local church, Campbell 
meant the management of its local affairs; e.g., such matters as the 
securing of a minister, setting times for meetings, decisions relating 
to the how and where of mission work.) 
2. George A. Coe, The Psychology of Religion, (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Pre sf;!, 1916) , pp. 130-134. 
3. Lindley, op . cit. , p. 230. 
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only the Scriptures reveal the will of God. 
4. God is both immanent and transcendent. 
5. Reality consists of many grades or levels, e.g., matter, life, 
mind, spirit, all of which are illustrated by man. Each level of reality 
finds its own fulfillment when it is possessed by a higher grade, and 
each higher grade uses those below itself for its own expression. 
6. Jesus Christ is the point of entry of divinity into the 
stream of human life. 
7. Man is at once a finite creature subject to the limitations 
of his particular location in time and society, and at the same time 
capable of reaching after that which far transcends his finiteness. 
8. Man occupies a place of preeminence among the works of creation. 
It is through him that God's purposes are advanced. 
9. Man is not a mere product of his heredity and environment, 
but has the capacity to rise above or fall below these influences. 
10. Man is possessed of a freedom which allows him to make choices. 
11. The gap between God and man is bridged by God descending to 
meet the limitations of human nature and not by man himself overcoming 
them. 
12. Natural truth is subject to exploration by man. Revealed 
truth is not; it is the given. 
13. The content of Christianity is not a rational deduction from 
premises. Reason may arrange it in a systematic order, but cannot create 
facts. 
14. The church is a divine-human institution . Membership in 
the church is essential to ones salvation . 
15 . Conversion is both an event and a process . 
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CHAPI'ER V 
AN OUTLINE OF A PHILOSOPHY OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
· CONSISTENT \-liTH THE THEOLOGICAL BELIEFS 
OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST 
This chapter is intended to develop an outline of a philosophy 
of Christian education based upon the theological beliefs discussed 
in the preceding chapter . Christian education is a constant process, 
and it may be either formal or informal. By formal is meant that 
which is the result of a conscious effort at a prescribed time and 
place and under more or less controlled conditions. Perhaps more 
Christian education results from informal activities than from formal. 
This informal education has never seemed much of a problem and 
has not been given much conscious attention by leader s of Churches of 
Christ. It is when Christian education becomes intentional that a 
need is felt for some systematic attack on the many problems which it 
presents. And even here Churches of Christ have been slow to sense a 
need and to attack the problems with much vigor . 1 It is doubted 
whether or not a consciously held philosophy underlies the practices of 
many Churches of Christ. It is believed that every system of education 
is based upon some philosophy of life which may, or may not , be consciously 
held . 
1. To the knowledge of this writer there have been no books published, 
nor articles written in any journals by members of Churches of Christ 
on this subject. 
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1. The Focal Point of Christian Education 
i. Man as the Starting Point 
Basic to ~; .ny philosophy of Christian education is the concept held 
of the nature of man. Churches of Christ recognize man's dependence upon 
God, but they also believe that man is the ultimate object of God's con-
cern. They reject the naturalistic point of view which makes man simply 
a derivative of ~:: .n impersonal mechanism, a product of a system. They 
believe that God has placed man at the very center of the processes of 
life in the univErse . According to their point of view the key to the 
future is man . t:e is the deciding factor in determining and shaping the 
things to come. He is the cause of what happens rather than- the effect 
of what has happEned . If he works in harmony with God' s purpose and laws 
the world 's condttions will improve. If he disregards God ' s laws , either 
in the natural or spiritual realm, humanity will suffer for it . Man is 
not the little and insignificant element in a vast and powerful universe; 
he is the powerful and deciding element in a universe created for his 
1 
use . 
(l) Umitations of the Purely Scientific Approach 
to the Study of Man 
The purel~r scientific approach to the study of man is held by 
the Churches of Christ to be inadequate since this approach is limited to 
1. Guy N. Woods, "The Nature of Man", Gospel Advocate, XCIII , No . 36, 
(Sept . 6, 1951), p . 566. 
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only what is observable in man. It is believed that there are aspects 
of man's nature waich cannot meet the test of scientific verification. 
Man is thought to be more than his physical body, which is external . 1 
The purely scientific approach can furnish invaluable information con-
cerning the means and tools of man's education, but cannot determine what 
his education ought to be. Neither can it adequately guide education, 
because education needs primarily to knmv what man is , what is the nature 
of man and the scale of values which that nature essentially involves . 
A purely scientific idea of man can only know what emerges from the in-
2 dividual in the realm of sense observation and measurement . The 
scientific approech to the study of man is interested in discovering what 
man is, not in terms of an absolute essence, but in terms of a developing 
career in time and in relation to the world of things , culture and history 
of which he is an inseparable part . It recognizes man's nature not as a 
premise from whieh to deduce the aims of education, but as a set of con-
ditions which limit the range of possible educational aims.3 
This appr)ach to the study of man tends to link together measurable 
and observable data taken as such and is determined from the start not to 
consider anythins like being or essence; "not to answer any question like: 
Does man have a soul? Does a spirit exist or only matter? Is there 
freedom or deterninism? Purpose or chance? Value or simple fact?"4 
1. See Chapter IV, p~ Bo - 81 . 
2 . Jaques Maritain, Education at the Crossroads (New Haven : Yale University 
Press, 1943), p . 5· 
3. Sidney Hook, Education for Modern Man (New York: The Dial Press , 1946), 
pp . 6-7 . 
4. Maritain, op . cit., pp. 4-5 · 
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Such questions are out of the realm of science . The purely scientific 
idea of man is a phenomenalized idea without reference to ultimate 
reality. 
(2) Freedom of Choice a Fundamental Right of Man 
One of the most fundamental rights of man is the right of 
choice--the freedom of the will, which is simply the freedom to carry 
put one's deliberated decisions. 1 Whatever interferes with this is an 
impediment to one's freedom. To say that an organism is purposive is 
to say also that freedom is a requirement. Kilpatrick has said that 
"freedom to act is the most obvious of all freedoms. In the degree 
that society unjustly restricts this freedom, it refuses to respect 
personality". 2 Leaders of the Churches of Christ have rejected the 
type of theology which holds that one individual has the authority to 
commit another to a belief without the full consent of the person's 
own volition. The freedom of the individual is looked upon as some-
thing sacred. Teachers of Christian education have deep-seated 
personal convict i ons regarding the basic truths of Christianity, but 
their regard for the personality of another and of the freedom of choice 
of the individual will cause them not to impose their own beliefs and 
convictions upon another.3 They do not believe that even the Holy 
Spirit operates on a person with any kind of regenerating influence which 
l. See Chapter IV, pp. 82-83 . 
2. William H. Kilpatrick, Source Book in the Philosophy of Education 
(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1934, Rev . Ed.), p . 118. 
3. See Chapter IV, p. 83. 
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hints at the miraculous. "Any conception of the 'wrk of the Holy Spirit 
which impinges on the free decision of the i ndividual is untenable . "1 
ii. Man in Relation to Society 
When the freedom of man is looked at from the societal viewpoint, 
it is not unlimited, however . If this were the case , other personalities 
would not be respected . "When all demand complete freedom, none has any."2 
Respect for personality demands that freedom be limited by justice to all. 
The basic demand for freedom is limited by the equally powerful need to be 
social. Man needs freedom and he also needs other people. Therefore , 
these two needs have to be reconciled . No human be i ng can exercise com-
plete freedom to do as he pleases and retain his status with his fellows. 
The only freedom that can be had is that which is possible within the 
social setting . When one's acts begin to limit and deprive others they 
then become detrimental to the one who perpetrates them. The person who 
sees that others are essential to him, and that there can be no progress 
for him without others , sees the true significance of freedom.3 He then 
operates under controls which are self-generated and self-imposed, and 
his limitations are inherent in the social situation rather than being 
forcibly imposed from 1-ri thout . 
In terms of Christian education this means that , even though man's 
relationship to God is personal in nature , he lives in relation to others 
1 . Campbell, Millennial Harbinger , VIII, 356f . 
2 . Norman Angell , Ne,., York Times, March 1 , 1942. 
3 . Price Billingsley, "May We Study Some of Man's Traits?", Gospel Advocate , 
XCIII , No. 48, (Nov . 29, 1951) , p . 760 . 
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as a responsible member of society; and as such he should learn that the 
fewest possible barriers between himself and others will result in the 
greatest good for all. Christian education must therefore be concerned 
not alone with the growth and development of the individual, but with 
the whole of society. 
2. The Objectives of Christian Education 
i . Introduction 
The theological position of Churches of Christ suggests that 
Christian education is concerned chiefly with growing persons . Since 
it is the individual who is the center of attention, the very raison 
d'etre of the whole business of Christian education, then it follows 
that objectives should center around these growing persons . High on 
the list of objectives would be the developing of persons with the 
ability to judge and evaluate; persons who are committed to Christ; 
persons who are socially aware; and who are continuallymXlifying their 
behavior and growing toward the Christian ideal. 
One point of great concern to the Churches of Christ is whether 
or not objectives should have a fixed , immutable quality, or whether 
they should be flexible and subject to continual reconstruction. Per-
haps the sort of metaphysics to which one subscribes will determine 
which point of view he will take . If one adopts a metaphysics which 
assumes a stable and changeless universe and an absolute and unchanging 
truth , then the aims will be fixed. An opposite metaphysics would , 
perhaps, find fixed aims and objectives quite inadequate . Churches of 
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Christ believe the universe to be stable and truth to be unchanging;l 
therefore, objectives of Christian education should have a stable and 
fixed quality. Objectives are subject to change only as man discovers 
more truth or understands more clearly the truths already learned. 
The flexibility or rigidity of objectives is also involved in 
the problem of whether or not they should arise out of the ongoing ex-
perience of the learner, or whether they should be conceived as external 
to the learner in his experience. Churches of Christ would hold that 
experience fluctuates too much to be a satisfactory source for objectives , 
and that objectives arising out of such a flux could hardly be steady 
enough to give effective guidance to the process of Christian education. 
They would, therefore, hold to more or less fixed objectives , changing 
only as one's understanding of God, man, and the universe ,increases and 
becomes more mature. 
Perhaps the distinctive character of Christian objectives is not 
to be found in certain segregated areas of experience, but in that partic-
ular quality which Christian education gives to all experience . The test 
of the Christian educator's work is the degree to which he is helping to 
change the inner quality of all experience. 
1. Chapter IV, p. 91. 
ii . A Concern for the Development of Persons with 
the Ability to Judge and Evaluate 
Christ ian education is concerned with the de ve l opment of t he 
faculty of judgement and e valuation . Values , standards , and meanings 
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ha ve a l ways been the concern of re l igion . Its emphasis is upon t he art 
of l iving rather than the skills of a livelihood. It has stressed the 
importance of right a t titudes , genuine values , and has endeavored to 
give man a reason for living and an explanation of life . In order t o 
develop these qualities in the individual, it is necessary for him t o 
have t he ability to judge and evaluate for himself . 
Some persons remain immature and unsteady i n their thinking, 
e ven in adult life ., simply because they \vere ne ver permitted to develop 
the abi lity to think for themselves . They have been taught to gi ve 
"correct answers " , but not t o reason, or to think, for themselves . Al-
t hough Churches of Christ believe that any teacher must have some definite 
convictions, he must not force these upon pupils . Something must happen 
t o the pupil other than the docile acceptance of a point of view. 1 This 
something is a quality of mind and heart which is developed through a 
process of continuous reorganization of outlook, or way of life. This 
requires the cultivation of sensitiveness to a wide range of diverse 
val ues and the increasing ability to rely upon personal judgement. 
Persons at each level of growth need to face their concrete and 
personal problems in the light of religious ideals and values . If the 
1 . Teacher ' s Annual Lesson Commentar : Uniform Bible Lessons for 
Churches of Christ Nashville : Gospel Advocate Co ., 1950 , p. 32 . 
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grovring person is to be vitally religious in his attitudes and motives 
in the many situations which he faces, he must have an experience of 
the higher spiritual values involved in these relationships. He must 
be a-v1are of the situations and vrhat they involve . \fuatever help he 
may have from more mature persons , he himself must face the situations 
in their concreteness and their possibilities , and be given the op-
portunity to make decisions , even at the r isk of making mistakes. 
Knowing the correct ans1.rers may be necessary knowledge , but it 
is no guarantee for right conduct or Christian judgement. 1 A person 
well furnished with knowledge may fail miserably in Christian living be-
cause his mind has not been trained in judgement and discrimination and 
in the practical application of truth to life. Nels Ferre in his 
Christianity and Society says: 
Each learner needs to see the truth for himself 
and to appropriate it within the organic meaning of 
his own life and understanding to the maximum possible 
point. God wants each person to be himself . •. Each 
person is genuinely and uniquely himself , and no one 
else . There is an inimitable solitariness about each 
created life . Personality is ever a singular occurrence. 
All vre can share is the stuff of the spirit , of meaning, 
of value , but the inner decisions and experience is our 
very own .2 
It -vras formerly thought by Churches of Christ leaders that learning 
1. Mark A. May and Hugh Hartshorne , Studies in Deceit (New York : The 
Macmillan Co., 1930), p. 413: "Apart from the actual practice of direct 
or honest methods of gaining ends where a conflict of wills is actually 
involved, the mere urging of honest behavior by teachers, or the dis-
cussion of standards and i deals of honesty, no matter how much such 
general ideas have been 'emotionalized ', has no necessary relation to 
the control of conduct . " 
2. Nels F.S . Ferre, Christianity and Society (New York: Harper and 
Brothers , 1950) , p . 253 . 
the proper content would lead to proper behavior. This concept of 
learning vTas a learning about behaving, and afforded no actual ex-
perience for putting into practice the things to be learned. It is 
now generally believed that there must be a place for the actual ex-
perience of living, opportunities for the application of truth to 
1 life. R.C. Miller says the ne\·T element in education theory is the 
discovery of the "organic relation between doctrine and experience, 
between content and method, between truth and life . "2 
iii. A Concern for Developing Persons 
Committed to Christ 
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Christian education, in terms of the theological position of the 
Churches of Christ, is not primarily concerned with physical well-being, 
nor the accumulation of wealth, knowledge , power , culture , or social 
efficiency. All these have their place and value, but they are not 
primary but incidental; not ends but means to the major purpose of life. 
The primary purpose of Christian education is to teach Christ, his 
doctrines , his personality, his exemplary life , so that each person may 
become one of his followers and be added to his spiritual body , the 
church . 3 The appeal of Christian education is primarily to the will 
1 . It is significant to note that in recent church school materials of 
the Churches of Christ there are ample suggestions for activities and 
projects where principles and truths can be applied to l i fe; whereas 
older material contained none of these . 
2. Randolph Crump Miller , The Clue to Christian Education (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950) , p. 4. 
3. Church membership is believed necessary to the salvation of one 's 
soul (see C'napter IV, p. 93) , "\oThich is believed to be the most valuable 
thing in the world . The words of Jesus are often repeated: "~fuat shall 
it profit a man if he shall gain the whole world and . lose his own s oul?" 
because such education , by its very nature and purpose , can ne ver t e 
limit e d merely to the acquisition of content and materials , or to 
emotional responses. It must develop in the individual that strength 
of will a nd character which -vrill lead t o acceptance of and adherence 
l t o t he truths of Christ, and a commitment to his way . 
Christian education cannot be left at the intellectual level, 
but must also be concerned that the Christian life be lived and t hat 
Christian character be built . 
i v . A Concern for Developi ng Persons with 
Christ - like Character 
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It has been shown2 t hat leaders of the Churches of Christ believe 
t hat s omethi ng must happen to t he pupil other than the docile accepta nce 
of a part icular point of view. There must be de veloped a Christ - like 
quality of life t hrough a continuous reorganizat i on of life around the 
Christian standar d . . Being able t o gi ve correct answers is no g.uarantee 
f or right beha vi or. 
T'ne evidence of real learning is to be found in t he changes or 
modificat i ons of behavior t hat occur in the life of the learner. 
Modification does not refer merely to physical activity or overt be -
ha vi or . Modification of behavior may include changes in knmfledge, 
ideas, appreciations, points of vi evr , a s 1-rell as overt conduct . It 
i nc ludes t he entire range of human act ivities. 
l. J . P. Sanders , Gospel Advocate , XCVII , No . 3, (1956) , p. 56 . 
2 . See page 110 . 
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The kind of behavior which is ultimately desired can be 
achieved only as the learner develops an appropriate and reliable 
character . Character cannot be given to an individual, nor in-
culcated into him in any direct sense; it can only be fostered by 
providing such conditions for his living as direct his sensitiveness 
and response into this distinctive -vray of behaving . Character is not 
inborn, but individually achieved . The process is that of effectively 
accumulating and organizing successive learnings . In order to gro 
and de velop character the individual must face many situations where 
he himself does the choosing. So long as someone else does his choosing 
for him he is not building proper character . If one is to learn to 
subordinate a present impulse to a broader and deeper good, he must 
see for himself the deeper good as the right thing to do , and act 
accordingly . It is in this way that one grows in character . "It is 
out of these internal conflicts between present impulse and broader 
purpose that character is built . "1 
Teaching, then, aims at living, both immediately and ultimately; 
immediately at present , actual living and behaving of a quality and 
content fit to be built into the structure of character ; and ultimately , 
at character of a kind that brings the type of behavior desired . 2 
It was noted above that the evidence of real learning is to be 
1 . William H. Kilpatrick, Philosophy of Education (New York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1951), p . 301 . 
2 . In three different series of articles entitled "Education" by 
Alexander Campbell in the Millennial Harbinger , vols . I , V, VI , for 
the years 1830 , 1834 , 1835, these principles are set forth. 
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found in the changes or modifications of behavior that take place in 
the life of the learner . Learning is the kind of change that uses 
the results of previous responses and must be measured in terms of its 
tendency to stay with the individual so as to re-enter appropriately 
into further experience and behavior . "Learning goes on wherever living 
l tissue can retain its own history for use in subsequent predicaments." 
In order for a thing to be genuinely learned, it must first be lived; 
it must enter functionally into an actual life situation. 
I t is through varied experiences that growth can take place. 
Growth is the result of the creative experience of the learner and not 
so much the formal activities of the teacher . The teacher should see 
learning as a process and should feel himself in the middle of that pro-
cess. He must see that if the child is to grow, he will have t o start 
where the child is, and not where the teacher wants him to be. He will 
also have to understand that the child 's progress will have to be 
measured from that point rather than from some other teacher-determined 
point. The dynamic of growth is present and is taking some direction 
in every human being. "The task of the teacher is to bring his power 
and skill to bear to the end that this growth will be great in quantity 
and beneficial in quality."2 
Churches of Christ might well state their educational objectives 
in terms of such outcomes in the lives of growing persons as: intelligent 
1 . ijarry s . Broudy, Building a Philosophy of Education (New York: 
Prentice Hall , Inc ., 1954) , pp. 5-6 . 
2 . Earl c. Kelley and Marie I . Rasey, Education and the Nature of Man 
(New York : Harper and Brothers , 1952) , p . 7. 
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beliefs; the ability to judge and evaluate; Christian commitment and church 
membership; and the development of Christ-like character .1 These ob-
jectives would have a stable quality from generation t o generation since 
they grow out of a metaphysics which assumes a stable universe and an 
unc hanging truth . 
4. The Content and Curriculum 
of Christian Education 
i. Introduction 
A broad concept of the curriculum of Chr i stian education would 
include all the planned activities and experiences by which the pupil 
becomes Christian . Such a concept of the curriculum would involve at 
least four processes . There is the process of guided study in which 
materials and thought are united in intellectual exploration of the 
faith and its relationships to every facet of human life . There is 
the process of fellows hip , involving recreation. The mood and atmosphere 
of fellowship and the activities of recreation are very important pre-
conditions for determining certain Christian ideas . In the experience 
of fellovrship, one often comes to realize that he can trust the people 
.with whom he is associated. The mood and atmosphere of working to-
gether is often created in the process of playing together . 
There is also the process of social action . This is the area 
in which generalizations and convictions about the Christian life are 
carried out into everyday life. And finally, curriculum procedures in-
elude worship. 'f.hen persons arrive at certain basic convictions , when 
l. Hulen L. Jackson, "Christ ", Gospel Advocate, XCIII, No. 19, {May 10, 1951), 
p. 291. 
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they have experienced together "things of' the spirit", or have come to 
a new awareness of' God and His will for their lives, they will in 
meditation, contemplation, and common celebration take their experiences, 
convictions, and ideas into the deep and profound experience of' worship. 
Worship is not simply ceremony or ritual, not just routine, but can be-
come the culminating experience of' all Christian education. 
ii. Subject Matter in the Curriculum 
The traditional pattern of' the curriculum in the Churches of' 
Christ has been a set of' subjects, taken from the Bible, each of' which 
was only a sampling of' the whole body of' knowledge which might be had 
on that particular subject. These subjects were simplified, both in 
amount and complexity to approximate the maturity of' the pupil. This 
sort of' curriculum seemed sensible if' the purpose was to inform the 
pupil and to provide him with information which his elders thought he 
should have; but there are some quite valid criticisms to this approach 
to the curriculum of' Christian education. Poor motivation, low ~etention, 
subject matter compartmentalization, and a failure to meet social problems 
of' current interest are but a few of' the criticisms. 
One fundamental educational principle should be kept in mind re-
garding the curriculum: learning takes place through experience. The 
curriculum should, therefore, consist of' varied experiences, selected 
on the basis of' two kinds of' criteria: developmental and Christian. This 
implies that the center of' the curriculum is a two-fold relationship be-
tween God and the learner. The curriculum of' Christian education must be 
both God-centered and person-centered or experience centered. The purpose 
of Christian education, as suggested by the viewpoint of the Churches 
of Christ , is to place God at the center and to bring the individual 
into the right relationship with God and with his fellows within the 
perspective of the fundamental Christian truths about all of life . 
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The Christian faith is the organizing point f or developing the 
curriculum. It must recognize and build upon the basic theological 
foundations of the Christian faith . It is faced with the necessity of 
bringing into proper relationship the needs of the learner and the 
essential demands of the Christian faith. The individual person must be 
kept close to the center of the curriculum in Christian education, be-
cause the primary concern of the Christian religion centers in individual 
persons, with particular emphasis on what they may become as God's life 
flows into their lives, and what they may do for the world. Christian 
teaching should begin with people where they are in their experiences, 
but it should not stop there . It must help the learner move constantly 
in the direction of an ultimate goal. It should attempt to give a 
religious interpretation of life and its experiences . It should guide, 
stimulate , and enrich in order that growth in Christian living may con-
tinue. 
Churches of Christ believe that there are definite propositions, 
definite content, definite subject-matter in the Christian faith that 
must be learned . They hold that maintaining the Christian influence in 
life is in the final analysis a spiritual achievement . One ' s environ-
ment may make a valuable contribution to the experience of Christian 
living, but the Christian life survives and renews itself by the quality 
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of its spiritual content. Favorable circumstances cannot preserve the 
Christian life if it crumbles from within. Something must give to it 
a temper.7 a consistency which enables it to retain its distinctiveness 
and identity in spite of the pressures pushing against it from without. 
Churches of Christ would hold that Christian education cannot achieve 
its purpose unless it instructs the pupil in the basic aspects of the 
Christian faith and the Christian life . While it may be possible to 
become a good person and to lead a worthwhile life without having re-
ceived direct instruction in Christian truths and Christian values , they 
would hold that Christian education itself cannot be carried on with 
integrity if it neglects Christian instruction. 
Teachers should be concerned about starting with pupil ex-
perience, but they should also be aware that if this approach is used 
consistently the pupil may not be introduced to all the essential aspects 
of the Christian faith . The curriculum should introduce the pupil to 
new experiences and to new material. There is no necessary separation 
between content and experience in Christian education. Christianity is 
a faith to be lived as well as taught. Minimizing either is likely to 
weaken the process . The Christian faith is rich in subject matter, and 
the Christian teacher is challenged to be a teacher of history , literature , 
the arts, philosophy , and theology. 
iii. Pupil Needs as a Criterion for 
Curriculum Development 
The curriculum in Christian education can be judged only in terms 
of what happens to the pupil as a result of its use. It should, therefore , 
be built and judged in large part in terms of individual use. The needs 
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of the individual are valid principles in shaping the curriculum, but 
they are by no means a criterion which is autonomous and self-contained. 
Standing alone they do not suffice; they must be determined by some 
other criterion outside themselves , and must take their place in s ome 
broader frame of reference. Just as Churches of Christ believe that 
objectives , even those 1-rhich relate most intimately to the life and ex-
perience of the pupil, must be basically determined by the nature of the 
Christian gospel, so they believe that the curriculum cannot be based 
solely upon the needs of the pupil , but must also be determined by the 
gospel . A curriculum based upon the needs of the pupil alone is in 
danger of becoming thin and watery, particularly if much weight is 
allowed to what the child himself conceives to be his needs. It is not 
always what is at present that is permanently most valuable , and a 
curriculum that sets itself to teach what is immediately most relevant 
to the pupil's existing need is likely to sacrifice many of t he most 
important elements of the Christian faith . 1 
iv . The Bible in the Curriculum 
The basic position of the Churches of Christ indicates that the 
Scriptures should be central in the curriculum. They are to be studied, 
not for their own sake, but for the sake of the revelation of truth and 
life found in them . They are not to be studied by themselves alone 
divorced from life situations. The Bible has often been considered in 
l. Smart, op. cit. , pp . 155 -156. 
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isolation as though the mere learning of stories and texts from it, and 
the memorizing of passages f rom it were sufficient for children at certain 
ages . But the Bible unrelated to life is meaningless to the child as the 
Word of God; and a child may be familiarized with much of the contents 
of the Bible and yet remain totally i gnorant of God . Some Christian 
educators believe the heaping up of information about what is in the 
Bible will lead to a Christian understanding of God . The theology of 
the Churches of Christ would not permit this viewpoint. 
The problems of life and the Word of God need to be brought to-
gether in the curriculum. Young people can find no Christian solution 
to their life problems unless, in the midst of them, they begin to hear 
what God has to say to them ; and they can find no interest in the Bible 
until they discover that the vrord it speaks has to do with the very 
problems that are most urgent for them . 1 
When a teacher uses the Bible with children, he should remember , 
first of all , that very little of the Bible was written specifically for 
children . He mus>t recognize that his task is to adapt to the situations 
of children material that was written for adults , and at the same time 
retain the original meaning, vrhile interpreting it in terms under-
standable to the child . If the teacher waters down the meaning or twists 
the story to give it appl i cation in the child 's l ife, he is merely setting 
up one more obstacle in the way of the child's growth into understanding 
the Bible . 2 The curriculum should provide for a continual expansion for 
l . Ibid ., p. 118. 
2 . Ibid . , p . 148 . 
the conception of God in keeping with the developing interests and 
growing understanding of the child . 
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It is believed that children can be psychologically conditioned 
against the Bible by a teacher who does not understand the nature of 
the Bible , the nature of child-development , or the nature and con-
ditions of learning . An untrained and over-zealous teacher may feel 
that if the child ' s mind can be filled with Scripture while he is 
young, even though it may not have meaning for him at the time , when 
he is mature it will become meaningful and he will have it already 
learned. But what may happen when the child is made to memorize a 
Scripture which is beyond his comprehension, or hears a story that has 
no meaning for him, is that he may come to believe that the Bible is a 
book beyond all comprehension and he may lose interest in it . 
Care should be used in selecting material from the Bible to use 
with children. This is a process known as grading, and simply means 
that material beyond the comprehension of the child is not forced upon 
him. The idea that mere quantity of Scripture memorized by the child 
will benefit him is no longer held to be true by leaders of the Churches 
of Christ. 1 The amount of Bible which a child knows is not as important 
as the quality of understanding which he has . One passage of Scripture , 
properly understood, may open the way to a life of faith and obedience; 
while a hundred which have no definite meaning, may lead only to con-
fusion. 
l . Gospel Advocate . XCVIII, No. 40, (October 4, L956) , p . 815 . 
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When leaders of the Churches of Christ think of the content and 
the curriculum of Christian education, they think of a two-fold re-
lationship between God and the individual . The Word of God and the 
problems of the on-going life must be brought together in the curriculum. 
Of the two they have tended to place a greater emphasis on a knowledge 
of the Bible , because they believe that Christian education cannot 
achieve its purpose unless it instructs the pupil in the basic aspects 
of the Christian faith. Although the Bible is central in the curriculum, 
it is not to be studied apart from the life situation and experience of 
the learner. 1 
5. The Method of Christian Education 
i. Introduction 
Method in Christian education refers to the procedures by which 
the teacher utilizes the laws of learning in order to produce the de-
sired results . Since method is a tool for the accomplishment of purpose, 
a consideration of curriculum and content pre~es any consideration of 
method . It cannot be assumed that any method which will achieve im-
mediate ends is to be used, for there are some met hods that in the l ong 
run discourage the achievement of the Christian life. But in general 
method is related to the objectives and out comes set up by the teacher 
and pupil . 
Method might be thought of as a matter of principle rather than 
l. Ibi d . 
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a specific procedure . It has to be geared to specific and particular 
situations, the details of whi ch can never be fully anticipated . This 
is the difference between the trick of the trade and sound foundation 
in method . If a teacher has principles toward whi ch to work, the details 
of the specific situation can be worked out in the light of them . Tricks 
without principl es will not serve to steer an intelligent course in the 
teaching- learning process . 
ii . The Use of the Findings of Psychology 
in Determining Methods 
There is nothing in the theological pos ition of the Churches of 
Christ that would keep them from realizing how dependent the work of 
Christian education is upon the findings of modern psychology and the 
1 
science of child development . Educational psychology is recognized as 
the master science of educational method . It studies the conditions that 
accompany and promote learning and mus t be depended upon to give the 
scientific basis for method . The Christian educator must look to it for 
a clue to methods and for a criterion of the i r validity . Experiments 
can be set up to determine what happens before and after a learning ex-
perience . For example , if the number of wrong turns by a rat in a maze 
is reduced when food is placed at the end; or if children can answer 
more questions correctly on a subject after seeing a motion picture than 
before seeing it, certain conclusions can be drawn . It is thought that 
1. As early as 1840 when Alexander Campbell started Bethany College, he 
said that he felt obliged to visit all the acknowledged s chools of merit 
and to examine all the reputable systems and theories of education so 
that he might incorporate the best methods in his school . See Chapter 
III, P · 57 . 
if educational psychologists work long and carefully enough, they 
will in time be able to take any learning problem and prescribe an 
effect ive method. 1 
Although recognizing the value of the findings of modern ps ychology 1 
the theological position of the Churches of Christ lead them to believe 
that there are some aspects of the Christian religion wqich cannot be 
put to the test of scientific verification . However , it is held that 
the scientific method and Christianity ought to be complementary to 
each other. Christianity must furnish the objectives , the content and 
the motivation of Christian education1 while science furnishes it with 
tested and dependable techniques for accomplishing its objectives . 
Understanding the gro~nh and development of children and the nature and 
conditions of learning are areas where science has much to offer to the 
Churches of Christ. Perhaps it could be said that the meaning and con-
tent of Christian education should be based upon supernaturalistic pre-
suppos itions while the methods of Christian education should be based 
upon naturalistic presuppositions . This seems to be what William 
Clayton Bower had in mind when he said: "to employ the scientific method 
in religious education is simply to put intelligence , precision, and 
control into the process by which grmring persons are led under the 
guidance of persons who are themselves religious to face life in terms 
of its relation to God as interpreted by Jesus . "2 
1. Broudy , op. cit. , pp . 212-213. 
2 . William Clayton Bower , Religious Education in the Modern Church 
(St . Louis: The Bethany Press, 1929) 1 p . 186 . 
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Only as Christian education eventuates in a Christ-like life, 
no matter how successful it may have been in communicating knowledge or 
in building up technical skills , can it be judged to have fulfilled its 
mission . 
iii. Methodology and the Nature of Learning 
Methodology and the nature of learning must not be divorced 
from each other. An00equate method must be based upon an intelligent 
understanding of the learning process . One of the fundamental principles 
for the teacher to remember is that a person learns best when the total 
organism is involved . The teacher who is guided by this principle will 
depend less and less on the traditional methods such as story-telling, 
memorization and drill, question and answer , and lecture, and will use 
more and more those activities and experiences which call into use all 
of the senses . 
It was once held that the organism was merely a receptor and that 
the perception came though the senses from the outside . This concept 
ga ve justification to the Herbartian methodology where no necessary re-
lation was conceived behreen method and subject matter . If one saw a 
dog, the dog was the perception, since it started the process. This 
interpretation implied that what was perceived was identical with what 
was outside. Since the dog was the perception, all organisms must see 
it alike . It is now understood , however , that the actual perception, 
that which comes into consciousness , comes from the organism itself , and 
not from the object in the externality . When one sees a dog , he sees it 
in the light of all his "dog" experience. No two persons see exactly 
the same thing, and perhaps in no individual case does the perception 
actually correspond with the dog . It is an interpretation made by the 
individual in the light of all his experiences and purposes. What is 
real , for the individual at least , in any situation is not the object 
that started the sequence, for it can be different things to different 
people, but the individual interpretation put upon it, for it is upon 
this interpretation that the individual must act . The more closely his 
perception agrees with what actually lies outside him the more successful 
he will be . But the object itself will always remain for him what he 
makes it and as he interprets the stimuli brought to him by his re-
1 
ceptors . The object that started the stimuli which resulted in the 
perception actually exists; for without it there vmuld have been no 
sequence. Perhaps most of the time the perception is quite similar to 
the object, but not a lways . Everyone has had the experience of seeing 
something totally different from what >·ras seen at the same time by 
another person . 
If this be true in regard to visible , tangible objects, one can 
see immediately how difficult it must be to teach concepts and ideas 
wh•ich are intangible . The Christian teacher will use a variety of means 
in order to get these ideas and concepts related to the individual in 
his experiences so that they may be meaningful to him . He can never be 
sure that the perception which the pupil has is the same as that which 
1 . Kelley and Rasey, op. cit. , p . 33. 
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he desires him to have . 
Man has the capacity to remember and to foresee. Because of 
the capacity to remember , man is able to accumulate experience. He 
always perceives in the light of this accumulated experience . This 
is a kind of circular process . He perceives in the light of his ex-
periences up to the moment , and these perceptions are his new experiences. 
They are built into his structure so that the next perception will be 
colored by them. This is why it is impossible to have the same experience 
twice. Neither is it possible for two persons to have the same ex-
perience , since what a person is makes the experience vrhat it is . Some 
experiences do not have enough significance at the time to cause any 
modification to the organism. In order for an experience to modify the 
organism, it must have enough familiar elements so that it can be re-
lated t o an old experience ••hich has been built into the organism; and 
it must have an element of novelty so that it can challenge attention. 1 
This suggests another factor in the matter of learning. There is 
not necessarily any transfer of learning from one experience to another. 
Learning is more likely to be transferred when there are similarities 
between the new situation and the old . It is not true to say that there 
is never any t r ansfer . If there were no transfer , there would be no 
learning . The real question is hmr can transfer be promoted in the 
teaching process? Transfer depends a great deal on whether or not 
l. Ibid., p . 35 · 
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learning took place in connection with a particular , concrete situation, 
or was merely abstract , general learning. When learning is divorced from 
real life situations , there is likely to be little transfer . Teachers 
should learn that there is no necessary carry-over from the learning of 
words to the practice of morality . 1 It is the context and not the text 
that is important . Words without contexts are useless except to bring 
into focus influences that are already there . 2 
A teacher who has some understanding of the nature and conditions 
of learning will make less use of the older methods of teaching such as 
question and answer , memorization and drill, lecture, and story-telling, 
and will use more those activities and experiences which involve the 
t otal organism . This is not to say that there are not times when these 
methods , when rightly use~ are not valid . The asking of questions which 
deliberately test the awareness of the learner as to the implications of 
his a nswers may have great value . Socrates, from whom this Socratic 
method derived its name , believed that if men used terms that were accur -
ately defined and if they systematically explored their implications, they 
would penetrate into t he inner meaning of the virtues· and of the wisdom 
of life itself . 3 Even memorization has a place in the learning process. 
In every subject there is a core of material that needs to be mastered 
in a semi-automatic way; e . g ., spellings, and multiplication tables . In 
l . Quotation in footnote from May and Hartshorne, p . 110 . 
2 . A. Victor Murray, Education Into Religion (London: Nisbet and Company, 
Ltd . , 1953), pp. ll9-l20 . 
3. Broudy, op . cit ., p . 231 . 
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Christian education there are certain Biblical and historical fac t s and 
certain language and terminology that should be committed to memory . The 
answer to the criticism of memorization is not the avoidance of all 
memorization, but as Comenius once observed that "nothing should be 
learned by heart that has not been thoroughly grasped by the understanding . "1 
The lecture is designed to communicate patterns of meaning in 
verbal form from teacher to learner . As a tool of communication it has 
great weaknesses . It is an abstract form of teaching which den~nds little 
physica l participation from the pupil. Its motivating power is low un-
less the pupil is already interested . Because the lecture is a one - way 
process there is no opportunity for involvement or clarification . In 
the light of what is known about perception, learning, and the significance 
of doing and involvement , one is forced to question the value of one-way 
spoken communication . Its best use would seem to be with mature persons 
in large groups, and when the purpose is "to produce an affective value 
rather t han a rational one. "2 
Most Churches of Christ leaders would accept these conclusions 
regarding methodology in teaching . 3 There is nothing i n their t heology 
which would contradict these conclusions . 
1 . Quoted by Ferre, op . cit ., p . 248 . 
2 . Kelley and Rasey , op . cit ., p . 87. 
3. In the fall of 1956, the writer sent out questionaires to more than 
three hundred teaGhers in church schools in the Churches of Christ in 
America . One question related to methods in teaching . Ans>vers to this 
indicated that an overwhelming majority of those polled wer e using 
methods which involved the total organism of the child . 
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iv . Transmissive Teaching and Indoctrination 
The Christian teacher must feel constantly the tension between 
the authority of God and the freedom of man . He cannot impose or re -
quire a belief that violates man ' s obligation and need to love God freely 
and by his own choice. Neither can he violate what he conceives to be 
the authority of God, or his own conscience , by teaching less than what 
he holds to be the truths of God necessary for man ' s salvation . This i s 
a very real dilemma which every conscientious Christian teacher must 
face . If he believes , as do leaders of Churches of Christ , that the 
Bible is a body of sacred material , the s ource - book and guide to religion, 
he feels honor bound to pass on this material to the on-coming generation . 
At the same time he is aware that sheer familiarity 'vith the contents of 
the Bible will not insure the moral and religious growth of persons . 
The term "transmissive teaching" is' commonly applied to those 
teaching practices whereby the teacher seeks to pass on to the learner 
an accumulated store of knowledge and experience . 1 Transmission and 
indoctrination are alike frowned upon by educators , both religious and 
secular , although it is recognized by many that some is inevitable. 
Sidney Hook says that since it is necessary for human beings when they 
are young to act upon beliefs long before they can poss i bly understand 
or justify them, indoctrination is insofar unavoidable . 'Since this 
is not a controversial point , the issue must be sought elsewhere . 
Children will be indoctrinated in some specific beliefs, but the relevant 
1 . Robert Seneca Smith, New Trails for the Christian Teacher (Philade lphia: 
The Westminster Press , 1934), p . 18. 
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questions are which beliefs and who is to determine them. "1 Kilpatrick 
recognizes that some indoctrination is inevitable with young children . 
He points out that the child's education cannot wait until he is old 
enough and mature enough to think for himself . 2 He further says that 
parents and teachers should try to build such habits as truthfulness 
and honesty before the child can have any understanding why lying and 
dishonesty are t ad social practices . But as soon as the child is capable 
of understanding he should be led to see the reasons for truthfulness 
and honesty . 3 
All teaching involves a measure of indoctrination . This is true 
in the public schools and colleges as well as i n religious instruction. 
Psychologists have vTarned parents of the harm that can be done to 
growing personalities if they use their author ity to make their children 
think exactly as they do. The child becomes nothing more than a shadow 
of the parent ,.,ith no initiative of his mm, living in mental slavery 
which may affect him for life. Some parents have been led to maintain 
complete impartiality on the subject of religion with regard to their 
children . They say the child should make up his own mind when he is 
mature enough to examine the evidence .4 The scientif i c spirit of the 
1 . Hook, op . cit . , p. 121 . 
2 . Kilpatrick, op . cit ., p . 123 . 
3- Ibid . 
4. Horace Bushnell said there could not be a more sad or more desolating 
mistake for parents to make than to suppose that nothing is to be done 
for the religious character of children unt i l they are old enough to 
form religious judgements and to make religious choices for themselves. 
Christian Nurture , (New York : Scribner , Armstrong and Co . , 1876) , p. 228 . 
time seems to give this kind of impartiality a strong appeal to 
modern parents . It is strange that this impartiality should apply 
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only to religion . Most parents feel no hesitancy in letting their children 
know their convictions about politics , or state and community affairs . 
It is to be admi tted that not only do parents face this problem 
of indoctrination, but also the church's program of education is always 
in danger of becoming a means of conditioning persons so that they will 
all fit into a desired pattern; and the Christian educator is in danger 
of thinking that he possesses a technique for producing Christians of a 
stereotyped character . The Churches of Christ have often seemed more 
anxious that persons should conform to certain standards of faith and 
conduct than that they should come to have a personal knowledge of God 
through his word. Neither the church nor the parents should seek to 
control the responses of those under their guidance; but rather lead 
them into an aliveness to the truth and to the problems of life with 
which the truth confronts them . 1 
If it be said that Christian education which leans heavily on 
indoctrination precludes the possibility of freedom for discovery and 
purposeful grov~h, the opposite must also be said; namely , that without 
a structure for discovery there is no freedom, but chaos. It may prove 
just as harmful to leave a child without wise guidance as it is to 
surround him with coercion . 
In its most extreme form the transmissive concept of teaching 
1 . Smart, op . cit., p. 167. 
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stressed the importance of content as an end in itself; it tended to 
minimize the active role of the learner; it often relied upon formalized 
methods; it tended to minimize individual differences among the learners; 
and it allmred but a small place for pupil determination of objectives 
and methods . Creative teaching, on the other hand, took almost the 
opposite point of view at nearly every point. It minimized the importance 
of content , per se ; it magnified the active role of the learner; it placed 
only minimum reliance upon formal teaching methods; it gave grea~ attent i on 
to individual differences; and it gave a large place to pupil participation 
at e very stage of the educational process. 1 
The difference between these approaches may not be as basic as 
first appears. Some of the differences are only differences of emphasis . 
"When true learning takes place wherever, whenever, and in whatever 
circumstances , that learning process will have been at once both genuinely 
transmissive and truly creative. "2 True Christi.an education always im-
plies much more than a one-way relationship from the teacher to the 
learner. It implies the full co-operation of the learner in the tot al 
process. All effective education is creative education in the sense that 
it is based on the free and willing assent of the learner; and it is only 
when the free response of the learner is given that transmiss ion can be 
assured. The teacher does not effectively transmit a truth by -vrooden 
1. "Educational Principles in the Curriculum: A Report to the Curriculum 
Committee of the Methodist Church, " 1952, p . 30. 
2 . Ibid., p. 31. 
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conveyance of facts. It is only when the free and voluntary assent of 
the learner is secured that he opens up his spirit to the meaning of the 
truth and that transmission takes place . The only 1vay to accomplish 
transmissive education is to sectrre genuinely creative education . The 
antithesis between these tvro approaches is not as real as it first 
appears. 
The Churches of Christ have ahrays maintained that the free and 
willing response of the individual was essential in the teaching-learning 
process . A cardinal principle with the leaders of the Restoration 
Movement 1vas that one ' s sal vat ion ;.ras a very personal, individual matter , 
and no person could force or coerce another , or commit another to any 
belief without the full and free consent of t he individual . 1 
v . Methodology and the Teacher 
The mos t dynamic force in methods is the teacher . Everyone who 
remembers his o;.m educational experiences remembers teachers , not methods 
or techniques . One of the most widely quoted definitions of preaching, 
which seems to be just as true fer teaching, was given by Phillips Brooks 
i n the sixth annual Yale lectures . He said that preaching was the com-
munication of truth through personality . 2 Desirable results are often 
as cribed to a particular method ;.rhen, in reality , the result came about 
mainly through teacher. personality . A method is often fruitless and 
inert until the human element , the tea cher , gi ves it motion and direction . 
l. See Chapter IV, p . 83 . 
2. Philli-ps Brooks, Lectures on Preaching (Nev York: E. P . Dutton and 
Company, 1898) , p. 5· 
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. "Every method needs a catalyzer. "1 
In Christian education it is not ideas or principles that 
people tend to follow, but persons. They look for the representative 
leader. What the teacher does and hmv he does it will largely determine 
the kind of persons he >rill develop. The authoritarian teacher >rill 
develop one kind of person, the democratic teacher another. Growth 
is i n one direction when the learner is having things done to hi m and 
in another direction when things are done with him. 
One is not to suppose that life is wooden and that the edu-
cational process is mechanical . Character is the result of a person 1 s 
creative response to all the influences which play upon his life . The 
l i ves of those engaged in learning are influenced, shaped and molded 
to a great extent by the ideals and values of their teachers. Colonial 
America saw clearly the importance of the teacher in developing and 
creating a "new nation under God." The teacher was placed along side 
the preacher and equal consideration was given to the employment of 
both. 
One important factor in Christian education which relates to the 
teacher is the matter of teacher preparation. One is not to assume that 
professionalism in one field carries with it expertness in all others. 
Nor does a right spirit and a sincere desire substitute for a lack of 
technical and professional preparation. Christian education in Churches 
of Christ has suffered from both these fallacies. In public education 
1. John D. Redden and Francis A. Ryan, A Catholic Philosophy of Education 
(Milwaukee: The Bruce Pub. Co., 1942) , p. 346. 
only the best in training and preparation is allowed, but in Christian 
education among the Churches of Christ the standard bas not been so 
high. While attitude and spirit are important qualities for a Christian 
teacher, yet "zealwitbout knowledge" is dangerous. The standard for 
a Christian teacher might be looked upon as more demanding than the 
standard required for other types of teaching. "Remember that we who 
are teachers will be judged by a much higher standard." (James 3:1. 
Phillips translation). The Christian teacher bas the double necessity 
of meeting both religious and secular requirements. He must have 
both spirit and skill, and must know God as well as books and people. 
The teacher' s position in the group should not rest upon an 
authoritarian basis, but upon his capacity for leadership and for con-
tributing to the learning process the resources of his own knowledge 
and experience and his command of the technique of learning. Perhaps 
the first requirement of the teacher is that his work be honest craft-
manship. This means that be cannot distort the material for the sake 
of his piety, nor can he violate the psychology of man for the sake of 
strict adherence to dogma. 1 
6. Agencies for Christian Education 
i. Introduction 
From the purposes of Christian education Churches of Christ re-
1. John W. Dixon, Jr., "Basic Education in a Christian College", The 
Christian Scholar, 37 (1954), 437. 
• 
cognize two institutions within society which may achieve the desired 
goals; one is the Christian family and the other is the church. The 
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school and the community share somewhat in the responsibility for Christian 
education, but this is not their chief function. Their responsibility 
is only secondary . Their contribution is more in the realm of moral and 
spiritual values than with doctrinal teaching or religious commitment. 
The general atmosphere of the school and the community can be such that 
it can add to an appreciation of the Christian way of life. 
ii. The Home as Educator 
During the earlier years of childhood the home plays the most 
important role in Christian education. This is true because the values 
which t he home actually espouses and by which it lives are communicated 
almost unconsciously and incorporated into the very life fabric of the 
child long before the child is able to consciously choose values for 
himself . Until the time the child can make choices for himself the home 
is the most important factor. What is really important in the home is 
the atmosphere, the kind of behavior that characterizes it , and the kind 
of activities that take place within it. The unconscious instruction of 
parents is tremendously influential for children. According to Alfred 
North Whitehead, parents are the strongest influence upon children for 
good or bad for the first twelve years. 1 "Just as the unborn baby lives 
within the body of the mother, drawing its very lifeblood from her , so 
the small child lives within the body of the family, determined in his 
1. "Edu.c~t~ollE!-1, .Principles in the Curriculum", p. 29. 
entire existence by the atmosphere, ideas, standards, and faith that 
permeate the life of the family and give to it its character . , l 
As the primary and most intimate social group , the family is 
potentially the most important agent for Christian education . When 
the relationships and attitudes which prevail in the family are 
basically Christian, and 'vhen the activities in 'vhich the family en-
gages help bring the religious life to articulate expression, then it 
is that the family becomes the ideal agency for Christian education . 
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The nature of the family is such as to make it particularly 
effective in providing the experiences which are basic in the under -
standing and appreciation of the Christian religion . The love and 
care of parents which a child experiences leads naturally to an under-
standing of the meaning of the fatherhood of God. Democratic re-
lationships of the family , where each is encouraged to share in its 
resources and responsibilities according to his needs and abilities , 
are a concrete expression of the worth of persons . The nature and 
function of the family give it a distinct advantage in Christian edu-
cation. It has the child first and for the greatest amount of time 
during the formative years . It is in a position to make use of the 
child's current interests and needs and to provide a constant living 
example of what it seeks to teach in Christian living in a way far 
greater than the church can do . 
Parents who give no positive religious instruction to the child 
1. Smart, op . cit ., p . 178 . 
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may feel that they are having little religious influence upon him; but 
it is a delusion to think that a parent who says nothing about religion 
to his child is having no religious influence upon him. The religious 
attitude of parents , whatever it is, is more powerful than any other 
influence in determining what is to be the religious direction of the 
child's life . 1 It is a generally acknowledged fact that the little 
child gets his fundamental training in religion and character development 
before he is exposed to any kind of formal education in school or church. 
The patterns of his reaction to all kinds of stimuli are built into 
habit during these early years . 
Educators among Churches of Christ are becoming more aware than 
ever before that the basic attitudes of character and personality and 
faith are developed by influences in the home from the beginning of the 
child's life. It is for this r eas on that they feel that neither the 
public school nor the church can claim control of the educational 
situation, for the parents have a lengthy opportunity from the beginning. 
iii. The Church as Educator 
The church and the family serve and support each other in the 
matter of Christian education because they share so much in common in 
their function . It is not so much the church calling upon the family to 
help put over the church ' s program; nor is it a question of the family 
calling upon the church to make up for its failures . It is rather are-
lationship of complete mutuality. The family finds its richest self-
realization in the larger community of Christian families; and the church 
1 . Ibid . 
finds its noblest fruitage in the love and community of family life. 
Together they seek to develop each person to his ful l est capacity. 1 
A common mistake of Churches of Christ in the past has been to 
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make the church almost completely responsible for Christian education . 
There are certain tasks which are , of course 7 distinctively its own; 
but there are others which it must share l·ri th the home . The church 
has a program of Christ i an teaching and work in and through which each 
member may share in doing the 1vork of Christ . It provides appointed 
t imes for Christian education; and it furnishes resources for teachers 
and condit ions under which the educational work may be carried on. 2 
iv. The Responsibility of the Individual 
for Christian Education 
After the home and the church have done all they can to provide 
learning experiences for the person , the final responsibility for 
Christian education rests with the individual himself . In the final 
analysis he can take or leave the kind of experiences offered him . It 
is his responsibility to choose and select and to build his own ex-
perience so that it ivill have meaning for him. The experiences furnished 
by the home or church serve only to set the individual in motion . Learning 
takes place i·rhen these new· experiences tend to throvr the person to some 
extent off balance. Where there is question, tension, problem, or interest , 
l. "Christian Educat i on Today: A Statement of Basic Philosophy", Published 
by the International Council of R.E. , Chicago, 1940, p. 163. 
2 . Athens Clay Pullias, "The Christian and the Family " , Gospel Advocate 
XCIII, No . 26, (June 28, 1951), p . 403. 
learning is facilitated . The average person faces most experiences 
11ith some sense of direction and lfith his mind already made up . The 
nevr experience to some degree destroys this harmony, stability and 
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inner unity. The person instinctively tries to re-create the balance and 
the inner unity that has been destroyed . But it is never possible to be 
quite the same again . Each neif balance, harmony , and unity that is 
achieved means a somewhat altered self and personality . This process 
goes on continuously. Every new experience has to be assimilated or 
rejected in some vray . This is the responsibility of the individual. 
The home and the church can furnish the experience and give some guidance , 
but in the final analysis what the person makes of the experience is up 
to him. 
Thus we return to the original statement at the beginning of 
this chapter , that the starting point for a philosophy of Christian 
education should be the individual . An understanding of his nature and 
how he learns are as necessary to the development of an intelligent 
philosophy of Christian education as is the understanding of Christian 
truth . Truth is not an end, but only a means toward the end of developing 
the individual to his fullest realization of a "person in C:b.rist." 
CHAPI'ER VI 
SOME IMPLICATIONS OF SUCH A PHILOSOPHY FOR A 
PROGRAM OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
The aim of thi s chapter is to point out some of the implications 
which such a philosophy of Christian education as has been outli ned in 
the preceding chapter holds for a program of Christian education in the 
local church . The term "local church" is almost an ambiguous term among 
the Churches of Christ, since they do not conceive of any level of 
organization in the church higher than that of the local church . 1 Each 
church, or congregation as it is called, is responsible for planning and 
carrying out its ovm teaching program. Although there is no Board of 
Christian Education among Churches of Christ whi ch pr ovides curriculum 
materials and offers suggestions regarding the educational program of 
the local church, each congregation is free to call upon the best pre-
par~d people in the church at large for advice and suggestions and help 
in planning its own program. More and more congregations of the Churches 
of Christ are seeing the need for trained and capable leadership for 
their educational work . This phase of the work of the church is rapidly 
taking its place along side the other phases of the church's activities 
and not a fevr Churches of Christ have full-time educational directors . 2 
1 . The autonomy of the local congregation has been a cardinal principle 
among the Churches of Christ since their beginning. This concept has 
caused them to frmm upon such enterprises as the missionary society or 
any other endeavor 1.rhich would require an organization other than the 
local church. 
2 . B.G. Yount , Gospel Advocate, ~ept. 10 , 1953, p . 574. 
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The educational imrk of the church is usually thought of in terms of the 
church school which, among the Churches of Christ , generally meets on 
Sunday morning with a much smaller group meeting on a week night . 
Christian education is the very reason to be of the church school . 
L Implications Grmving Out of the Objectives 
of Christian Education 
Christian education is concerned with developing persons with 
an ever increasing ability to judge properly and evaluate correctly 
every situation which they face . This ability does not come to the 
individual automatically as he matures , but is developed as he is con-
fronted with varied experiences and problem situations and is forced 
to make a choice for himself . There are many implications growing out 
of this for a program of Christian education in the church school . This 
means that the program of Christian education should be such as to pro -
vide the child with experiences suited to the level of his development 
and of the kind where choices are to be made; and that the individual 
should be given help in seeing for himself the values involved in his 
choices . 
The home and the church are the two agencies which have the 
responsibility for providing these experiences . Of these two agencies 
for carrying on the task of Christian education, the Churches of Christ 
have looked upon the church as being the m~~ important . Although the 
home has been recognized as playing an important role , it has generally 
been thought of as a kind of "silent partner " to the church . The 
philosophy outlined in the preceding chapter implies that the home must 
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be recognized as equally important as the church in carrying on 
Christian education . It is , therefore , the teacher of the church 
school and the parent in the home who have the direct respons ibility 
for providing the right kind of experiences for the child . They need 
to be furnished adequate resources for the accomplishment of their task . 
This means that the church must constantly be involved in the process of 
developing adequate materials for both teachers and parents . It means , 
also , that teachers , and especially parents , must be made aware of their 
responsibility and be given instruction in child development as well as 
an understanding of the Christian gospel . It means , further , that the 
church school must provide more time than the usual one hour on Sunday 
morning for the purpose of Christian education . 
2· Implications Which Relate to the Leadership 
for Christian Education 
Since the teacher is conceived to be the most important single 
factor in Christian education, it follows that the church should give 
more attention to the training of its teachers. Teacher training is held 
to be more important than the development of curricular materials , since 
the best material can be ruined in the hands of an unskilled workman. 
Not everyone is called upon to be a leader or a teacher in the church. 
It is a task which requires special qualifications , including the 
ability to communicate t he gospel by ¥Tords and action, to share the 
riches of Christian living through relationships , to acquire certain 
skills and techniques by which the group is stimulated to respond to 
the challenge of the gospel , and to be the kind of person through whom 
God's grace can be channeled to others. 
Those '\-Tho teach others must have an adequate grasp of the Bible, 
church history , and doctrine in terms of content and i ts relevance to 
daily living. Even a kindergarten teacher who can communicate the faith 
only in simple w·ords and actions must have an adult faith that is adequate 
for daily living. Every teacher is impressing some kind of theology upon 
students . He may not teach doctrine as such but the implications of 
every interpretation of life have doctrinal significance . Teachers and 
learners are alike in that they are experiencing and growing together. 
The main difference bet'l-reen them is that the leaders have a larger and 
richer e·xperience to share, and kno'l-r both the resources and the methods 
for the most effective sharing of human experiences. 
Qualified and responsible leadership is basic to the teaching 
program. A systematic, continuous , long-range program by which each 
church could provide for its leadership would include four processes: 
the discovery of its potential leadership; the enlistment of leaders; 
the qualification of leaders; and, the motivation and continued guidance 
of leaders . 1 The actual recruiting of teachers for the ~ducational program 
of the church involves two basic tasks: finding those who are qualified, 
and enrolling them for a specific task. A list of potential teachers 
should be kept . Their names should be listed in reference to the 
various jobs to be done. The actual process of recruiting should be done 
by offering a specific task, the duties of which are clearly outlined. 
l. Harry C. Munro, Protestant Nurture (Englewood. Cliffs , New Jersey: 
Prentice Hall, Inc ., 1956), pp 251-252 . 
It is not best to ask for volunteers, but teachers are drafted for 
their work by a committee. 
One type of leadership training program which is grmring in 
popularity among Churches of Christ is to enroll one-fourth of the 
teaching staff in a training class which meets at the regular church 
school hour each week. This class is carried on for one quarter . At 
the end of this time the members of this class are placed back into 
active teaching and another one-fourth of the teachers are enrolled 
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in this class . This program causes each teacher to spend three months 
out of each year in a leadership training c lass . 
Effective leadership should constantly ask itself how it can im-
prove its performance. Good leadership will furnish stimulation, 
co-ordination, guidance, and confidence which are so indispenaa..ble in 
achieving the best possible results. "What is everypody's business is 
nobody's business" is an age-old but true statement. 
To be effective, Christian education must be organized . Good 
organization is essential if every member is to make his greatest con-
tribution and receive his maximum benefits from such a program. The 
work of Christian education in the Churches of Christ is under the 
direction of a plurality of men commonly referred to as elders. This 
group does the over-all planning of all church activities, including 
Christian education . The common practice is for this group to name one 
of · its · number or some other qualified person in the congregation to 
act as the co-ordinator of the teaching program. In recent years more 
and more Churches of Christ are securing the services of a full-time 
director of Christian education, ivhose chief responsibility is to 
guide the teaching program of the church. In addition to this person, 
there is a general superintendent over the entire church school with 
departmental superintendents working directly with the teachers in each 
department . 
Organization to meet the needs of every individual works in two 
directions. It means that the congregation will be unified to the ex-
tent that every member of the group, including small children, will 
feel secure in the activities of the congregation. Such an atmosphere 
is achieved only when good administration is correlated with the quality 
of life of the members of the congregation . The other direction of 
administration is seen when each individual , from the youngest to the 
most mature, has specialized activities to meet his own particular needs. 
Although organization and leadership for Christian education 
are important, Christian education is still a process far vaster than 
anything that can be organized. It is impossible for a church to com-
pletely control the spiritual growth of its members . This is a process 
which cannot be channeled into the official hours of the church school . 
This points up the importance of a close co-ordination between what is 
studied in the church school and the life experiences of the child in 
the home, school, and community . The church school study should provide 
the light in which all other experiences take on their true Christian 
meaning and through which the pupil can find the key to the mystery of 
life . 
3. Implications Relating to the Curriculum 
and Methods of Christian Education 
~8 
The concept of the curriculum as being that which should provide 
for an intimate relationship between God and the learner implies that 
the writers of lesson materials must share this same philosophy and 
endeavor to bring into proper relations hip the needs of the learner and 
the essential demands of the Christian faith; and that those who are 
charged with the responsibility of guiding growing persons must see what 
this means for each individual and help him achieve it to the fullest 
of his capabilities . 
Since it is believed that there is definite content in Christian 
education and that Christian education cannot be carried on with in-
tegrity if it neglects instruction in this content , then it follows that 
some system needs to be worked out for assuring that this content will 
be given to the pupil so that it will be meaningful for him . A system 
of grading is necessary to assure that the material beyond the compre-
hension of the child will not be used . Church schools with more than 
three hundred pupils are finding closely graded materials better suited 
to their needs . Many smaller church schools among the Churches of Christ 
use the group graded material . Grading is essential to sound educational 
procedures , whether the approach is content centered or experience 
centered. It is just as necessary that experiences be within the under-
standing and meaning of the child as it is for the material used to be 
adapted to his leve l of understanding . 
One of the concerns of Christian education is for developing 
pers ons committed to Christ and who are growing toward a Christ-like 
character. Since character is individually achieved as a result of t he 
person facing many situations where he himself does the choos i ng, it 
becomes necessary for him to be given ample opportuni ties to make decisions 
for himself. This further emphasizes the importance of adequate curr i culum 
materials so that teachers and parents can have proper guidance in 
furnishing these opportunities . A larger selection of electives to meet 
the interests and needs of persons should be made available for their 
use . It also points to the need for a close co-operation between the 
home and the church to be sure that they are not duplicating their 
activities, or are not working at cross purposes with each other . 
It was suggested that learning takes place only when there is 
some relation between new situations and old , and that there is no trans-
fer of learning when teaching is divorced from real life situations . 
Teachers who are aware of this will try to relate the truths which t hey 
want t o impart to the actual life of the child . The methods used will 
be t hose which call into play the total organism. 
4. Implications Growing Out of the Concept of the 
Freedom of the Individual 
Respect for the freedom of the individual rules out authoritarianism 
in t he r e lationship between persons. This is true at all levels of re-
lationship from the largest group to the individual. This has been a 
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fundamental principle of the Churches of Christ. 1 They have no church-
wide organization to hand dmm decisions of policy or doctrine which 
must be accepted by the local church . Each church determines its own 
policies, its own program, selects its own teachers and preachers, 
and administers its own affairs in every way . Its guiding principle 
in doctrine and faith is the revelation of God through Christ found 
in the New Testament . In matters other than the realm of faith Churches 
of Christ are guided by the principle of expediency . When this principle 
is applied at the individual level it means that no person can command 
another or commit another to any belief against his will. 2 The acceptance 
of any position must be a matter of one's mm free will. It is believed 
that a person violates the will of God and also fails to respect the 
sacredness of personality when he commits another to a belief without 
the free consent of that person 's volition . In the realm of the spirit 
it is believed that results cannot be obtained by compulsion . 
Teachers must be careful not to impose upon the children what they 
conceive to be the highest values , but lead them to accept these values 
for themselves . Children should have a part in the process of determining 
vrhat values will guide their lives. The process of evaluation may be as 
important as the values chosen, and children should be encouraged to 
participate in this experience . A common mistake of some teachers is to 
1. A.B. Barrett , former President of Abilene Christian College , once 
admonished his teachers to remember that any of their pupils might be 
a fountain which the teacher ' s skill was to set free ., "not a cistern 
to be filled with the abundance of his ovm authority . " Quoted in 
Horizons, Vol . VII , No. 1, Sept . 1955, a bulletin published by Abilene 
Christian College . 
2. This is one reason, among others , why Churches of Christ have always 
rejected infant baptism. 
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lift out conclusions -vrhich have been worked out in life situations 
and try to impose them upon the learner \vi thout carrying him through 
the process by which these conclusions were reached . This approach 
does not prepare the learner to make an idea his o-vm. He merely gives 
intellectual assent to it. The greatest weakness of the Churches of 
Christ has been an over-use of this methodology . Instead of a dynamic 
faith of one 's own, it is suspected that the result has often been "a 
faint echo of the faith of the fathers." The religious heritage never 
comes alive until it gets related to the individual in his experien9es. 
The dead past has meaning only as it becomes internalized in the living 
present. 
The educational work of the church should be democratic, not in 
the sense that each person is to determine what he should be taught or 
what activities he should engage in to reach his educational objectives, 
but that objectives and procedures should contribute to the sense of 
responsibility, good-will, and self-respect on the part of everyone; 
that none should be asked to assume an unjust responsibility, and that 
each person should be given freedom in discharging his responsibilities, 
and full opportunity to share in all decisions and activities of groups 
of -vrhich he is a responsible member . Any teaching which does not try 
to develop in the child the tendency and capacity to think for himself 
is to that ext.ent failing to respect his personality . The growth of 
persons is a process of deliberative interaction which can best be 
achieved in a democratic atmosphere. 
5· Implication Relating to the Relationship 
Bet1-1een Religious Education and Evangelism 
One of the purposes of Christian education as set forth in the 
preceding chapter is to place God at the center and to bring the in-
dividual into right relationship with God and his fellows . 1 This re -
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lationship is not an idea about God or man. A child is not integrated 
in his home by an idea of his parents and brothers and sisters , but through 
his relationship with them in personal encounters. So it is with t he 
individual in his relationship with God. It is a personal encounter be-
tween the individual and the creator . Churches of Christ , therefore , 
hold that Christian education and evangeli sm cannot be separated, since 
the purpose of each is to bring the individual into a personal encounter 
with God . Evangelism and Christian education, when understood fully , 
are but two aspects of the same undertaking--the communication of the 
Christian faith . This communication needs the insights of the educational 
process to make it effective , and it also needs the gifts of evangelism 
to give it vitality and power. The Great Commission associates evangelism 
and Christian education . 2 Since the relationship between God and the in-
dividual is best understood in terms of love and fellowship between 
persons, it is not enough to teach children about God but it is an 
obligation of the teacher to bring the pupil into living fellowship with 
God . Christian faith is more than being mer ely a follm-Ter of Christ in 
1. Chapter V, p . 10~ . 
2 . Matthew 28: 19-20 . 
terms of imitating his behavior . In its full sense Christian faith 
is the response to God of the whole person in his thinking, his 
judging, his feeling , and his actions . In a recent article on this 
topic , the Dean of David Li pscomb College said: 
As one studies the Ne-vr Testament , he becomes 
aware of the fact that Jesus was evangelistic in 
his educational program, and he was educational 
in his evangelistic program. An adequate pre-
sentation of the gospel means that vle should be 
evangelistic and educational in the task which 
we assume . Only in this way can we accomplish 
the outcomes that ar2 in harmony. with Christian 
ideals and purposes . 
6 . Summary 
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The purpose of Christian education is the developing of persons 
with the ability to properly evaluate each situation and with the dis-
position to respond to every situation in such a way as to promote 
Christian growth . 
This can only be accomplished by furnishing each individual with 
the kind of experiences suited to his particular needs; and giving him 
the proper guidance in making choices . 
The two agencies respons ible for providing experiences for the 
child are the church and the home . These must become aware of the 
magnitude of their respons i bility and be supplied with adequate re-
sources for accomplishing it . The church must not only train adequate 
leaders to do its work, but must also furnish the home with guidance . 
Respect for personality forbids the use of authoritarian methods 
1 . J . P . Sanders , Gospel Advocate , XCVII , No . 3, (Jan. 19, 1956) , p. 56. 
in WC?rking vTith others . Democratic relationships mean that each person 
has full responsibility to shar e in a ll dec isions and activities of 
groups of which he is a responsible member . 
Since a person ':s · relations hip vTi th God is not abstract , but 
a personal encounter , Christian education and evange l ism are closely 
related , parts of a whole . 
CHAPI'ER VII 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 
This study has shovm the development of the Churches of Christ 
in America from the efforts of certain men to restore what they con-
ceived to be the principles of New Testament Christianity to the world 
of their own time. This actually began during the first decade of the 
nineteenth century, although roots of the Restoration Movement go back 
into the eighteenth century . Along with the efforts of four men who 
were studied in this dissertation there was also the contribution of a 
number of schools which gave impetus to the movement. The result of 
this movement is that at the present time there are more thari one 
million six hundred thousand persons affiliated with the Churches of 
Christ and their work extends into many foreign countries. The sixteen 
thousand separate congre gations of the Churches of Christ are autonomous 
in e very vray. There is a remarkable uniformity of belief and practice, 
although there is no official organization or spokesman for Churches of 
Christ . 
It has been found from this study that the Churches of Christ hold 
the following beliefs: (l) God is an omnipotent , omniscient being who is 
both immanent and transcendent; (2) Christ is a divine-human being and 
he marks the point of entry of divinity into the stream of humanity. 
His virgin birth, vicarious suffering, and substitutionary atonement are 
cardinal tenets; (3) The Scriptures are a revelation from God to man 
and they constitute the primary source for knowing the nature and attributes 
of God; (4) Man is a composite being, having a body derived immediately 
from his parents , and a spirit infused in him by his Creator . He is at 
once a fini te creature subject to the limitations of his particular 
l ocation i n time and society , and at the same time capable of reaching 
after that which far transcends his finiten=ss . He occupies a place of 
preeminence among the works of creation . It is through him t hat God's 
purposes are advanced in the 1-rorld . Man is not a mere product of his 
heredity and environment, but has the capacity to rise above or fall 
below these influences . He is possesssed of a freedom which allows him 
to make choices ; (5) As a result of the f i rst man 's viTong choice , man 
lost the moral image of God . He possesses the possibility of being re -
s t ored . This gap between God and man is bridged by God des cending to 
meet the limitations of human nature and not by man himself over-coming 
them, (6) Reality consists of many levels or grades; e . g . , matter, life , 
mind, and spirit. All of these grades are illustrated in man , who has 
a body which is matter, His body is animated vri th life , and is directed 
by intelligence and is also capable of being infused by spirit . Each 
level of reality finds its own fulfillment when it is possessed. by a 
higher grade; and each hi gher grade uses those belm-r itself for its own 
expression; (7) Truth exj_sts on at least two levels , revealed and natural. 
Natural truth is subject to exploration by man, but revealed truth is not 
so subject ; it is the given . The content of Christianity is not a rational 
deduction from premises . Reason may arrange it i nto a systematic order , 
but cannot create facts ; (8) The church is a divine - human institution . 
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Membership in the church is essential to one's salvation. (9) Conversion 
is both an event and a process. 
Specific Conclusions Based Upon the Theology of the Churches of Christ 
1. Since God's will and therefore man's duty to God can be 
learned only from God's revelation of Himself through the Scriptures, it 
follows that the Scriptures should occupy a large place in the curriculum 
of Churches of Christ. 
2. Regard for the Scriptures and respect for the individual have 
caused Churches of Christ to place both God and the individual at the 
heart of Christian education. It is the individual who is to be educa-
ted, but without the truth contained in the Scriptures there .could be no 
Christian education. While it may be possible for one to lead a worth-
while life without instruction in Christian truths, Christian education 
itself cannot be carried on. with integrity if these truths are neglected. 
3. The needs of the individual and the basic demands of the 
Christian faith are criteria for curriculum construction. 
4. The kind of metaphysics to which Churches of Christ subscribe 
leads them to believe that objectives of Christian education should have 
a more or less stable and fixed quality. Objectives include such concerns 
as the development of persons with the ability to judge and evaluate for 
themselves; persons who are committed to Christ and who are developing a 
Christ-like character by constantly modifying their behavior. 
5· The meaning and content of Christian education should be 
based upon supernaturalistic presuppositions, while the method of Christian 
education; should be based upon naturalistic presuppositions. 
. -
J.)O 
Based U on the Im lications of the Tbeolo of the 
1. The mere learning of Christian truths may not result in Christ-
like behavior. The task of Christian education is to bring the problems 
of life and the Word of God together. 
2. The church school and the home are the two recognized agencies 
for Christian education. To be effective they must co-operate in every 
way and achieve a better understanding of the person they are teaching 
and how best to reach their objectives. A larger use of the findings 
of modern psychology in the field of child study and the nature and 
conditions of learning will facilitate this. 
3· The most important single factor in Christian education is 
the personality and devotion of the teacher. Methods, techniques, know-
ledge of pupils and resources are important, but these cannot channel the 
Christian faith unless there is a faith in the leader to be channeled. 
It is the teacher's character and personality rather than the content 
of the lesson which is the dominant influence upon the learner. 
4. Christian education looks to the past, the present, and 
the future. To the past fo it is there that it validates itself and 
draws its major resources; to the present for it is here that active, 
living persons are being confronted by the opportunities and responsi-
bilities of real life; and to the future because of its concern for 
developing each individual to the fullest extent of his capabilities 
and thereby building a better world. 
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MAJOR THEOLOGICAL BELIEFS OF THE CHU:OCHES OF CHRIST 
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
Abstract of a Doctor of Philosophy Dissertation 
Boston University Gr~duate School, 1957 
by 
Joseph Enloe Sanders 
Purpose of the Dissertation 
The purpose of this dissertation is to set forth in an objective 
and critical manner some of the major theological concepts of the Churches 
of Christ in America and to show what the implications of these are both 
for a philosophy of Christian education and for a program of Christian 
education. 
Procedure 
A high lighting of relevant eighteenth century church history is 
first given, since it forms the background of the Restoration Movement out 
of which the Churches of Christ developed. Major works of Barton W. Stone, 
Thomas Campbell, Alexander Campbell, and Walter Scott are used. Later works 
of Churches of Christ leaders are cited to show that these beliefs remain 
basically unchanged. 
Beliefs concerning the nature of God, Christ, man, reality, revela-
tion and human knowledge, and the church are discussed. An outline of a 
philosophy of Christian education consistent with these beliefs is developed 
and the implications of such a philosophy for Christian education are given. 
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Results of the Investigation 
The following concepts are prominent in Churches of Christ theology. 
(l) The Scriptures are a revelation from God to man. (2) The Scriptures 
constitute the primary source for knowing God. (3) God is both immanent 
and transcendent. (4) Jesus Christ is the unique point of entry of divinity 
into the stream of humanity. (5) The virgin birth, vicarious suffering, and 
substitutionary atonement are cardinal beliefs. (6) Man is a finite creature 
subject to the limitations of his particular environment, and at the same time 
capable of reaching after that which transcends his finiteness. (7) Man is 
preeminent among the works of creation. (8) Man has freedom to make choices. 
(9) The gap between God and man is bridged by God descending to meet the 
limitations of human nature, not by man himself overcoming them. (10) Reality 
consists of many levels. Each level finds its own fulfillment when it is pos-
sessed by a higher level, and each higher level uses levels below itself for 
its own fulfillment. (11) There are two levels of truth, revealed and 
natural. (12) The content of Christianity is not a rational deduction 
from premises. (13) The church is a divine-human institution. Member-
ship in the church is essential to salvation. (14) Conversion is both an 
event and a process. 
Specific Conclusions Based Upon the Theology of the Churches of Christ 
1. The Scriptures occupy a central place in the curriculum. 
2. Both God and the individual must be at the heart of Christian 
education. 
3· The needs of the individual and the basic demands of the Christian 
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faith are criteria for curriculum construction. 
4. Based upon a metaphysics which assumes a stable universe and 
an absolute truth, objectives of Christian education should have a stable 
and fixed quality. 
5· The meaning and content of Christian education should be based 
upon super-naturalistic pre-suppositions, while the method of Christian 
education should be based upon naturalistic pre-suppositions. 
Based U on the Im lications of the Tbeolo of the 
1. There should be greater co-operation between the church and 
the home. 
2. A larger use of the findings of modern psychology in the field 
of child study and the nature and conditions of learning must be made. 
3. The curriculum of Christian education includes, not only formal, 
printed lessons based principally upon the Bible, but all the planned 
activities and experiences by which persons become Christ-like. The criteria 
by which activities are selected are both Christian and developmental. 
4. Since learning the proper content does not necessarily lead to 
Christian behavior, it is necessary that opportunities be provided whereby 
these truths can become related to life. 
5· Further study is needed to resolve the dilemma between man's 
freedom and God's authority, and the role of the teacher in this relation. 
